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This is how powerful promotion can be
The best ideas for supporting marketing activities and promotional campaigns. A perfect imprint completes a promotional 
gift. Strengthen your message on functional items or playful gadgets with a logo, an individual name or a unique full colour 
design.
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STAND OUT IN
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05GREENGREEN

Awareness about contributing to a cleaner planet is significant. Do you think it’s important to share your vision on 
sustainability and environmentally responsible entrepreneurship? By deploying ‘green’ promotional products, you send a 
clear message and make a lasting impression.

The beauty of green
Many new eco products were selected for this collection, so you have even more choice. Products from the GREEN 
collection mainly consist of a combination of materials. Natural, recycled and biodegradable materials take centre stage with 
excellent quality and appearances. This is the beauty of eco-friendly promotional gifts.

Are you also going for GREEN? 
You can find the eco products in each category and can recognise them by the icon with the green leaf.

4 - 4-5.indd   7 25-11-19   12:31
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7814 SILENCE ANC HEADPHONE
Wireless bluetooth (4.2+EDR) ANC headphones. ANC stands for Active Noise Cancelling. These robust yet light-weight ANC headphones cancel disturbing ambient 
sounds to make the music sound even more clear and powerful, but are also ideal for optimal concentration. Especially useful in a busy office or while travelling. The 
headphones with oval ear cups have soft ear cushions that completely close off the ears, an adjustable headband, a control panel on the ear cup and a microphone 
function for answering phone calls. Range up to 10 meters. The powerful 3.7V Lithium battery is good for playing time of up to approx. 8 hours. ANC grade 18-20 DB. 
Comes with an attractive pouch. Includes Li-ion battery, micro-USB charging cable and user manual. Meas. 15.9 x 7.8 x 19.9 cm. Each piece in a box. 170 g.

TAMPO PRINT | SILKSCREEN PRINT

8014 ECO BAMBOO WIRELESS HEADPHONE
ECO wireless, bluetooth headphones made of ABS plastic combined with environmentally responsible materials. The headphones are made of bamboo combined 
with ABS and have an adjustable, soft and comfortable headband made of RPET (recycled PET bottles). The headphones are also foldable for easy transportation 
and storage. Stream music via Bluetooth (version 5.0) and enjoy perfect stereo sound reproduction. Range up to 10 meters. With control panel on the left speaker. 
Includes microphone for picking up and answering telephone calls.
The headphones have a built-in 300maH battery for playing time of up to 6 hours, standard 3.5 mm micro-USB charging cable and user manual. Meas. 19 x 18 x 8 
cm. Each piece in a box. 225 g.

TAMPO PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING

6 - 6-7.indd   7 25-11-19   14:18
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4121 COMPACTSOUND 
HEADPHONE
Compact, foldable headphones with 
cable (110 cm) in matching colour. 3.5 
mm stereo plug for connecting to 
portable devices. Adjustable headband 
with comfortable ear cups. Easy to store 
and carry. Meas. 17 x 17 x 5 cm. Each 
piece in a box. 110 g.

TAMPO PRINT

4125 BLUETOOTH 
HEADPHONE
Wireless foldable Bluetooth 
headphones with perfect sound and 
adjustable headband, comfortable 
ear pads, integrated card reader, 
microphone jack and panel on the 
speaker. Includes separate cable with 
standard 3.5mm stereo plug, USB cable, 
lithium battery and instructions. Meas. 
16.5 x 14.6 x 8.8 cm. Each piece in a 
box. 270 g.

TAMPO PRINT

0676 DIXIE BLUETOOTH 
HEADPHONE
Wireless bluetooth ABS headphones 
with adjustable headband and 
comfortable PU ear cushions. Stream 
music via Bluetooth (version 4.2 
JL) and enjoy perfect stereo sound 
reproduction. Range up to 10 meters. 
With on/off button. Includes 200mAh 
lithium battery with playback time up 
to 4 hours, standard 3,5mm micro-USB 
charging cable and user manual. Meas. 
16 x 18.5 x 6.3 cm. Each piece in a box. 
104 g.

TAMPO PRINT

6472 ELITE TWS WIRELESS EARBUDS
Ultimate freedom with these in-ear true wireless earbuds. The earbuds come in a stylish, magnetic, rechargeable storage case which supports wireless charging. 
Easily connect both ABS earbuds to listen to music and answer calls. The 2 earbuds use BT 5.0 for automatic pairing over a smooth connection and have a 50 mAh 
battery which allows for playing time up to 3 hours and can be recharged again in 2 hours. 
Easy hands-free telephone calls and enjoying music without restriction of movement. With outstanding sound reproduction and adjustable volume. Includes silicon 
earbuds in different sizes. Input 5V / 1A. Wireless output: 5V/1A. Includes micro-USB charging cable and user manual. Meas. 6 x 6 x 3.1 cm. Each piece in a box. 59 g.

DIGITAL PRINT | TAMPO PRINT

8 - 8-9.indd   8 25-11-19   12:35
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1242 MIKA TWS WIRELESS EARBUDS
Set with wireless stereo bluetooth earbuds (version 5.0) in a charging storage case. The 2 earbuds use BT 5.0 for a smooth connection and have a 35 mAh battery 
which allows for playing time up to 2.5 hours and can be recharged again in the charging case in 2 hours. Easy hands-free telephone calls and enjoying music 
without restriction of movement. With outstanding sound reproduction and adjustable volume. Range up to 10 meters. The trendy ABS storage case with indicator 
lights is also the charger, with a built-in 300 mAh rechargeable battery. Input: 5V/60mA. Includes micro-USB charging cable and user manual. Meas. 6.1 x 6.1 x 2.6 cm. 
Each piece in a box. 61 g.

TAMPO PRINT | DIGITAL PRINT

5892 FLOW TWS WIRELESS EARBUDS
In-ear wireless earbuds in ABS charging case. The 2 ABS earbuds use BT 5.0 for a smooth connection and have a 35 mAh battery which allows for playing time up 
to 2.5 hours and can be recharged again in the 400 mAh charging case in about 1 hour.  With 3 sets of silicon ear tips, providing a suitable fit for everyone. Easy to 
pair with a mobile phone. Easy hands-free telephone calls and enjoying music without restriction of movement. With outstanding sound reproduction and adjustable 
volume. Range up to 10 meters. Includes micro-USB charging cable and user manual. Meas. 6 x 3.5 x 6 cm. Each piece in a box. 54 g.

DIGITAL PRINT | TAMPO PRINT

8 - 8-9.indd   9 25-11-19   12:35
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0597 PROMO EARS
Perfectly fitting earphones with excellent sound reproduction. With 
silver colour accent. Supplied with silicon earplugs in 3 sizes. Cable 
(approx. 130 cm) with standard 3,5mm plug. Per set in a handy storage 
box in which the cables can be rolled up neatly. Meas. 6.7 x 6.7 x 1.9 
cm. 38 g.

TAMPO PRINT

0674 BLUETOOTH EARBUDDIES 
More freedom of movement with this wireless bluetooth (version 4.2 
JL) earphones with attractively shaped earbuds and volume control. 
Connects to your smartphone for listening to music or handsfree calls 
via the microphone. The battery allows for playback time up to 3 hours. 
Range up to 10 meters. Includes micro-USB charging cable, lithium 
battery and user manual. Per unit in a sturdy storage case with zipper. 
Meas. Ø 6.7 x 3.5 cm. Each piece in a box. 38 g.

TAMPO PRINT

0673 BLUETOOTH SPORTS EARBUDS 
Wireless bluetooth (version 4.2 + EDR JL) sports version earphones. 
This allows you to connect to your smartphone wirelessly up to a 
distance of 10 meters. Have conversations and listen to music without 
limiting freedom of movement. Easy to operate and equipped with 
special, flexible sports earbuds with silicon earplugs. Includes 60mAh 
battery with playback time of 3 hours, micro-USB charging cable and 
user manual. Per unit in a sturdy storage case with zipper. Meas. Ø 8.2 
x 3.5 cm. 46 g.

TAMPO PRINT

2629 EARBOX
Earphones with comfortable silicone earbuds. In a convenient storage 
case. Cable (approx 120 cm) with a standard 3.5 mm plug. Each piece 
in box. Meas. Ø 5.8 x 2.1 cm. 21 g.

TAMPO PRINT

TECHNOLOGY
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5920 BOOMBOX
Rechargeable wireless mini speaker (Bluetooth version 3.0) in metal 
housing, with excellent sound quality. Frequency: 200Hz-20Khz. 
Power 3W. Easy to operate and suitable for the most popular mobile 
devices and tablets. Also suitable for SD cards. Incl. USB / Audio cable 
(approx. 51 cm) with standard 3.5 mm plug, rechargeable battery and 
instructions. Meas. Ø 6 x 4.9 cm. Each piece in a box. 255 g.

TAMPO PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING

8258 BOOMBOX LIGHTNING
Rechargeable wireless mini speaker (Bluetooth version 3.0) in metal, 
rubberized housing. With changing colour LED light and excellent 
sound quality. Frequency: 90Hz-20Khz. Power 3W. With port for SD 
card, USB-cable and micro USB-cable. Incl. USB / Audio cable (approx. 
51 cm) with standard 3.5 mm plug, rechargeable lithium 450 mAh 
battery and instructions. Meas. Ø 6 cm. Each piece in a box. 234 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

10 - 10-11.indd   11 23-11-19   13:12
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0782 CUBIX SPEAKER
Rechargeable, wireless 3W bluetooth speaker (version 4.1) with 
outstanding sound reproduction. Frequency: 20HZ-20KHz. Aluminium 
case. With built-in 300mAh li-ion battery for hours of listening pleasure. 
Includes micro-USB charging cable and user manual. Meas. 5 x 5 x 5 
cm. Each piece in a box. 117 g.

LASER ENGRAVING | TAMPO PRINT

8212 RETRO SOUND 10W SPEAKER
Chargeable, wireless speaker in vintage look. Bluethooth 4.2. Power 
10W (2 x 5W). Silicone control panel, woven textile coated ABS housing 
and removable leather carrying loop. Easy to operate and suitable 
for the most common mobile devices or tablets. Also suitable for SD 
cards. Incl. micro-USB/audio cable (about 51 cm) with standard 3.5 mm 
plug, rechargeable li-ion battery (2000mAh) and instruction manual. 
Meas. 18.5 x 11.5 x 5.5 cm. Each piece in a gift box. 674 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

TECHNOLOGY
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6733 SHOWERSPEAKER
Waterproof, Bluetooth shower speaker with built-in microphone and 
perfect sound quality. Connect this speaker with your smartphone or 
tablet. Keep in place with the handy suction cup. Speaker output 3W. 
Including lithium-ion battery, USB/Audio cable and manual. Meas. Ø 8.3 
x 5.4 cm. Each piece in a box. 125 g.

TAMPO PRINT

7602 POWERSOUND 3500
Practical powerbank with dual function: Emergency Charger with built-in lithium battery (3500mAh/3.7V). PowerSound can be charged by USB with USB cable. To be 
used for charging most mobile devices/phones with a 3.5mm Jack connection. Input: 5V-1A. Output: 5V-1A. Compact speaker with perfect sound. Compatible with 
the most popular makes of smartphones. With USB/audio cable with standard 3.5mm plug and micro USB connector. Includes instructions. Meas. Ø 3 x 14.1 cm. Each 
piece in a box. 200 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

0573 MAMBO SPLASH WATERPROOF SPEAKER
ABS bluetooth speaker (V 4.2JL) with rubber case, carabiner and 
removable suction cup. Splash waterproof. Perfect sound reproduction. 
With built-in microphone and music control for simple operation of your 
connected device. Handy for in the shower or outside. Charging time 
2 hours. Playback time 3,5 hours (depending on volume). Compatible 
with the most common smartphones and tablets. Range up to 10 
meters. Power 3W. Input: 3.7-4.2V. Output: 4.8-5.5V. Incl. 300mAh 
lithium battery, micro-USB cable and user manual. The front side of the 
speaker is suitable for printing, but not detailed texts or logos. Only 
bold, solid and large font types are displayed properly. Meas. Ø 8.7 x 
9.5 cm. Each piece in a box. 131 g.

DIGITAL PRINT

12 - 12-13.indd   13 23-11-19   13:14
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0779 BOTTLEBEATZ TRITAN 2-IN-1 
Water bottle and speaker in one. Water bottle made of BPA-free Eastman Tritan™. With screw lid. The removeable bluetooth 
(version 4.2) speaker on the bottom is compatible with the most common smartphones and tablets. Range up to 10 meters. 
Ideal during your workout. Power 3W. Frequency: 20HZ-20KHz. With built-in 300mAh li-ion battery for hours of listening 
pleasure. Bottle contents 500 ml. Includes micro-USB charging cable and user manual. Meas. Ø 6.7 x 26.2 cm. Each piece 
in a box. 236 g.

TAMPO PRINT

0780 BOTTLEBEATZ STAINLESS STEEL 2-IN-1 
Thermos flask and speaker in one. Double-walled stainless steel thermos flask for keeping drinks warm or cool for a 
long time. With beautiful matt black finish and screw lid. The removeable bluetooth (version 4.2) speaker on the bottom is 
compatible with the most common smartphones and tablets. Range up to 10 meters. Ideal during your workout. Power 3W. 
Frequency: 20HZ-20KHz. With built-in 300mAh li-ion battery for hours of listening pleasure. Bottle contents 350 ml. Includes 
micro-USB charging cable and user manual. Meas. Ø 6.7 x 26.2 cm. Each piece in a box. 369 g.

TAMPO PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING

TECHNOLOGY
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5893 BAMBOO BLOCK SPEAKER
Bluetooth speaker and wireless charger in one, with an ECO casing 
made of beautiful natural bamboo and ABS. The ideal combination 
for charging and listening. The wireless 3W bluetooth speaker 
(version 4.2) is rechargeable and has outstanding sound reproduction. 
Frequency: 20HZ-20KHz. With built-in 400mAh battery for playing time 
of up to 3 hours. The 5W wireless charger is compatible with devices 
that support Qi wireless charging (newest generation of Androids and 
iPhones from generation 8). Input: 5V/1A. Wireless output: 5V/0.8A. 
Includes micro-USB cable and user manual. Meas. 6.5 x 6.3 x 6.3 cm. 
Each piece in a box. 129 g.

LASER ENGRAVING | TAMPO PRINT

5895 BAMBOX SPEAKER
Bluetooth ABS speaker in a beautiful, natural bamboo casing. The 
wireless 3W bluetooth speaker (version 4.1) is rechargeable and has 
outstanding sound reproduction. Power 300mAh/3.7V. Range up 
to 10 meters. Easy to use and compatible with the most common 
smartphones and tablets. Incl. USB/Audio cable (approx. 51 cm) with 
standard 3.5 mm plug, rechargeable battery and user manual. Meas. Ø 
5.9 x 5.1 cm. Each piece in a box. 108 g.

LASER ENGRAVING | TAMPO PRINT

0595 BUZZ CHARGING SPEAKER 
Stylish bluetooth speaker and wireless charger in one, made of ABS/textile. The ideal combination for charging and listening. The wireless 3W bluetooth speaker 
(version 4.1) is rechargeable and has outstanding sound reproduction. Frequency: 20HZ-20KHz. With built-in 400mAh li-ion battery for hours of listening pleasure. 
The 5W wireless charger is compatible with devices that support Qi wireless charging (newest generation of Androids and iPhones from generation 8). Input: 5V/1A. 
Wireless output: 5V/0.8A. Includes micro-USB cable and user manual. Meas. 8 x 8 x 4 cm. Each piece in a box. 112 g.

TAMPO PRINT | DIGITAL PRINT

14 - 14-15.indd   15 23-11-19   13:15
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Wireless Charging
The new generation of chargers is wireless!
Give your charger with a plug a fixed place in your home 
or on your desk.  Charging your mobile phone begins as 
soon as you place it on the base holder. You no longer 
need separate cables to charge your smartphone, which 
is very practical.

How does it work?
The energy of the charger is transformed and sent to a 
receiver on the back of the smartphone. The receiver 
in the smartphone then transforms this energy into 
electricity, charging the battery; electric energy is 
transformed into electromagnetic induction.

Suitable for:
Mobile devices that support Qi wireless charging: Android 
devices such as the Nexus 5, LG G-series and Samsung 
Galaxy and iPhones (from model 8). The chargers 
themselves are universal and device-independent.  

7812 AVANT WIRELESS CHARGING DIGITAL 
CLOCK
Wireless MDF alarm clock with built-in wireless charger. The LED clock 
has a beautiful finish with a wooden look. With alarm and snooze 
functions. In the display, the time (12/24 hours) and temperature light up 
in white LED light. The wireless 5W charger is compatible with devices 
that support Qi wireless charging (newest generation of Androids 
and iPhones from generation 8). Input: DC5V/2A. With built-in battery 
DC5V/2A. Easy wireless charging for your smartphone while you’re 
asleep. Includes micro-USB cable, user manual and batteries. Meas. 15 
x 7 x 7 cm. Each piece in a box. 255 g.

TAMPO PRINT

TECHNOLOGY

16 - 16-17.indd   16 23-11-19   13:17
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8628 THOR WIRELESS CHARGER
Powerful and efficient wireless ABS charger for mobile devices that 
support Qi wireless charging (newest generation Android and iPhones 
generation 8 or higher). With glowing battery indicator and anti-slip 
pad. Input: DC5V/2A. Wireless output: DC5V/1A (5W). Includes micro-
USB charging cable and user manual. Meas. 7 x 7 x 1.2 cm. Each piece 
in a box. 86 g.

TAMPO PRINT | DIGITAL PRINT

0602 HUB WIRELESS CHARGER
Wireless ABS charger for mobile devices that support Qi wireless 
charging (newest generation Android and iPhones generation 8 or 
higher). With indicator light and 2 HUB ports for connecting additional 
devices. Input: DC5V/1.5A. Wireless output: DC5V/1A (5W). Includes 
micro-USB charging cable and user manual. Meas. 9 x 9 x 0.9 cm. 
Each piece in a box. 51 g.

DIGITAL PRINT | TAMPO PRINT

0601 WIRELESS CHARGER 5W
Compact, wireless ABS charger for quickly charging mobile phones. Input: DC5V-1500mA. Wireless output: DC5V-1000mA 
(5W). Compatible with all mobile devices that support wireless charging, such as the newest generation of Android 
telephones and iPhones from generation 8. Includes matching colour micro-USB charging cable and user manual. Meas. Ø 7 
x 1 cm. Each piece in a box. 30 g.

DIGITAL PRINT | TAMPO PRINT

16 - 16-17.indd   17 23-11-19   13:17
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6452 BAMBOO 10W WIRELESS FAST CHARGER
Fast, environmentally responsible 10W ABS/Bamboo ‘fast charger’ for wireless charging of mobile phones. With glowing 
blue indicator ring. Compatible with all mobile devices that support QI wireless charging (newest generations Android and 
iPhone). Input: 9V/2A. Wireless output: 5V/10W. Includes 100 cm micro-USB (4C) charging cable and user manual. Meas. Ø 10 
cm. Each piece in a box. 52 g.

TAMPO PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING

TECHNOLOGY
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8246 BAMBOO 5W WIRELESS CHARGER
Practical, environmentally responsible 5W bamboo charger for wireless charging of mobile phones. Compatible with all 
mobile devices that support QI wireless charging (newest generations Android and iPhone). Input: 5V/1.5A. Wireless output: 
5V/1A (5W). Includes 50 cm micro-USB (2A) charging cable, indicator light and user manual. Meas. 9.1 x 9.1 cm. Each piece in 
a box. 53 g.

TAMPO PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING

6456 BAMBOO 8000 WIRELESS POWERBANK
Powerful, durable and environmentally responsible wireless charging power bank made of natural bamboo with built-in lithium polymer battery (8000mAh). Quickly 
charges smartphones or tablets via the USB or Type-C ports and includes an integrated 5W wireless charging function for mobile devices that support QI wireless 
charging (newest generations Android and iPhone). Input 5V/2A. Output: 5V/2A. Wireless output: 5V/1A (5W). Includes 50 cm micro-USB (2A) charging cable, 
indicator lights, on/off button and user manual. Meas. 14.5 x 6.8 x 1.6 cm. Each piece in a box. 186 g.

TAMPO PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING

18 - 18-19.indd   19 25-11-19   14:32
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0579 LOGOBOOST WIRELESS CHARGER
Wireless ABS charger for quickly charging mobile phones. Your logo 
or image is applied on the charging surface with laser engraving. This 
lights up when the charger is connected. This brings your brand to 
light in a prominent way. Input: 5V-1.5A. Wireless output: 5V-0.8A 5w. 
Compatible with all mobile devices that support wireless charging, 
such as the newest generation of Android telephones and iPhones 
from generation 8. With anti-slip cushions. Includes matching colour 
micro-USB charging cable and user manual. Meas. 9 x 9 x 0.9 cm. 
Each piece in a box. 66 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

6450 ILLUMINATE 8000 WIRELESS CHARGER 
LIGHT UP
ABS wireless charging power bank with built-in lithium polymer battery 
(8000mAh). With light-up technology. Your logo or image is laser-
engraved after which the text or image will light up. With handy suction 
cups, on/off button and indicator lights. Quickly charges smartphones 
or tablets via the USB or Type-C ports and includes an integrated 5W 
wireless charging function for mobile devices that support QI wireless 
charging (newest generations Android and iPhone). Input 5V/2A. 
Output: 5V/2A. Wireless output: 5V/1A (5W). Includes 50 cm micro-USB 
(2A) charging cable and user manual. Boxed per unit. Meas. 14 x 7 x 1.5 
cm. Each piece in a box. 192 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

TECHNOLOGY

20 - 20-21.indd   20 25-11-19   14:12
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0753 OCTOPUS WIRELESS POWERBANK 4000
ABS wireless charging powerbank with built in polymer battery 
(4000mAh). This all-rounder with handy suction cups, on/off button 
and indicator lights, charges smartphones quickly via cable and has 
an integrated 5W wireless charging functionality for wireless charging 
of mobile devices that support QI wireless charging (latest generation 
of Android and iPhones). Input: DC5V / 1.5A. Output USB: DC5V / 2.1A. 
Wireless output: DC5V / 0.8A. Includes micro-usb charging cable and 
user manual. Meas. 13 x 7 x 1.3 cm. Each piece in a box. 138 g.

DIGITAL PRINT | TAMPO PRINT

0604 WIRELESS POWERBANK 8000 C 
Very complete ABS wireless charging power bank with built-in Li-ion 
battery (8000mAh). With regular output, type-c in-/output and 5W 
wireless charging technology. Wireless charging for mobile devices 
that support Qi wireless charging (newest generation Android and 
iPhones generation 8 or higher). Input: DC5V/2.1A. Output USB: 
DC5V/2.1A. Wireless output: DC5V/1A. With handy indicator lights 
and on/off button. Includes micro-USB charging cable (2A) and user 
manual. Meas. 13.5 x 7.2 x 1.9 cm. Each piece in a box. 207 g.

TAMPO PRINT | DIGITAL PRINT

20 - 20-21.indd   21 25-11-19   14:12
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6460 ALUMINIUM 8000 WIRELESS POWERBANK
Powerful, durable wireless charging power bank with a high-quality finish, made of aluminium, with a built-in lithium polymer battery (8000mAh). Quickly charges 
smartphones or tablets via the USB ports and includes an integrated 5W wireless charging function for mobile devices that support QI wireless charging (newest 
generations Android and iPhone). Input 5V/2A. Output: 5V/2A. Wireless output: 5V/1A (5W). Includes 50 cm micro-USB (2A) charging cable, indicator lights, on/off 
button and user manual. Meas. 15 x 7.4 x 1 cm. Each piece in a box. 220 g.

TAMPO PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING

TECHNOLOGY
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0600 WIRELESS 
CARCHARGER 
ABS car telephone holder with wireless 
charging technology. For easily charging 
mobile telephones that support Qi 
wireless charging (newest generation of 
iPhones and Androids). Input: DC5V/1.1A. 
Wireless output: DC5V/0.8A (5W). 
Includes micro-USB charging cable 
and user manual. Meas. 7.6 x 6.1 x 1.1 
cm. 90 g.

TAMPO PRINT

0747 WIRELESS CHARGER 
STAND
Stylish ABS/Aluminium telephone 
holder with various indicators for start-
up and charging. 2 carefully placed 
coils allow for vertical and horizontal 
charging. This 5W wireless charger is 
compatible with devices that support Qi 
wireless charging (newest generation of 
Androids and iPhones from generation 
8). Input: 5V/2A. Wireless output: 5V/1A. 
Includes micro-USB cable and user 
manual. Meas. 12.7 x 8.5 x 7.0 cm. Each 
piece in a box. 104 g.

TAMPO PRINT

0581 RAY DESK 
ORGANIZER
Design ABS organizer with wireless 
charging functionality and telephone 
holder. Ideal desk organizer for pens, 
keys, wallet and telephone. The 
integrated 5W wireless charger is 
compatible with devices that support Qi 
wireless charging (newest generation of 
Androids and iPhones from generation 
8). Input: DC5V 1.5A. Output: DC5V/1A 
(5W). Includes micro-USB cable (2A) and 
user manual. Meas. 30 x 16.8 x 2 cm. 
Each piece in a box. 220 g.

TAMPO PRINT

22 - 22-23.indd   23 23-11-19   13:21
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0748 POWERBANK 2500 
Compact, light-weight ABS power bank with built-in polymer battery 
(2500mAh). Large print surface for high-resolution CMYK prints. Input: 
DC5V/1A. Output: DC5V/1A. Includes micro-USB charging cable and 
user manual. Meas. 10.6 x 3.5 x 1.2 cm. Per piece in box. 88 g.

DIGITAL PRINT | TAMPO PRINT

5623 POWERBANK 2400
Very thin, lightweight powerbank in a handy credit card format. Built-in 
lithium polymer battery (2400mAH / 3.7V). Input: 5V-500mA. Output: 
5V-1000mA. The PowerCharger can be charged by USB with USB 
cable (incl. micro-usb and iPhone connector/excl. type-c connector). 
Suitable for charging the most common mobile devices (including 
smart phones and music players). Incl. manual. Meas. 10 x 6.2 x 0.8 cm. 
Each piece in a box. 70 g.

TAMPO PRINT | DIGITAL PRINT

0596 POWERKEY 1000
Aluminium power bank attached to sturdy keyring. With USB and micro-USB output. With built-in polymer battery (1000 
mAh). Input: DC 5V/550mA. Output: DC 5V/1A. Suitable for the most common smartphones. This power bank charges a 
smartphone up to approx. 50%. Includes micro-USB charging cable and user manual. Meas. 5.4 x 3.65 x 1.25 cm. Per piece 
in box. 38 g.

LASER ENGRAVING | TAMPO PRINT | DIGITAL PRINT
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6454 POCKETPOWER 5000 POWERBANK
Small, light and very powerful ABS power bank with built-in lithium polymer battery (5000 mAh). This powerhouse easily fits 
in your trousers pocket allowing you to comfortably take it anywhere. Despite its small size, you’re carrying enough power 
to charge your phone up to 3 times. Input 5V/2A. Output: 5V/2A. Includes 50 cm micro-USB (2A) charging cable and user 
manual. Meas. 9 x 6.3 x 1.4 cm. Each piece in a box. 103 g.

TAMPO PRINT

4283 POWERBANK 2200
ABS emergency charger with built-in lithium battery (2200 mAh/3.7V). Input: 5V-800mA. Output: 5V-1A. The powerbank can 
be charged by USB with the delivered USB cable. Suitable for most mobile devices. Incl. instructions. Meas. 9 x 3 x 2.1 cm. 
90 g.

TAMPO PRINT | DIGITAL PRINT
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TECHNOLOGY

4320 POWERFLASH 2600
Compact, aluminium powerbank with double function: torch with very bright LED-light. Emergency Charger with lithium 
battery (2600 mAh/3.7V). Input: 5V-1A. Output: 5V-1A. Can be charged with the included USB-cable. Compatible with the 
most popular mobile devices. Includes instructions. Meas. Ø 2.4 x 10.8 cm. 75 g.

LASER ENGRAVING | TAMPO PRINT

4613 POWERBANK 2000
Compact aluminium powerbank with built-in lithium battery 
(2000mAh/3.7V). Input: 5V 0,8A. Output: 5V 1A. The powerbank can be 
charged by USB cable and is suitable for charging the most common 
mobile devices (including smartphones, music players and tablets). 
Incl. instructions. Meas. Ø 2.2 x 9.4 cm. Each in a box. 86 g.

LASER ENGRAVING | TAMPO PRINT

4325 POWERBANK 2600
Compact aluminium powerbank with flashing battery indicator and 
built-in lithium battery (2600mAh/3.7V). Input: 5V-500mA. Output: 
5V-1000mA. The powerbank can be charged by USB cable and is 
suitable for charging the most common mobile devices (including 
smartphones, music players and tablets). Incl. instructions. Meas. 9.5 x 
2 x 2 cm. Each piece in a box. 70 g.

TAMPO PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING

TECHNOLOGY
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4919 POWERBANK 2000 WOOD
Compact powerbank in a chic wooden casing. Choice of: walnut 
(dark), cherries (reddish brown) and Maple (light brown). With built-in 
lithium battery (2000mAh/3.7V). Input: 5V-500mA. Output: 5V-1000mA. 
The powerbank can be charged by USB cable via USB. Suitable for 
charging the most common mobile devices (including smartphones 
and music players). Incl. instructions. Meas. 10.2 x 2.4 x 2.4 cm. Each 
piece in a box. 105 g.

TAMPO PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING

6458 BAMBOO 4000 POWERBANK
Compact, durable and environmentally responsible power bank made 
of natural bamboo with built-in lithium polymer battery (4000mAh). 
Easily charges smartphones via the USB or Type-C port. Input 5V/2A. 
Output: 5V/2A. Includes 50 cm micro-USB (2A) charging cable, 
indicator lights, on/off button and user manual. Meas. 11.7 x 6.8 x 1 cm. 
Each piece in a box. 102 g.

TAMPO PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING

0754 SOLAR POWERBANK 4000
Powerful, high-capacity ABS power bank with solar panel and built-in rechargeable polymer battery (4000mAh). Can be 
charged with solar energy or mains electricity (using USB port). Input: 5V/1A. Output: 5V/1A. Includes USB cable and user 
manual. Meas. 12.5 x 6.5 x 1 cm. Per piece in box. 119 g.

DIGITAL PRINT | TAMPO PRINT
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0752 LOGOBOOST 4000 POWERBANK 
Compact, flat and powerful! ABS power bank with built-in polymer battery (4000mAh) and glowing battery indicator. With 
light-up technology. Your logo or image is laser-engraved after which the text or image will light up. Input: DC5V/1A. Output 
DC5V/1A. Includes micro-USB charging cable and user manual. Meas. 11.9 x 6.9 x 1.4 cm. Each piece in a box. 126 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

0751 LOGOBOOST 2500 POWERBANK 
Compact, ABS power bank with built-in Li-ion battery (2500mAh). Your logo or image is applied on the top with laser 
engraving. The engraved part lights up when the charger is turned on. This brings your brand to light in a prominent way. 
Input: DC5V/800mAh. Output DC5V/1A. Includes micro-USB charging cable and user manual. Meas. 9.9 x 2.5 x 2.5 cm. Per 
piece in box. 67 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

TECHNOLOGY
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4545 POWERCHARGER 4000 PLUS
Powerful and fully implemented emergency charger with flashing 
battery indicator, torch function and 2 built-in lithium batteries 
(4000mAh/3.7V) Input 5V-1A output 5V-2.1A. Meas. 10 x 4.5 x 2.6 cm. 
Each piece in a box. 135 g.

TAMPO PRINT

0781 CUBIX POWERBANK 4000 
Powerful aluminium power bank with built-in Li-ion battery (4000mAh) 
and 2 output ports for simultaneously charging 2 devices. Input: DC5V 
1A. Output 1: DC5V/1A and Output 2: DC5V/2.1A. Suitable for charging 
the most common mobile devices. Includes micro-USB charging cable 
and user manual. Meas. 9.5 x 4.8 x 2.2 cm. Each piece in a box. 149 g.

LASER ENGRAVING | DIGITAL PRINT | TAMPO PRINT

7828 ALUMINIUM 4000 POWERBANK
Compact, durable aluminium power bank with a high-quality finish and a built-in lithium polymer battery (4000mAh). Input 
5V/2A. Output: 5V/2A. Includes 50 cm micro-USB (2A) charging cable, indicator lights, on/off button and user manual. Meas. 
12 x 6.8 x 1 cm. Each piece in a box. 136 g.

TAMPO PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING
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0750 POWERBANK 10000 C 
Very powerful 3-port ABS power bank with built-in Li-ion battery 
(10.000 mAh) for simultaneously charging up to 3 devices. Input: 
DC5V/2.1A. Output USB 1, USB 2 & TYPE-C: DC5V/2.1A. Includes micro-
USB charging cable and user manual. Meas. 14.3 x 6.5 x 2.2 cm. Each 
piece in a box. 274 g.

DIGITAL PRINT | TAMPO PRINT

8894 POWERBANK 10050 TYPE-C
Very powerful powerbank type-C with battery indicator. With 3 built-in 
lithium batteries (10050mAh) and Quick Charge 3.0 technology; 
charges devices up to 80 percent in just 35 minutes. With 2 Input 
portals (micro USB and Type-C) and 3 output portals (Type-C/2.4A 
- USB1 QC3.o/2.4A - USB2/2.4A).  For charging the most common 
mobile devices (including smartphones and tablets). Incl. USB/Micro-
USB-cable and instruction manual. Meas. 9.4 x 6 x 2.2 cm. 182 g.

DIGITAL PRINT | TAMPO PRINT

TECHNOLOGY
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4508 TRAVELCHARGESET
Comprehensive and luxurious travel kit consisting of: PowerCharger 
(2200mAh - Output 5V-1000mA), USB CarCharger and charging cable. 
Ideal standard equipment to have energy everywhere. Meas. 14 x 17.5 
x 3.5 cm. Each piece in a gift box with a magnetic closure. 257 g.

TAMPO PRINT | DIGITAL PRINT

5303 POWERBANK 5200
Powerful, plastic, emergency charger with flashing battery indicator. 
Built-in lithium battery (5200mAh/3.7V). Input: 5V-1A. Output: 5V-1A. 
The powerbank can be charged by USB with USB cable. Suitable for 
charging the most popular mobile devices (including smartphones, 
music players and tablets). Incl. instructions. Meas. 9 x 4.7 x 2.2 cm. 
Each piece in a gift box with a magnetic closure. 260 g.

TAMPO PRINT | DIGITAL PRINT

6422 POWERBANK 6600
Very powerful, high-capacity plastic powerbank with flashing battery 
indicator, flashlight function, two output ports to simultaneously charge 
multiple mobile devices, built-in lithium battery (6600mAh/3.7V). Input: 
5V-1A. Output: Port 1: 5V-1A. Port 2: 5V-2.1A. The powerbank can be 
charged by USB with USB cable. Suitable for charging most popular 
mobile devices (including smartphones, music players and tablets). 
Incl. instructions. Meas. 9.7 x 6.4 x 2.3 cm. Each piece in a gift box with 
a magnetic closure. 320 g.

TAMPO PRINT

4902 POWERBANK 4000
Trendy, plastic powerbank in metallic look with glowing battery 
indicator, flashlight function and built-in lithium battery (4000mAh/3.7V). 
Input: 5V-1A. Output: 5V-1A. The powerbank can be charged by USB 
with USB cable. Suitable for charging of the most popular mobile 
devices (including smartphones and music players). Incl. instructions. 
Meas. 9.5 x 4.5 x 2.3 cm. Each piece in a gift box with a magnetic 
closure. 248 g.

DIGITAL PRINT | TAMPO PRINT
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7440 POWERBOX 3
Giftset with: • Powerbank 4000Plus, compact emergency charger with 
battery indicator light and torch light function. • BoomBox, rechargable, 
wireless mini speaker (bluetooth version 3.0) with excellent sound 
quality. Including an equal print in 1 colour, at 1 position on all items. 
Incl. accessories, battery and instructions. Each set in box. Meas. 14.5 x 
13.5 x 5.5 cm. 530 g.

TAMPO PRINT

7420 POWERBOX 1
Giftset with: • Powerbank 2600, compact emergency charger with 
battery indicator light. • Twist USB stick (2.0). Choise between 4 or 
8 Gb. • Light Up Logo Touch pen with rubber pointer for operating 
touch screens. Choise between silver coloured or metallic barrel. Incl. 
accessories, battery and instructions. Incl. 1 print on all items. Please 
enter your preference when ordering. Each set in box. Meas. 16.5 x 11.5 
x 4.5 cm. 251 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

7430 POWERBOX 2
Giftset with: Powerbank 2000, compact emergency charger. • Twist 
USB stick (2.0). Choise between 4 or 8 Gb. • Light Up Logo Touch pen 
with rubber pointer for operating touch screens. Choise between silver 
coloured or metallic barrel. Incl. accessories, battery and instructions. 
Incl. 1 print on all items. Please enter your preference when ordering. 
Each set in box. Meas. 16.5 x 11.5 x 4.5 cm. 242 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

7450 POWERBOX 4
Giftset with: • Powerbank 4000Plus, compact emergency charger with 
battery indicator light and torch light function. • BoomBox, rechargable, 
wireless mini speaker (bluetooth version 3.0) with excellent sound 
quality. • USB Stick Twist Reverse (16 Gb). • Athos Solid Touch pen 
with rubber pointer for operating touch screens. Including an equal 
print in 1 colour, at 1 position on all items. Incl. accessories, battery and 
instructions. Each set in box. Meas. 16.5 x 15.2 x 6 cm. 592 g.

TAMPO PRINT

TECHNOLOGY
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3851 DUAL USB CARCHARGER
Charging Plug for 12-24V output in the car. With two USB ports for 
simultaneous charging of mobile phones (port 1A) and tablets (port 
2.1A) Meas. Ø 2.5 x 5.8 cm. 15 g.

TAMPO PRINT

3651 USB CARCHARGER
Charge connector for 12-24V output in the car. With USB port (1A 
output) for charging the most common models of mobile phones and 
MP3/4-players. Meas. Ø 2.3 x 5.5 cm. 14 g.

TAMPO PRINT

0606 CHARLY CAR CHARGER
Charging cable for in the car. With glowing LED indicator and 2 output ports: USB and Type C. Ideal for simultaneously 
charging the most common mobile devices. Input: 12-24V. Output: Type C 5V/2.1A en USB - 5V/2.1A. Meas. 3.1 x 3.1 x 7 cm. 
22 g.

TAMPO PRINT
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1281 3-WAY CHARGER USB CHARGING CABLE
USB Charging cable with 3 different adapters for iPhone 4/5/6/7 and 
micro-USB. Not suitable for the transfer of data. Meas. 23.5 x 0.8 x 2.7 
cm. 11 g.

0745 IOS CONNECTOR 
Plug-in connector from micro-USB to iOs. Ideal as an extension for 
standard micro-USB cables. Meas. 1.9 x 1 cm. 1 g.

0798 TYPE C CONNECTOR
Plug-in connector from micro-USB to Type-C. Ideal as an extension for 
standard micro-USB cables. Meas. 2 x 1 cm. 1 g.

0605 CABLE CONNECT 3-IN-1
3-in-1 USB charging cable (micro-USB, iOS and Type C). In round PP 
case. Meas. Ø 5.3 cm. 17 g.

TAMPO PRINT

TECHNOLOGY
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0583 2-IN-1 CABLE XL
2-in-1 (micro-USB and iOS) USB charging and data cable made of TPE. 
Length 100 cm. In transparent PP case. Meas. 7.2 x 7.2 x 1.7 cm. 51 g.

DIGITAL PRINT

0582 2-IN-1 CABLE
2-in-1 (micro-USB and iOS) USB charging and data cable made of TPE. 
Length 20 cm. In transparent PP case. Meas. 4.7 x 2.7 x 1.6 cm. 11 g.

DIGITAL PRINT

0812 TECHCORD 3-IN-1
Nylon keycord with USB charging cable. The cable has a standard USB connection and a 3-in-1 connector (Micro USB, iOS 
and Type C). With carabiner for hooking onto entry cards or keys. (Full Colour) print on the holder. Meas. 56.5 x 1.2 cm. 26 g.

TAMPO PRINT
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0848 LIGHT UP CABLE 3-IN-1
3-in-1 charging cable (iOS, Micro USB and Type C). The logo lights up when the charging cable is plugged into a USB port. 
Meas. 13 x 2.8 cm. 14 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

0670 KEY CONNECT 3-IN-1
3-in-1 (iOS, Micro USB and Type C) USB charging connector with metal 
keyring. Ideal for charging your devices on the go. The ends can be 
attached to each other with magnets, so they’re easy to disconnect 
and click into place. Material: ABS + TPE. Meas. 3.1 x 5.4 x 1.5 cm. 8 g.

TAMPO PRINT

0603 KEY CONNECT 2-IN-1
2-in-1 (iOS and Micro USB) USB charging connector with metal keyring. 
Ideal for when you’re on the road. Material: ABS + TPE. Meas. 7 x 2 
cm. 6 g.

TAMPO PRINT

TECHNOLOGY
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1231 BRAIDED CABLE 3-IN-1 LIGHT UP
3-in-1 braided USB charging cable (iOS, micro-USB and Type C) for both Apple iOS and Android devices. The logo is laser-
engraved in the central cap and lights up when the charging cable is plugged into a USB port. This brings your brand to 
light in a prominent way. The braided nylon cable with a trendy appearance is comfortable, light-weight, doesn’t tangle and 
provides extra protection. Meas. 120 cm. Each piece in a box. 38 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

2446 BRAIDED CABLE 3-IN-1
3-in-1 braided USB charging cable (iOS, micro-USB and Type C) for both Apple iOS and Android devices. The braided nylon 
cable with a trendy appearance is comfortable, light-weight, doesn’t tangle and provides extra protection. Meas. 104 cm. 36 
g.

LASER ENGRAVING | TAMPO PRINT
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7818 BRAIDED CABLE 4-IN-1
4-in-1 braided USB charging cable (USB 2.0 connector, iOS, micro-USB and Type C) for both Apple iOS and Android devices. 
The braided cables with a trendy appearance are comfortable, light-weight, don’t tangle and provide extra protection. Meas. 
19 x 1.5 x 0.4 cm. 18 g.

LASER ENGRAVING | SILKSCREEN PRINT

4991 CUSTOM MADE CABLE BUNCH 4-IN-1
Custom made USB data and charging cable with 4 connections: USB 
2.0, lightning/iOS, Android and Type C. The cables are mounted in a 
PVC unit. This unit can be realized in any design: Mininum sizes: 19 x 
29 x 13 mm / Maximum sizes: 40 x 50 x 14 mm. Deliver a unique design 
that is completely tailored to your company or product. The cables can 
also be ordered in 16 different standard PMS colours (every cable in 
a different colour is possible). From 5,000 pieces the cables can be 
delivered in any desired PMS colour. This way you create an original 
gadget that will be recognized immediately.  cm. 30 g.

CUSTOM MADE

4980 CABLE BUNCH 4-IN-1
4-in-1 USB data and charging cable with 4 connections: USB 2.0, 
lightning/iOS, Android and Type C. The ABS unit and cables can be 
ordered in separate colours. Each cable can have its own colour. With 
regard to the colours, there is a standard range of 16 colours to choose 
from. Own PMS colour is also possible starting from 5000 pieces. A 
product that matches every corporate identity. Meas. 14.5 x 1.59 x 1.1 
cm. 17 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

TECHNOLOGY
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7816 KEIKO ACTIVITY TRACKER
Activity tracker with comfortable silicon wristband and a 0.96” TFT 
clear colour display (Bluetooth 4.0). This activity tracker coaches you 
throughout the day. Includes the following functions: pedometer, 
calorie counter, sleep monitor, multi-sport tracking, alarm clock, 
heart rate monitor, blood pressure monitor, oxygen content meter, sit 
reminder function, remote photography, do-not-disturb mode, phone 
finder. Displays time, date, and total distance travelled. Easily make 
and receive calls and notifications: SMS, Facebook, Skype, WhatsApp, 
Twitter etc. Compatible with Android 4.4 and IOS 8.5 and higher. IP 67 
splash-proof and waterproof up to 50 meters. Stand-by time of 45 days 
and working time of up to 5 days. Includes clip charger for charging 
the watch via USB, 90 mAh battery, USB cable and user manual. Meas. 
240 x 20 x 13 cm. Each piece in a box. 23 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

1276 FIT-BOOST SMART WATCH
Smartwatch with comfortable, silicon wristband. This trendy smartwatch 
keeps track of your activities 24/7. With large 1.3” TFT colour display. 
Includes the following functions: pedometer, calorie counter, sleep 
monitor, heart rate monitor, blood pressure monitor, oxygen content 
meter, stopwatch, multi-sport tracking, calendar updates and alarm 
clock. Displays time, date, total distance travelled and the weather. You 
can also make and receive calls via the smartwatch.
In addition, the smart watch very clearly displays SMS, Facebook, 
Skype, WhatsApp, Twitter notifications etc. Compatible with Android 
4.4 and IOS 8.0 and higher. IPX 67 water- and dust-proof. Stand-by 
time of 15 days and working time of up to 5 days. Includes clip charger 
for charging the watch. The smart watch comes with a special metal 
clip which is ideal for personalisation with laser engraving. This makes 
this product a perfect gift. Includes 80 mAh battery, USB cable and 
user manual. Meas. 25.5 x 3.5 x 1 cm. Each piece in a box. 31 g.

LASER ENGRAVING
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Popsockets® Get the 
perfect grip
This handy, multifunctional telephone accessory is 
extremely popular. Attach this item to the back of your 
phone with the 3M adhesive strip and use the handy 
functions; comfortable grip for better hold, functional 
stand and selfie-holder. It has 2 different pop-up positions 
and it’s flexible so you can position the smartphone any 
way you like. The Popsocket® is easy to remove and 
can be reused up to 10 times. Suitable for all commonly 
used types of smartphones, iPhones and other devices. 
Light-weight and also handy for rolling up your earphone 
cables. Read the supplied instructions for optimal use and 
maintenance. Popsockets® are only supplied with print. 

7826 POPSOCKETS® VENT MOUNT COMBO SET
This set consists of the original, plastic PopSockets® PopGrip with 
plastic PopTop combined with the original Car Vent Mount holder. You 
can easily attach the Car Vent Mount holder to the ventilation grid of 
your dashboard. Together with your PopSockets grip, this is the ideal 
way to secure your phone in the car so it’s properly visible. Includes 
imprint of any desired design in full colour. Meas. 5.7 x 5 cm. 21 g.

DIGITAL PRINT

7825 POPSOCKETS® QRX
Handy, multifunctional telephone accessory. With new swappable 
plastic PopGrip and swappable PopTop. This PopGrip is compatible 
with wireless charging thanks to the easy removal of the PopTop. 
Includes imprint of any desired design in full colour. Meas. Ø 4 x 2.4 
cm. 8 g.

DIGITAL PRINT

0608 POPSOCKETS®
Handy, multifunctional telephone accessory. With plastic PopGrip and 
PopTop.  Includes imprint of any desired design in full colour. Meas. Ø 
4 cm. 6 g.

DIGITAL PRINT

TECHNOLOGY
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7821 POPSOCKETS® ALUMINIUM
Handy, multifunctional telephone accessory. With plastic PopGrip and elegant, aluminium PopTop. Choose from various 
colours. Includes etching. Meas. Ø 4 x 2.4 cm. 8 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

7820 POPSOCKETS® WOOD
Handy, multifunctional telephone accessory. With plastic PopGrip. The PopTop has an aluminium frame with a wooden inlay. 
Choose from various wood types. Includes laser engraving. Meas. Ø 4 x 2.4 cm. 9 g.

LASER ENGRAVING
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3526 SELFIESTICK
Selfie stick for taking pictures of yourself or in a group. With telescopic 
stick extendable to 1 metre and rubber grip with release button. 
The holder can be revolved to 360°. With removable connector for 
attaching a smartphone (max. 8 cm wide), standard 3.5 mm plug and 
hand strap. Plug & Play. Light and compact (folded only 24 cm) so it 
is easy to carry. Suitable for cameras with a tripod hole and the most 
common phones. Also suitable for iPhone 8 and 10 if you use the 
Apple mini-Jack adapter (supplied with iPhone). Meas. 31 x 5.5 x 3 cm. 
160 g.

TAMPO PRINT | DIGITAL PRINT

2531 FIBRECLEAN
Practical microfibre cleaning cloth (18 x 15 cm) in a compact, 
transparent plastic case. Meas. 10.5 x 6.5 x 0.4 cm. 9 g.

TAMPO PRINT

3460 TOUCHGLOVE
Knitted, touch screen gloves with conductive material in a few 
fingertips. Universal size. Meas. 22.5 x 11 x 1.5 cm. 35 g.

TAMPO PRINT

2926 SELFIESTICKMINI
Compact, handy selfie stick. Create selfies and group shots from a 
distance. With telescopic stick extendable to 51 cm, rubber grip with 
shutter release button, stable holder and detachable connector for 
attaching a smartphone. Equipped with standard 3.5 mm plug and 
strap. Plug & Play. Folded only 14.5 cm. Suitable for the most common 
phones (max. 8 cm high). Also suitable for iPhone 8 and 10 if you use 
the Apple mini-Jack adapter (supplied with iPhone). Meas. 14.5 x 5 cm. 
107 g.

TAMPO PRINT

TECHNOLOGY
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0870 FICTION ACTIONCAM
Practical and tough HD sports and outdoor camera with a 2 inch 
LCD touchscreen and 720p HD camera with digital zoom. Includes 
chargeable and replaceable Li-Ion 900 mAh battery with a recording 
time of 70 minutes and various accessories including a helmet or 
handlebar holder and a waterproof casing (up to 30 meters). Camera 
supports micro-SD memory cards up to 32 GB (not included). Includes 
user manual and USB charging cable. Meas. 8.5 x 8.5 x 4 cm. Each 
piece in a box. 168 g.

TAMPO PRINT

3076 
FOLDABLEVRGLASSES
Foldable Virtual Reality glasses made of 
hard plastic and flexible silicone. With a 
sturdy clip for attaching a smartphone. 
Download apps from Play Store 
(Android) App Store (iOS) or search 
YouTube for 360video/Virtual Reality and 
watch the movies in seconds in virtual 
reality. Incl. instructions. Meas. 14 x 7.5 x 
3.7 cm. Each piece in a box. 125 g.

TAMPO PRINT

0599 CLIPON 3-IN-1 LENS
3-in-1 lens set made of ABS and 
aluminium. Easy to attach and supplied 
with 3 types of acrylic lenses: macro, 
fish eye and wide-angle lens. For taking 
even more beautiful photos with your 
smartphone. Delivered in a velvet 
pouch. Includes user manual. Meas. 8.6 
x 7 x 0.5 cm. Each piece in a box. 21 g.

TAMPO PRINT

4543 BLUETOOTH 
TRACKER
Bluetooth tracker with keyfinder, voice 
recorder, self-portrait function and track 
function; the car, scooter, handbag 
and persons are easy to trace and 
find because of the free app on a 
smartphone. Compatible with iOS 7.0 
and Android 4.0 or higher. Excl. keyring. 
Incl. battery and instructions. Meas. 3.6 x 
3.2 x 0.7 cm. 10 g.

DIGITAL PRINT | TAMPO PRINT

0871 FICTION ACTIONCAM FULL COLOUR
Practical and tough HD sports and outdoor camera. With black cover 
that can be printed all over in full colour. This allows you to create a 
unique camera with your own style. With 2 inch LCD touchscreen and 
720p HD camera with digital zoom. Ideal camera for capturing special 
events, wherever and whenever. Includes chargeable and replaceable 
Li-Ion 900 mAh battery with a recording time of 70 minutes and various 
accessories including a helmet or handlebar holder and a waterproof 
casing (up to 30 meters). Camera supports micro-SD memory cards up 
to 32 GB (not included). Includes user manual and USB charging cable. 
Meas. 8.5 x 8.5 x 4 cm. Each piece in a box. 168 g.

DIGITAL PRINT
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TECHNOLOGY

6862 WIRELESS PRESENTER
Wireless laser pointer with USB plug, page up/page down function, red 
laser pointer and a range of about 10 metres. Suitable on Windows, 
Mac and Linux. Incl. battery and instructions. Each piece in a box with 
magnetic closure. Meas. 13.7 x 1.8 x 1.9 cm. 63 g.

TAMPO PRINT

8610 SLIDESHARE
Professional wireless presenter. With USB plug, page up/down 
function, red laser pointer and a reach of approx 10 metres. Incl. 
batteries and instructions. Meas. 11.5 x 3.7 x 2.6 cm. Each piece in a 
box. 119 g.

TAMPO PRINT

7523 PRESENTER
Laser pointer with remote slideshow function. With infrared remote control. Compatible with Windows, Mac and Linux. Incl. 
batteries and instructions. In a gift case. Meas. 17.8 x 3.3 x 2 cm. 90 g.

TAMPO PRINT | DIGITAL PRINT

TECHNOLOGY
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TECHNOLOGY TECHNOLOGY

1868 BLOCK-IT WEBCAM COVER
Plastic webcam cover for safeguarding your privacy. Easy to fasten 
over the camera of your webcam. With sliding system for easy (un)
blocking. Meas. 3.8 x 1.5 x 0.2 cm. 7,5 g.

TAMPO PRINT | DIGITAL PRINT

4628 MULTIHUB
Multifunctional USB 2.0 HUB with flexible reading light, with 5 energy-
efficient LED lights and 4 USB ports. Suitable for laptops with a USB 
connection. Meas. 14.4 x 4.4 cm. 27 g.

TAMPO PRINT
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TECHNOLOGY TECHNOLOGY

• Order 24/7 online
• Custom made USB in 2D or 3D
• Your own PMS colour from 100 pieces
• Minimum order of only 50 pieces
• Always A-quality USB sticks
• Free print proof!
• Upload your own data? No problem!
• 2 years warranty on all USB sticks!

USB
USB-sticks | USB-sticks from stock |  
custom made USB-sticks | giftsets

Choose a USB stick 
to suit your corporate 
identity!

46 - 46-47.indd   6 26-11-19   11:03
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TECHNOLOGY TECHNOLOGY

6669  |  USB Giftset 4 GB from stock 6674  |  USB Giftset 8 GB from stock

USB sticks from stock
Fast delivery!

up to 8 Gb up to 8 Gb
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DRINKWARE

0827 ECO BAMBOO MUG-TO-GO 
Single-walled cup made of bamboo fibre and PP plastic. BPA-free. 
With gripped silicon strap and silicon lid with drinking opening. Handy 
for when you’re on the road. Durable, environmentally-friendly and 
biodegradable. This item contains no melamine. Capacity 350 ml. 
Meas. Ø 9.5 x 11.3 cm. 100 g.

TAMPO PRINT

1262 KYOTO
Stylish, double-walled thermo cup made of bamboo fibres and PP 
plastic. Eco-friendly and BPA-free. Lid with drinking opening. This item 
contains no melamine. Capacity 350 ml. Meas. Ø 9.3 x 13.5 cm. 110 g.

TAMPO PRINT

48 - 48-49.indd   49 25-11-19   17:43
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DRINKWARE

4369 HEATCUP
Takeaway style, double-walled, plastic coffee thermo cup with screw 
cap and drink opening, contoured rubber grip and non-slip rubber 
base. With insulating function. Capacity 450 ml. Meas. Ø 9.2 x 18.2 cm. 
Each piece in a box. 250 g.

TAMPO PRINT

4321 LOGOCUP
Transparent, double-walled plastic thermo cup. Includes screw cap 
with slide/click opening. The print is added to the inlay between the 
inner and outer wall. Full colour print. Capacity 500 ml. Meas. Ø 8.5 x 
16.5 cm. Each piece in a box. 186 g.

DIGITAL PRINT

0840 CALOR COFFEE-TO-
GO 
Double-walled stainless steel vacuum 
insulated thermo cup with plastic lid 
and handle. Easy to fill and clean thanks 
to the broad opening. The push-on lid 
properly seals the mug and the drinking 
opening has a sliding valve. Suitable 
for maintaining the temperature of hot 
drinks. Capacity 330 ml. Meas. Ø 9.3 x 
10.7 cm. Each piece in a box. 40 g.

TAMPO PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING

3668 THERMODRINK
Double-walled plastic thermo cup with 
screw top and slide/click opening. 
Capacity 450 ml. Meas. Ø 8 x 17.5 cm. 
Each piece in a box. 235 g.

TAMPO PRINT

4182 SOLIDCUP
Double-walled stainless steel and 
plastic thermo cup with screw top lid 
and slide/click opening. Capacity 450 
ml. Meas. Ø 8.5 x 18.5 cm. Each piece in 
a box. 285 g.

TAMPO PRINT

DRINKWARE

50 - 50-51.indd   50 24-11-19   10:12
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DRINKWARE DRINKWARE

0857 ESPRESSO-TO-GO 
Double-walled stainless steel espresso thermo cup with plastic inner wall and transparent push-on lid with sealable drinking 
opening. Thanks to its shape and low height, this cup fits perfectly under your coffee machine and in your car. Non-slip 
bottom. Capacity 160 ml. Meas. Ø 7 x 9.5 cm. Each piece in a box. 96 g.

TAMPO PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING

50 - 50-51.indd   51 24-11-19   10:12
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DRINKWARE

5404 ISOMUG
Double-walled, polished stainless steel mug. Capacity 300 ml. Meas. Ø 
7.8 x 9 cm. Each piece in a box. 141 g.

TAMPO PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING

4580 STEELMUG
Double-walled, stainless steel drinking cup. Capacity 220 ml. Meas. Ø 
7 x 9.5 cm. Each piece in a box. 185 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

3694 HIPFLASK
Tough stainless steel hip flask with a 
screw cap. Capacity 200 ml. Meas. 13 x 
9 x 2.2 cm. Each piece in a box. 135 g.

LASER ENGRAVING | TAMPO PRINT

4396 ISOCUP
Double-walled, stainless steel thermo 
cup with lid and slide opening. Capacity 
175 ml. Meas. Ø 6.5 x 12.5 cm. Each 
piece in a box. 148 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

1190 ZERO WASTE CUP
Indestructible, reusable stainless steel 
drinking cup. Single-walled. Capacity 
350 ml. Meas. Ø 7.7 x 10.8 cm. 65 g.

LASER ENGRAVING | TAMPO PRINT

DRINKWARE
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DRINKWARE DRINKWARE

4298 GRAPHIC MINI MUG
Double-walled, leak-proof stainless steel thermo cup with screw 
cap, click opening and PP inner wall. With distinctive 3D Geometric 
diamond pattern on the holder. Non-slip base. Capacity 250 ml. Meas. 
Ø 7 x 13.8 cm. Each piece in a box.  g.

TAMPO PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING

4732 GEOMETRIC MUG
Double-walled, leak-proof plastic thermo cup with stainless steel inner 
wall, screw cap and click opening. With distinctive 3D Geometric 
diamond pattern on the holder. Non-slip base. Capacity 280 ml. Meas. 
Ø 7 x 16.6 cm. Each piece in a box. 190 g.

TAMPO PRINT | SILKSCREEN PRINT

4638 GRAPHIC MUG
Double-walled, leak-proof, stainless steel thermo cup with screw cap 
and lid with slide/click system, which can be fastened once opened. 
With striking 3D graphic diamond pattern on the holder. Non slip base. 
Capacity 300 ml. Meas. Ø 6.8 x 16.5 cm. Each piece in a box. 150 g.

LASER ENGRAVING | TAMPO PRINT

5256 GRAPHIC GRIP MUG
Double-walled, leak-proof, stainless steel thermo cup with screw cap 
and lid with slide/click system, which can be fastened once opened. 
With striking 3D graphic diamond pattern on the plastic, coloured grip. 
Non slip base. Capacity 300 ml. Meas. Ø 7 x 16.5 cm. Each piece in a 
box. 150 g.

LASER ENGRAVING | TAMPO PRINT
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DRINKWARE

4818 SUPREMECUP
Double-walled stainless steel/plastic thermo cup with screw cap and 
click opening. Leak-free. Capacity 400 ml. Meas. Ø 8 x 17 cm. Each 
piece in a box. 230 g.

TAMPO PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING

4997 TRANSCUP
Double-walled thermo cup with stainless steel innerand plastic outer 
casing. Features lid with slide/click system and non-slip base. Capacity 
500 ml. Meas. Ø 8.5 x 17 cm. Each piece in a box. 250 g.

TAMPO PRINT

4585 SUPERCUP
Double-walled stainless steel and plastic thermo mug with screw top 
lid and slide/click opening. Capacity 400 ml. Meas. Ø 8 x 17 cm. Each 
piece in a box. 227 g.

TAMPO PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING

4266 THERMOCAN
Double-walled thermo cup with stainless steel exterior and plastic 
interior, screw cap with click opening and antislip holder. Leak-free. 
Capacity 300 ml. Meas. Ø 7.3 x 14.5 cm. Each piece in a box. 180 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT | TAMPO PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING

DRINKWARE
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DRINKWARE DRINKWARE

5228 OSAKA
Double-walled, leak-proof, vacuum-insulated stainless steel thermo bottle/thermo cup with bamboo finish and removable 
compartment for tea. Capacity 400 ml. Meas. Ø 6.5 x 19.8 cm. Each piece in a box. 270 g.

LASER ENGRAVING | TAMPO PRINT

5506 SENNA
Double-walled stainless steel thermo 
cup. With screw cap and click opening. 
Leak-free. Keeps your drink at the right 
temperature for a longer period of time. 
Non-slip underside. In brushed stainless 
steel or with a glossy white finish. 
Capacity 470 ml. Meas. Ø 8 x 16 cm. 
Each piece in a box. 240 g.

TAMPO PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING

6352 ROYALCUP
Double-walled, leak-proof stainless 
steel thermo cup with screw cap, click 
opening, rubber grip with outstanding 
design and non-slip base. Keeps your 
drink at the right temperature for a 
longer period of time.
Capacity 415 ml. Meas. Ø 8 x 15 cm. 
Each piece in a box. 310 g.

LASER ENGRAVING | TAMPO PRINT

6092 THERMOBOOST
Double-walled, insulated thermo cup 
(food grade) with stainless steel screw 
top. With just one press of the button, 
the spout opens and closes itself. Leak-
proof. Capacity 450 ml. Meas. Ø 8.1 x 
21.5 cm. Each piece in a gift box. 420 g.

TAMPO PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING
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DRINKWARE

8012 THERMOTOPMAXI
Double-walled stainless steel thermo 
bottle with screw cap/drinking cup and 
handy push-pour system. Capacity 1,000 
ml. Each piece in a box. Meas. Ø 8.6 x 
32 cm. Each piece in a box. 734 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

6846 FROSTEDBOTTLE
Double-walled stainless steel thermo 
bottle with double screw cap and 
a handy pouring system with snap 
closure. The cap can also be used as 
a drinking cup. Finished with a frosted, 
metallic finish. Capacity 500 ml. Meas. 
Ø 6.2 x 24.8 cm. Each piece in a box. 
350 g.

TAMPO PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING | 
SILKSCREEN PRINT

6886 THERMOBAG
Stainless steel thermo bottle (500 ml) 
with screw cap/drinking cup and handy 
press and pour system and 2 thermo 
cups (175 ml). In a 600 D polyester carry 
case. Meas. 27 x 17 x 9 cm. Each set in 
a box. 1118 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

7243 THERMOTOPMIDI
Double-walled stainless steel thermo 
bottle with screw cap/drinking cup and 
handy push-pour system. Capacity 500 
ml. Each piece in a box. Meas. Ø 7 x 
24.5 cm. Each piece in a box. 439 g.

LASER ENGRAVING | SILKSCREEN PRINT

5875 THERMOCOLOUR
Stainless steel thermo bottle with screw 
cap/drinking cup and handy press and 
pour system. Capacity 500 ml. Meas. Ø 
6.8 x 25 cm. Each piece in a box. 397 g.

TAMPO PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING | 
SILKSCREEN PRINT

6712 THERMOKING
Gift set: double-walled stainless steel 
thermo bottle (500 ml) with screw cap 
and press and pour system. Double-
walled thermo cup (480 ml) made of 
stainless steel/plastic with slide/click 
opening. Each set in a box. Meas. 30 x 
21 x 8.5 cm. 928 g.

TAMPO PRINT

DRINKWARE
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DRINKWARE DRINKWARE

1185 YUKON
Double-walled, leak-proof stainless steel water bottle/thermo bottle. 
The screw cap is attached to a rotatable silicon carrying strap and 
remains attached when the bottle is open,  so you always have one 
hand free. Suitable for maintaining the temperature of cold or hot 
drinks. Capacity 600 ml. Meas. Ø 7.3 x 25.2 cm. Each piece in a box. 
295 g.

LASER ENGRAVING | TAMPO PRINT

1184 NORDVIK
Double-walled, leak-proof stainless steel water bottle/thermo bottle. 
The handy screw cap is a made of a combination of stainless steel 
and bamboo. Suitable for maintaining the temperature of cold or hot 
drinks. Design based on the vintage glass milk bottle. Capacity 500 
ml. Available in various designs. Meas. Ø 7.1 x 22 cm. Each piece in a 
box. 280 g.

TAMPO PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING | SILKSCREEN PRINT

0792 APOLLO
Sleek, double-walled stainless steel water bottle/thermo bottle with a high gloss top layer and brushed stainless steel screw 
top. Suitable for maintaining the temperature of cold or hot drinks. Leak-free. Capacity 500 ml. Meas. Ø 6.8 x 24.3 cm. 276 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING
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DRINKWARE

5696 GRAPHIC THERMO BOTTLE
Stainless steel thermo bottle with screw cap/drinking cup and handy 
push-pour mechanism. With striking 3D geometric diamond pattern. 
Capacity 500 ml. Meas. Ø 7 x 26 cm. 350 g.

LASER ENGRAVING | TAMPO PRINT

1187 TOPFLASK PURE
Double-walled stainless steel water bottle/thermo bottle. With leak-
proof screw cap. This elegant model has a striking, attractive top layer. 
Suitable for maintaining the temperature of cold or hot drinks. Capacity 
350 ml. Meas. Ø 7 x 21.8 cm. Each piece in a box. 251 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT | TAMPO PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING

0749 TOPFLASK WOOD
Double-walled stainless steel water bottle. With leakproof screw top. 
This elegant model has a striking, attractive top layer with a wood grain 
pattern. Suitable for maintaining the temperature of cold or hot drinks. 
Capacity 500 ml. Meas. Ø 7.3 x 26 cm. Each piece in a box. 310 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT | TAMPO PRINT

6228 TOPFLASK GRAPHIC
Double-walled, leak-proof stainless steel water bottle/thermo bottle 
with distinctive 3D geometric diamond pattern. Suitable for maintaining 
the temperature of cold or hot drinks. Capacity 500 ml. Meas. Ø 7.3 x 
26 cm. Each piece in a box. 292 g.

TAMPO PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING

DRINKWARE
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DRINKWARE DRINKWARE

5694 TOPFLASK 500 ML
Double walled stainless steel water bottle/thermo bottle. With leak-free 
screw cap. Made in metallic or with beautiful top layer in matt finish 
(black & white). Suitable for both cold or hot drinks. Capacity 500 ml. 
Meas. Ø 7.3 x 26 cm. Each piece in a box. 300 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING | TAMPO PRINT

5432 TOPFLASK 350 ML
Double-walled, stainless steel water bottle/thermo bottle. With leak-
proof screw cap. Suitable for maintaining the temperature of hot and 
cold drinks. Capacity 350 ml. Meas. Ø 7.3 x 22.5 cm. Each piece in a 
box. 280 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING

1186 TOPFLASK 750 ML
Double-walled, leak-proof stainless steel water bottle/thermo bottle. Suitable for maintaining the temperature of cold or hot 
drinks. Capacity 750 ml. Meas. Ø 7.6 x 30.6 cm. Each piece in a box. 447 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT | TAMPO PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING
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DRINKWARE

4408 MALAGA
Stylish water bottle made of clear, high-quality Eastman Tritan™; BPA-free, environmentally conscious, durable and reusable. 
The bottle has a large opening, making it easy to clean. With PP screw cap with a small, sealable drinking opening. With 
handy carrying strap. Leak-proof. Capacity 600 ml. Meas. Ø 7 x 22.1 cm. 116 g.

TAMPO PRINT | SILKSCREEN PRINT

1168 TOPFLASK 500 ML SINGLE WALL
Single-walled stainless steel water bottle with leak-proof screw cap. 
Suitable for maintaining the temperature of cold drinks. Capacity 500 
ml. Meas. Ø 7 x 21.9 cm. Each piece in a box. 158 g.

LASER ENGRAVING | TAMPO PRINT | SILKSCREEN PRINT

1261 SENGA GLASS
Slim, eco-friendly and leak-proof water bottle made of durable soda-
lime glass with stainless steel screw cap. With neoprene sleeve to 
carry the bottle comfortably. Capacity 500 ml. Meas. Ø 6.5 x 22 cm. 
Each piece in a box. 340 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

DRINKWARE
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DRINKWARE DRINKWARE

5226 SIRIUS
Luxury water bottle made of clear plastic Tritan: eco-friendly, BPA-free, 
durable and re-usable. With a practical screw cap. Leak-free. Capacity 
650 ml. Meas. Ø 6.7 x 25.5 cm. 92 g.

TAMPO PRINT | SILKSCREEN PRINT

5628 VIGO
Distinctively slim water bottle made of clear, high-quality Eastman 
Tritan™; BPA-free, environmentally conscious, durable and reusable. 
With PP plastic screw cap, foldable mouth piece and sealable straw. 
Leak-proof. This bottle is comfortable to hold thanks to its slim design. 
Capacity 600 ml. Meas. Ø 6.2 x 25.8 cm. 104 g.

TAMPO PRINT | SILKSCREEN PRINT

0787 SENGA
Transparent, BPA-free water bottle made of durable Eastman Tritan™. With stainless steel screw top. The sleek design 
catches the eye immediately and is extremely comfortable. Leakproof. Capacity 650 ml. Meas. Ø 6.7 x 23 cm. 88 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT | TAMPO PRINT
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DRINKWARE

3808 SOFTDRINK
Luxury water bottle made of clear, high-quality Eastman Tritan™; BPA-free, environmentally conscious, durable and reusable. 
With distinctively soft coloured PP sleeve. Screw cap with stainless steel accent and handy carrying ring. Leak-proof. 
Capacity 630 ml. Meas. Ø 8.8 x 24 cm. 168 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING | TAMPO PRINT

1146 TROPICAL DRINK
Water bottle with infuser. Clear Tritan plastic: environmentally friendly, BPA-free and durable. With coloured, practical screw 
cap and lockable drinking opening. Fill the large infuser compartment with fresh fruit or vegetables and create your own 
taste sensation. Capacity 700 ml. Meas. Ø 7 x 24 cm. 150 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

0763 CARAFFA
Elegant carafe made of BPA-free plastic Tritan. With solid plastic screw lid, opening for pouring and handy snap closure. This 
lightweight bottle is suitable as a table bottle for serving water, wine or juice. With a large opening for adding ice cubes and 
easy to clean. Not suitable for carbonated drinks. Capacity 1.100 ml. Meas. Ø 10 cm. 123,6 g.

TAMPO PRINT

DRINKWARE
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DRINKWARE DRINKWARE

0760 SILLY BOTTLE
Reusable, trendy water bottle with foldable mouth piece and sealable 
straw. Made of clear BPA-free Eastman Tritan™ plastic. The four 
removable silicone rings catch the eye immediately and give this bottle 
a playful colour accent. Capacity 750 ml. Available in various colour 
combinations. Meas. Ø 7.3 x 23 cm. 140 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT | TAMPO PRINT

0762 CAPTURE
Transparent, BPA-free AS water bottle with screw lid and large drinking 
opening. Easy to clean and leakproof. Capacity 650 ml. Meas. Ø 7.4 x 
18.3 cm. 75 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT | TAMPO PRINT

0761 CORKY
Transparent, BPA-free water bottle made of Eastman Tritan™ material. 
With playful cork cap. Capacity 650 ml. Meas. Ø 6.6 x 23.8 cm. 84 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT | TAMPO PRINT

5264 FRISCO 
Trendy water bottle made of clear plastic Tritan: eco-friendly, BPA-
free and durable. With royal opening which has a screw cap, a small 
closable drinkopening and bearing loop. It can also be used as a cup. 
Capacity 750 ml. Meas. Ø 7.4 x 25.2 cm. 140 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT
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DRINKWARE

3924 FLEXBOTTLE
Flexible, foldable water bottle with sports cap, snap hook and press 
stud closure to keep the bottle rolled into place. Capacity 450 ml. 
Meas. 25 x 12.5 x 3 cm. 28 g.

TAMPO PRINT

1178 SHAKER 600 ML
Practical, BPA-free plastic protein shaker for mixing protein drinks 
and sports drinks. Sophisticated design with grip, carrying strap, 
measurement indicator in ml/oz and special shaker ball for evenly 
mixing and dissolving the contents. Ideal for on the road, at home or in 
the gym. Capacity 600 ml. Meas. Ø 11.2 x 22.3 cm. 150 g.

TAMPO PRINT

DRINKWARE
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DRINKWARE DRINKWARE

0788 ALUMINI
Single-walled, aluminium water bottle with high gloss finish, plastic 
screw top with keyring and metal carabiner. The carabiner is not to be 
used for climbing. Leak-free. Capacity 500 ml. Meas. Ø 7.3 x 19 cm. 
84 g.

TAMPO PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING | SILKSCREEN PRINT

5248 ALUMAXI
Single-walled, aluminium water bottle with high gloss finish, plastic 
screw cap with keyring and metal carabiner. Leak-proof. Capacity 750 
ml. The carabiner is not to be used for climbing. Meas. Ø 7.3 x 24.5 
cm. 100 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING | TAMPO PRINT

4287 ALUBIDON
Aluminium drinking bottle with plastic 
lid. Capacity 600 ml. Meas. Ø 7 x 22 cm. 
Each piece in a box. 178 g.

TAMPO PRINT | SILKSCREEN PRINT

5420 ALU URBAN
Single-walled, aluminium water bottle 
with metallic matt powder coating. The 
bottle has a PP screw cap with sealable 
drinking opening and handy carrying 
strap. Leak-proof. Capacity 700 ml. 
Meas. Ø 7.3 x 22 cm. 107 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING | 
TAMPO PRINT

5686 SILVERLINE
Lightweight, aluminium water bottle with 
convenient screw cap with matching 
colour accent and striking silver line. 
Leak-free. Capacity 750 ml. Meas. Ø 7.2 
x 25.5 cm. Each piece in a box. 173 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING
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DRINKWARE

1163 CONTIGO® LUXE AUTOSEAL®
Double-walled, vacuum-insulated stainless steel thermo cup made by 
Contigo®. With metallic finish. Beautiful straight, timeless design in a 
perfect size. The lid has a high-quality brushed stainless steel finish all 
around. Easy to use with one hand. Ideal for when you’re on the road. 
The AUTOSEAL® technology with extra safety clasp guarantees a 100% 
spill- and leak-proof experience. Hot drinks stay hot for up to 5 hours 
and cool drinks stay cold for up to 12 hours. Easy clean. Includes user 
manual. Capacity 360 ml. Meas. Ø 7.2 x 18.8 cm. 289 g.

LASER ENGRAVING | TAMPO PRINT

Contigo® A leader in quality, design and 
technology
Contigo® The best in top quality, design and technology. Directly recognisable by its sleek 
and stylish design. The innovative Contigo® water bottles and thermo bottles are odourless, 
tasteless, BPA-free and based on the revolutionary AUTOSEAL® or AUTOSPOUT® technology (2 
years warranty). Closed the spout is protected from dirt and microbes. The drinking bottles are 
operated one-handed and guaranteed to be 100% leak-proof, so can be used on the go. Go for 
a sustainable promotion with one of our favourites!

AUTOSEAL® technology: 100% spill and leak-proof design. AUTOSEAL® press the button, take a sip. The drinking hole closes 
automatically after each sip.

AUTOSPOUT®: Press the button and the spout flips up.

CLEAN GUARD™: covers the drinking container and at the same time it locks the AUTOSEAL® button.

SNAPSEAL® technology: Click the button with one hand up to drink and down to close the cup. 100% spill and leak-proof. 

4972 CONTIGO® WESTLOOP MUG
Double-walled thermo cup with stainless steel inner, AUTOSEAL®-
technology and additional safety lock. Drinks stay hot for up to 5 
hrs and cold for up to 12 hrs. Only the lid is dishwasher safe. Incl. 
instructions. Capacity 470 ml. Meas. 20 x 9 x 8.5 cm. 350 g.

LASER ENGRAVING | TAMPO PRINT

DRINKWARE
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DRINKWARE DRINKWARE

3848 CONTIGO® PINNACLE
The smallest Contigo® thermo cup with double stainless steel wall. 
Keeps drinks warm for 3 hours and cold for up to 10 hours. AUTOSEAL®  
technology guarantees a 100% leak-free drinking experience. Only 
the lid is dishwasher safe. Incl. operating instructions. Capacity 300 ml. 
Meas. Ø 7.5 x 16.5 cm. 285 g.

TAMPO PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING

1164 CONTIGO® PINNACLE COUTURE
Double-walled, vacuum-insulated stainless steel thermo cup made 
by Contigo®. The trendy, full-body graphics make this thermo cup a 
functional fashion accessory. Easy to use with one hand. Very suitable 
for when you’re on the road. The AUTOSEAL® technology with extra 
safety clasp guarantees a 100% spill- and leak-proof experience. Hot 
drinks stay hot for up to 5 hours and cool drinks stay cold for up to 12 
hours. The lid is dishwasher-safe. Includes user manual. Capacity 420 
ml. Meas. Ø 7.3 x 20.9 cm. 322 g.

TAMPO PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING

6210 CONTIGO® BYRON MEDIUM
Double-walled stainless steel thermos cup, vacuum isolated. Equipped 
with a large, non-slip rubber grip. The spout with SNAPSEAL® 
technology makes it easy to drink. Only the lid is dishwasher safe. Incl. 
instructions. Capacity 470 ml. Meas. Ø 8 x 18.5 cm. 300 g.

LASER ENGRAVING | TAMPO PRINT

6238 CONTIGO® BYRON LARGE
Double-walled stainless steel thermos cup, vacuum isolated. Equipped 
with a large, non-slip rubber grip and spout with SNAPSEAL® 
technology which makes it easy to drink. Beautifully finished with a 
high gloss finish. Only the lid is dishwasher safe. Includes instructions. 
Capacity 590 ml. Meas. Ø 8 x 20.5 cm. 315 g.

LASER ENGRAVING | TAMPO PRINT
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DRINKWARE

5486 CONTIGO® GLAZE TWISTSEAL MUG
Double-walled thermo cup with stainless steel exterior and ceramic interior. Keeps drinks warm for 7 hours and cold for up 
to 18 hours. Equipped with TWISTSEAL® technology with leak-free closure and grip-resistant body. Odourless and BPA-free. 
Only the lid is dishwasher safe. Incl. operating instructions. Capacity 470 ml. Meas. 21.5 x 7.5 x 7.5 cm. 367 g.

TAMPO PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING

1159 CONTIGO® HURON
Double-walled, vacuum-insulated stainless steel thermo cup made by Contigo®. The timeless Huron is ideal for when you’re 
on the road. 100% spill- and leak-proof and easy to use and drink from with one hand thanks to the patented SNAPSEAL® 
technology. Hot drinks stay hot for up to 7 hours and cool drinks stay cold for up to 12 hours. The lid is dishwasher-safe. Easy 
clean. Includes user manual. Capacity 470 ml. Meas. Ø 8 x 19.1 cm. 301 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT | TAMPO PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING

4276 CONTIGO® TRANSIT
Stainless steel thermo cup with scratch resistant powder coating, non-slip rubber grip, in an exclusive design which gives the cup a classy appearance, 
CLEANGUARD™and AUTOSEAL® technology, special vacuum isolated technology and double stainless steel wall. Drinks can be kept hot for up to 5 hrs and cold for 
up to 12 hrs. Only the lid is dishwasher safe. Includes instructions. Capacity 470 ml. Meas. Ø 7.5 x 21.5 cm. 349 g.

LASER ENGRAVING | TAMPO PRINT

DRINKWARE
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8898 CONTIGO® THERMAL BOTTLE 1200 ML
Sturdy thermo bottle with double stainless steel wall. Keeps the 
drink warm for 35 hours and cold for up to 60 hours. With screw cap/
drinking cup, handle and handy pouring system. The pouring spout is 
360° rotatable for a constant flow from any angle. Grip-resistant part 
on bottle and cap. Leak-free, BPA free and odourless. Incl. operating 
instructions. Capacity 1200 ml. Meas. 33.5 x 9 x 10.5 cm. 789 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

8892 CONTIGO® THERMAL BOTTLE 740 ML
Sturdy thermo bottle with double stainless steel wall. Keeps the drink 
warm for upto 30 hours and cold for upto 45 hours. With screw cap/
drinking cup and handy pouring system; The pouring spout is 360° 
rotatable for a constant flow from any angle. Grip-resistant part on 
bottle and cap. Leak free, odourless and BPA free. Incl. operating 
instructions. Capacity 740 ml. Meas. Ø 8.5 x 29 cm. 557 g.

LASER ENGRAVING
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DRINKWARE

6832 CONTIGO® AUTOSPOUT CHUG
Transparent coloured water bottle made of BPA-free Tritan. With AUTOSPOUT® technology. With a wide spout, content 
indication and carabiner hook. Dishwasher-safe. Incl. operating instructions. Capacity 720 ml. Meas. Ø 7 x 26.5 cm. 191 g.

TAMPO PRINT | SILKSCREEN PRINT

6842 CONTIGO® ASHLAND
Stylish water bottle made of very strong and clear BPA-free Tritan. 
With AUTOSPOUT® technology, locking mechanism and carabiner. 
Dishwasher safe. Incl. instructions. Capacity 720 ml. Meas. Ø 7.6 x 26.3 
cm. 196 g.

TAMPO PRINT | SILKSCREEN PRINT

6416 CONTIGO® CORTLAND
User-friendly water bottle made of clear BPA-free Tritan. With 
AUTOSEAL®-technology, unique locking system and carabiner. 
Dishwasher safe. Includes instructions. Capacity 720 ml. Meas. Ø 7.6 x 
27 cm. 172 g.

TAMPO PRINT | SILKSCREEN PRINT

DRINKWARE
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DRINKWARE DRINKWARE

7852 CONTIGO® ASHLAND CHILL
Very strong stainless steel water bottle with vacuum isolated wall and AUTOSPOUT® technology. Provided with a locking 
mechanism and carabiner. This drinking bottle keeps cold drinks cold for up to 20 hours. Incl. instructions. Capacity 590 ml. 
Meas. Ø 7.3 x 25 cm. 360 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

1165 CONTIGO® MATTERHORN
Double-walled, vacuum-insulated stainless steel water bottle/thermo bottle. The top layer has a distinctive natural-look 
exterior. The screw cap is attached to a silicon strap and remains attached when the bottle is open. Hot drinks stay hot for 
up to 10 hours and cool drinks stay cold for up to 24 hours. 100% leak-proof. Includes user manual. Capacity 590 ml. Meas. 
Ø 7.1 x 26.2 cm. 323 g.

TAMPO PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING
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DRINKWARE

1160 CONTIGO® COURTNEY
User-friendly water bottle made of clear and odourless BPA-free Tritan. The AUTOSEAL® technology with extra safety 
clasp guarantees a 100% spill- and leak-proof drinking experience. Closes automatically after each sip. With handy belt clip 
with carabiner. Also very suitable for children thanks to its small size. Easy clean. Dishwasher-safe. Includes user manual. 
Capacity 590 ml. Meas. Ø 7.4 x 21.5 cm. 159 g.

TAMPO PRINT | SILKSCREEN PRINT

4238 CONTIGO® SWISH
Outstanding water bottle made of BPA-free Tritan, in a trendy colour 
combination: with AUTOSEAL® technology. Resistant to heavy shocks. 
Dishwasher safe. Includes instructions. Capacity 500 ml. Meas. Ø 7 x 
22.5 cm. 175 g.

TAMPO PRINT

5688 CONTIGO® CORTLAND INFUSER
Smart water bottle made of clear BPA-free Tritan. With AUTOSEAL® 
technology, unique locking system, carabiner and special infusion cup 
at the bottom. Fill the infusion cup with herbs or fruit and fill the bottle 
with water. Attach both parts in a snap to each other. The fruit flavour 
mixes with the water. Thanks to the special strainer the fruit does 
not float in the bottle. A real recommendation. Dishwasher safe. Incl. 
instructions. Capacity 750 ml. Meas. Ø 7.5 x 28.5 cm. 255 g.

TAMPO PRINT

DRINKWARE
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DRINKWARE DRINKWARE

1162 CONTIGO® SHAKE & GO™ FIT KANGAROO
Large shaker cup made of BPA-free, clear and odourless Eastman 
Tritan™. With a handy compartment for storing small personal items 
during sports activities, like your ID, cash, credit card and a key. Mix 
sports drinks without lumps? Then this cup is ideal thanks to the 
special shaker ball and the round base design. With carrying strap, 
large opening and sturdy screw cap for leak-proof shaking. Volume 
indicator in ml/oz. Dishwasher-safe. Includes user manual. Capacity 
720 ml. Meas. Ø 9.1 x 26 cm. 358 g.

TAMPO PRINT

1161 CONTIGO® SHAKE & GO™ FIT XL
Handy shaker cup made of BPA-free plastic. With special shaker ball 
and round base design. Ideal for mixing protein drinks and shakes 
evenly and without lumps. With sturdy, leak-proof screw cap with click 
system, carrying strap, and volume indicator in ml/oz. Dishwasher-safe. 
Includes user manual. Capacity 820 ml. Meas. Ø 11 x 23.5 cm. 195 g.

TAMPO PRINT

7438 CONTIGO® SHAKE & GO™ FIT MEDIUM
Handy drinking cup with special shakerball and round design at the 
bottom. Ideal for mixing protein drinks and shakes equally, without 
lumps. With carrying strap and measuring in ml/oz. Dishwasher safe. 
Includes instructions. Capacity 590 ml. Meas. Ø 11 x 17.5 cm. 155 g.

TAMPO PRINT

7496 CONTIGO® SHAKE & GO™ FIT LARGE
Durable drinking cup made of clear BPA-free Tritan. With carrying 
strap, a large opening, a sturdy screw to shake leak-free, measuring 
in ml/oz, removable compartment for the storage of protein powder 
and a separate insert for the storage of tablets. Dishwasher safe. 
This mug is perfect to mix sports drinks without lumps, thanks to the 
special shakerball and the round bottom design. Includes instructions. 
Capacity 650 ml. Meas. Ø 9 x 26 cm. 322 g.

TAMPO PRINT
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DRINKWARE

Kambukka®; Premium drinkware on the go!
Kambukka® designs trendy and intelligent drinking solutions for people on the go. People are 
increasingly making a conscious choice for a sustainable water bottle or thermos flask that fits 
with an active lifestyle and their personal preferences. 

The universal lids were created especially for a unique drinking experience. They fit on every 
Kambukka® bottle or cup, are 100% leakproof, heat-resistant, dishwasher-safe, and easy to clean.

SMART FEATURES
Fantastic design • Universal lids • 100% leakproof • Patented Snapclean® technology;
easy to clean • BPA-free • Clear, odourless Tritan® • Vacuum insulated, double-walled 18/8 
stainless steel.

1099 KAMBUKKA® OLYMPUS 300 ML
Vacuum insulated stainless steel • BPA-free • Switch lid with 2 positions 
• universal lid • heat-resistant and dishwasher-safe lid • keeps 
drinks hot for up to 6 hours  • keeps drinks cold for up to 11 hours 
• Snapclean® technology • 100% leakproof. Meas. Ø 7.1 x 13.6 cm. 210 g.

TAMPO PRINT | SILKSCREEN PRINT

1100 KAMBUKKA® OLYMPUS 500 ML
Vacuum insulated stainless steel • BPA-free • Switch lid with 2 positions 
• universal lid • heat-resistant and dishwasher-safe lid • keeps 
drinks hot for up to 10 hours • keeps drinks cold for up to 20 hours • 
Snapclean® technology • 100% leakproof. Meas. Ø 7.1 x 20.1 cm. 289 g.

TAMPO PRINT | SILKSCREEN PRINT

DRINKWARE
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DRINKWARE DRINKWARE

0690 KAMBUKKA® ETNA GRIP 500 ML
Vacuum insulated stainless steel • BPA-free • 3-in-1 lid with 2 drinking 
positions • universal lid • heat-resistant and dishwasher-safe lid • 
Snapclean® technology • keeps drinks hot for up to 9 hours  • keeps 
drinks cold for up to 18 hours • rubberized grip • non-slip base • 100% 
leakproof. Meas. Ø 7.1 x 21.9 cm. 344 g.

TAMPO PRINT

0688 KAMBUKKA® ETNA 500 ML
Vacuum insulated stainless steel • BPA-free • 3-in-1 lid with 2 drinking 
positions • universal lid • heat-resistant and dishwasher-safe lid • 
Snapclean® technology • keeps drinks hot for up to 9 hours  • keeps 
drinks cold for up to 18 hours • non-slip base • 100% leakproof. Meas. 
Ø 7.1 x 21.9 cm. 321 g.

TAMPO PRINT | SILKSCREEN PRINT

0680 KAMBUKKA® ETNA 300 ML
Vacuum insulated stainless steel • BPA-free • 3-in-1 lid with 2 drinking positions • universal lid • heat-resistant and 
dishwasher-safe lid • Snapclean® technology • keeps drinks hot for up to 5 hours  • keeps drinks cold for up to 11 hours • 
non-slip base • 100% leakproof. Meas. Ø 7.1 x 15.3 cm. 249 g.

TAMPO PRINT | SILKSCREEN PRINT
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DRINKWARE

1107 KAMBUKKA® ELTON 500 ML
Clear and odourless Tritan® • BPA-free • 3-in-1 lid with 2 drinking 
positions • universal lid • heat-resistant and dishwasher-safe lid • 
Snapclean® technology • super handy grip • 100% leakproof. Meas. Ø 
7.1 x 20.5 cm. 177 g.

TAMPO PRINT | SILKSCREEN PRINT

1113 KAMBUKKA® ELTON INSULATED 750 ML
Vacuum insulated 18/8 stainless steel • BPA-free • 3-in-1 lid with 2 
drinking positions • universal lid • heat-resistant and dishwasher-safe 
lid • Snapclean® technology • keeps drinks ice cold for up to 21 hours 
• handy rubberized grip • non-slip base • 100% leakproof. Meas. Ø 8 x 
25.7 cm. 441 g.

TAMPO PRINT | SILKSCREEN PRINT

1110 KAMBUKKA® ELTON 1000 ML
Clear and odourless Tritan® • BPA-free • 3-in-1 lid with 2 drinking 
positions • universal lid • heat-resistant and dishwasher-safe lid • 
Snapclean® technology • super handy grip • 100% leakproof.  Meas. Ø 
8 x 29.1 cm. 249 g.

TAMPO PRINT | SILKSCREEN PRINT

1108 KAMBUKKA® ELTON 750 ML
Clear and odourless Tritan® • BPA-free • 3-in-1 lid with 2 drinking 
positions • universal lid • heat-resistant and dishwasher-safe lid • 
Snapclean® technology • super handy grip • 100% leakproof.  Meas. Ø 
7.6 x 24.6 cm. 198 g.

TAMPO PRINT | SILKSCREEN PRINT

DRINKWARE
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DRINKWARE DRINKWARE

1119 KAMBUKKA® LAGOON 
1000 ML
Clear and odourless Tritan® • BPA-free 
• spout lid; lid with drinking spout 
• universal lid • heat-resistant and 
dishwasher-safe lid • angled straw • 
handy grip • 100% leakproof.  Meas. Ø 8 
x 28.4 cm. 238 g.

TAMPO PRINT | SILKSCREEN PRINT

1125 KAMBUKKA® RENO 
INSULATED 500 ML
Clear and odourless Tritan® • BPA-free 
• Twist lid • universal lid • heat-resistant 
and dishwasher-safe lid • 100% 
leakproof.  Meas. Ø 7.1 x 20.5 cm. 118 g.

TAMPO PRINT | SILKSCREEN PRINT

1123 KAMBUKKA® LAGOON 
INSULATED 400 ML
Vacuum insulated 18/8 stainless steel 
• BPA-free • spout lid; lid with drinking 
spout • universal lid • heat-resistant and 
dishwasher-safe lid • keeps drinks cool 
for up to 17 hours • angled straw • non-
slip base • 100% leakproof.  Meas. Ø 7.1 x 
21.2 cm. 307 g.

TAMPO PRINT

1124 KAMBUKKA® LAGOON 
INSULATED 750 ML
Vacuum insulated 18/8 stainless steel 
• BPA-free • spout lid; lid with drinking 
spout • universal lid • heat-resistant 
and dishwasher-safe lid • keeps drinks 
cool for up to 24 hours • angled straw 
• handy rubberized grip • non-slip base 
• 100% leakproof.  Meas. Ø 8 x 25 cm. 
426 g.

TAMPO PRINT | SILKSCREEN PRINT

1118 KAMBUKKA® LAGOON 
750 ML
Clear and odourless Tritan® • BPA-free 
• spout lid; lid with drinking spout 
• universal lid • heat-resistant and 
dishwasher-safe lid • angled straw • 
handy grip • 100% leakproof.  Meas. Ø 
7.6 x 23.9 cm. 197 g.

TAMPO PRINT | SILKSCREEN PRINT

1114 KAMBUKKA® LAGOON 
500 ML
Clear and odourless Tritan® • BPA-free 
• Spout lid; lid with drinking spout 
• universal lid • heat-resistant and 
dishwasher-safe lid • angled straw • 
100% leakproof.  Meas. Ø 7.1 x 19.8 cm. 
155 g.

TAMPO PRINT | SILKSCREEN PRINT
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DRINKWARE

1226 KENZU ECO WHEAT CUP
Cup made of wheat straw fibres and PP plastic. Durable, environmentally-friendly and biodegradable. Capacity 430 ml. 
Meas. Ø 8.5 x 12.5 cm. 50 g.

TAMPO PRINT

1230 BAMBU MUG
Mug made of bamboo fibres and PP plastic. BPA-free. Durable, 
environmentally-friendly and biodegradable. This item contains no 
melamine. Capacity 350 ml. Meas. Ø 7.8 x 8.8 cm. 64 g.

TAMPO PRINT

DRINKWARE
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DRINKWARE DRINKWARE

0853 RETRO ENAMEL MUG 
Enamelled mug. A popular retro-style design. To accentuate the retro 
look, the mug has imperfections. Not dishwasher safe. Capacity 350 ml. 
Meas. Ø 8 x 8 cm. Each piece in a box. 110 g.

TAMPO PRINT

1229 RETRO SILVER EMAILLE MUG
Enamelled mug in popular retro style. Beautiful finish with chrome edge. 
To accentuate the retro look, the mug has imperfections. Not dishwasher 
safe. Capacity 400 ml. Meas. Ø 9 x 8.2 cm. Each piece in a box. 132 g.

TAMPO PRINT
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DRINKWARE

1224 CAMPFIRE
High-quality ceramic mug in popular retro style. Capacity 320 ml. 
Dishwasher-safe. Meas. Ø 8.7 x 8.3 cm. 290 g.

CERAMIC TRANSFER

3669 MYCUP
Ceramic mug you can write on, incl. 2 sticks of chalk. Dishwasher safe. 
Capacity 350 ml. Meas. Ø 8.2 x 9.6 cm. Each piece in a box. 350 g.

TAMPO PRINT

0856 LONGA MUG 
A distinctive, ceramic mug which immediately draws attention due to 
its unusual appearance. The coloured mug has a matt black top layer. 
Engraving this mug with a laser will cause the coloured underlayer to 
appear and every logo will always match the colour on the inside of 
the mug. Not dishwasher-safe. Capacity 350 ml. Meas. Ø 8.1 x 9.6 cm. 
320 g.

LASER ENGRAVING
1223 GIFT/SHIPPING 
BOX

DRINKWARE
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DRINKWARE DRINKWARE

2808 FULL COLOURMUG
High-quality ceramic mug. The ideal mug for full colour prints, including 
photos and product images. Dishwasher safe. Capacity 350 ml. Meas. 
Ø 8 x 9.3 cm. 300 g.

SUBLIMATION PRINT

1223 GIFT/SHIPPING 
BOX

2908 FULL COLOUR MUG IMAGINE
High-quality ceramic mug. The perfect mug for full colour prints, 
including photos and product images. Dishwasher safe. Capacity 310 
ml. Meas. Ø 9 x 10 cm. 290 g.

SUBLIMATION PRINT

1223 GIFT/SHIPPING 
BOX

0691 FULL COLOUR MUG 
COLORATO 
High-quality ceramic mug with coloured 
interior. The colour of the large handle 
matches the inside colour, resulting in 
a playful appearance. The perfect mug 
for all full colour prints, including photos. 
Dishwasher safe. Capacity 350 ml. 
Meas. Ø 8.1 x 9.6 cm. 300 g.

SUBLIMATION PRINT

0805 PICASSO MINI 
Mug made of high-quality ceramics in 
a pleasant small size. Fits under nearly 
every coffee machine. The perfect mug 
for all full colour prints, including photos. 
Dishwasher safe. Capacity 200 ml. 
Meas. Ø 7.2 x 7.2 cm. 200 g.

SUBLIMATION PRINT

0862 PICASSO MIDI 
Mug made of high-quality ceramics in 
a pleasant size. Fits under nearly every 
coffee machine. The perfect mug for 
all full colour prints, including photos. 
Dishwasher safe. Capacity 230 ml. 
Meas. Ø 8 x 8 cm. 220 g.

SUBLIMATION PRINT

1213 GIFT/SHIPPING 
BOX

1213 GIFT/SHIPPING 
BOX

1223 GIFT/SHIPPING 
BOX
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DRINKWARE

3726 KITTY MUG
High quality ceramic mug with a coloured exterior. Dishwasher safe. 
Capacity 350 ml. Meas. Ø 8 x 9.2 cm. 300 g.

CERAMIC TRANSFER | CERAMICPAD PRINT

1223 GIFT/SHIPPING 
BOX

3716 KITTY MUG
High quality ceramic mug. In all white. Dishwasher safe. Capacity 350 
ml. Meas. Ø 8 x 9.2 cm. 300 g.

CERAMIC TRANSFER | CERAMICPAD PRINT

1223 GIFT/SHIPPING 
BOX

DRINKWARE
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DRINKWARE DRINKWARE

0686 ZONIA
Tall, high quality ceramic mug. In all white. Dishwasher safe. Capacity 
310 ml. Meas. Ø 8.6 x 10.2 cm. 300 g.

CERAMIC TRANSFER

1223 GIFT/SHIPPING 
BOX

0687 ZONIA
High-quality ceramic mug.  High model with coloured exterior. 
Dishwasher safe. Capacity 310 ml. Meas. Ø 8.6 x 10.2 cm. 300 g.

CERAMIC TRANSFER

1223 GIFT/SHIPPING 
BOX

3338 DELTACUP
Contemporary quality ceramic mug. Dishwasher safe. In all white. 
Capacity 310 ml. Meas. Ø 8.5 x 10 cm. 300 g.

CERAMIC TRANSFER | CERAMICPAD PRINT

1223 GIFT/SHIPPING 
BOX

3348 DELTACUP
Contemporary quality ceramic mug with a coloured exterior. 
Dishwasher safe. Capacity 310 ml. Meas. Ø 8.5 x 10 cm. 300 g.

CERAMIC TRANSFER | CERAMICPAD PRINT

1223 GIFT/SHIPPING 
BOX
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DRINKWARE

0685 IVANA
Ceramic high-quality mug with coloured exterior and large handle. 
Dishwasher-safe. Capacity 340 ml. Meas. Ø 9.3 x 8.6 cm. 320 g.

CERAMIC TRANSFER

1213 GIFT/SHIPPING 
BOX

3022 ROYAL
High quality ceramic mug. In all white. Dishwasher safe. Capacity 280 
ml. Meas. Ø 8 x 9.5 cm. 330 g.

CERAMIC TRANSFER

1213 GIFT/SHIPPING 
BOX

3023 ROYAL
High quality ceramic mug. In colour. Dishwasher safe. Capacity 280 ml. 
Meas. Ø 8 x 9.5 cm. 330 g.

CERAMIC TRANSFER

1213 GIFT/SHIPPING 
BOX

0684 IVANA
Ceramic high-quality mug with large handle. Entirely white. Dishwasher 
safe. Capacity 340 ml. Meas. Ø 9.3 x 8.6 cm. 320 g.

CERAMIC TRANSFER

1213 GIFT/SHIPPING 
BOX

DRINKWARE
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DRINKWARE DRINKWARE

2824 COFFEECUP
Quality ceramic mug with distinctive round handle with coloured 
exterior. Capacity 200 ml. Dishwasher safe. Suitable for all coffee 
machines. Meas. Ø 7.5 x 8.5 cm. 205 g.

CERAMIC TRANSFER | CERAMIC PAD PRINT

1213 GIFT/SHIPPING 
BOX

3176 COFFEEROYAL
High quality ceramic mug. Dishwasher safe. Capacity 250 ml. Meas. Ø 
8 x 8.9 cm. 240 g.

CERAMIC TRANSFER

1213 GIFT/SHIPPING 
BOX

2814 COFFEECUP
Quality ceramic mug with distinctive round handle. In all white. 
Dishwasher safe. Capacity 200 ml. Suitable for all coffee machines. 
Meas. Ø 7.5 x 8.5 cm. 205 g.

CERAMIC TRANSFER | CERAMIC PAD PRINT

1213 GIFT/SHIPPING 
BOX

3685 BIGDRINK
Extra large ceramic mug. Available in pure white or with an eye-
catching coloured interior. Dishwasher safe. Capacity 450 ml. Meas. Ø 
9.5 x 11 cm. 400 g.

CERAMIC TRANSFER

84 - 84-85.indd   85 24-11-19   11:01
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DRINKWARE

1225 PONTI
Distinctive mug with an attractive design: Made of high-quality ceramics 
and with a matt top layer. Capacity 250 ml. Ø 8 x 9 cm. 160 g.

CERAMIC TRANSFER

2615 NAPOLI
High-quality ceramic mug. Suitable for all coffee machines. 
Dishwasher-safe. Capacity 200 ml. Meas. Ø 8 x 8 cm. 210 g.

CERAMIC TRANSFER

1213 GIFT/SHIPPING 
BOX

1206 PALERMO
Trendy mug without handle. Made of high-quality ceramics. Suitable 
for all coffee machines. Dishwasher-safe. Capacity 190 ml. Meas. Ø 7.5 
x 8.3 cm.  g.

CERAMIC TRANSFER

1213 GIFT/SHIPPING 
BOX

DRINKWARE

1213 GIFT/SHIPPING 
BOX
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DRINKWARE DRINKWARE

3616 PLAZA
Tall, high quality ceramic mug. Dishwasher safe. Capacity 350 ml. 
Meas. Ø 7.5 x 11 cm. 280 g.

CERAMIC TRANSFER

1223 GIFT/SHIPPING 
BOX

4120 AUTOMUG
Stackable mug made of high-quality ceramic.  Dishwasher safe. 
Capacity 200 ml. Meas. Ø 6.5 x 9 cm. 220 g.

CERAMIC TRANSFER

1213 GIFT/SHIPPING 
BOX

3442 DAVINCI
High-quality ceramic cup and saucer. Dishwasher safe. Capacity 205 
ml. Meas. Ø 8.5 x 7 cm. 410 g.

CERAMIC TRANSFER

3329 SIENNA
High-quality ceramic cup and saucer, ideal for cappucinos. Dishwasher 
safe. Capacity 210 ml. Meas. Ø 9.5 x 6 cm. 474 g.

CERAMIC TRANSFER
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DRINKWARE

1063 ESPRIT TUMBLER WATER GLASS
A glass with a beautiful rounded shape and a sturdy base. A versatile 
glass which can in addition to being used as a water glass also be 
used for pouring soft drinks, whisky or other alcoholic drinks. Capacity 
400 ml. Meas. Ø 8.4 x 9.9 cm. 300 g.

CERAMIC TRANSFER | IMITATION ETCHING

0672 OSLO CARAFE
Water bottle made of high-quality, thick glass. Popular design. Ideal 
for use in the hospitality industry. Capacity 750 ml. Meas. Ø 9.4 x 22.1 
cm. 794 g.

IMITATION ETCHING | CERAMIC TRANSFER

1074 YPSILON KARAF
Elegant, glass carafe for serving water, juice or alcoholic drinks. With a 
large opening for adding ice cubes and easy to clean. Capacity 1,100 
ml. Meas. Ø 10.4 x 25.5 cm. 670 g.

IMITATION ETCHING | CERAMIC TRANSFER

2352 LONGDRINK GLASS
High-quality long drink glass. Suitable for use in the hospitality industry 
and associations. Capacity 290 ml. Meas. Ø 6.2 x 13.5 cm. 210 g.

CERAMIC TRANSFER | IMITATION ETCHING

DRINKWARE
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DRINKWARE DRINKWARE

2644 BEER GLASS 350 ML 
Beer glass with an iconic shape, in a 
handy size. Suitable for the hospitality 
industry and associations. Capacity 300 
ml. Meas. Ø 7.5 x 13.3 cm. 195 g.

CERAMIC TRANSFER | IMITATION ETCHING

2237 BEER GLASS 250 ML
Narrow, tall beer glass. A popular glass 
which is widely used in the hospitality 
industry and associations. Capacity 250 
ml. Meas. Ø 5.5 x 13.3 cm. 140 g.

CERAMIC TRANSFER | IMITATION ETCHING

1073 SHOT GLASS
Shot glass in a classic design with a 
solid base. Capacity 40 ml. Meas. Ø 4.5 
x 7.1 cm. 109 g.

IMITATION ETCHING | CERAMIC TRANSFER

4830 BEER TANKARD EXTRA LARGE 540 ML
Extra large glass beer tankard with handle. Suitable for restaurants and 
clubs, as well as a for personal gift. Capacity 540 ml. Meas. Ø 8 x 16 
cm. 845 g.

CERAMIC TRANSFER | IMITATION ETCHING

4507 BEER TANKARD LARGE 400 ML
Glass beer tankard with a handle. For a remarkable promotion. 
Suitable for restaurants and clubs, as well as for a personal gift. 
Capacity 400 ml. Meas. Ø 7 x 15.5 cm. 580 g.

CERAMIC TRANSFER | IMITATION ETCHING
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DRINKWARE

1061 PRINCIPE BEER GLASS
An elegant but sturdy beer glass which is suitable for serving white beers among others. Ideal for use in the hospitality 
industry. Capacity 400 ml. Meas. Ø 6.3 x 17.2 cm. 275 g.

IMITATION ETCHING | CERAMIC TRANSFER

2731 MUNICH BEER GLASS
Tall, stemmed beer glass. With round cup and tapered edge. Capacity 
410 ml. Meas. Ø 6.5 x 18.1 cm. 245 g.

IMITATION ETCHING

1072 ABBEY TRAPPIST GLAS
Beautiful Trappist glass, which does a specialty beer justice. With 
rounded, wide cup. High quality. Capacity 450 ml. Meas. Ø 9.75 x 15.5 
cm. 315 g.

IMITATION ETCHING | CERAMIC TRANSFER

DRINKWARE
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DRINKWARE DRINKWARE

1067 ESPRIT WINE GLASS 530 ML
Clear wine glass for serving red wine. Suitable for use in the hospitality 
industry. Capacity 530 ml. Meas. Ø 8.9 x 21.9 cm. 151 g.

IMITATION ETCHING | CERAMIC TRANSFER

1066 ESPRIT WINE GLASS 330 ML
Clear wine glass for serving white wine. Suitable for use in the 
hospitality industry. Capacity 330 ml. Meas. Ø 7.7 x 19.8 cm. 160 g.

IMITATION ETCHING | CERAMIC TRANSFER

3382 CLARET CHAMPAGNE 
GLASS
Champagne flute made of clear glass. 
Classic design. Suitable for use in the 
hospitality industry and at parties and 
events. Capacity 180 ml. Meas. Ø 5 x 

3635 BOUQUET WINE 
GLASS 290 ML
Clear, stemmed wine glass. For serving 
wine in cafes or restaurants, during 
business parties or a private party. 
Capacity 290 ml. Meas. Ø 5.7 x 18.7 
cm. 115 g.

IMITATION ETCHING

1064 BOUQUET WINE 
GLASS 450 ML
Clear, stemmed wine glass. Classic 
design. For serving wine in cafes or 
restaurants, during business parties or a 
private party. Capacity 450 ml. Meas. Ø 
8.5 x 20.1 cm. 175 g.

IMITATION ETCHING | CERAMIC TRANSFER
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DRINKWARE

4509 WINE TRITAN WINE GLASS
Wineglass made of clear, transparent BPA-free Tritan copolyester plastic. Virtually unbreakable and lightweight. Well suited 
for use on (sports) events, festivals and concerts where often there is a glass ban. This quality glass is suitable for multiple 
use. Capacity 460 ml. Meas. Ø 7.9 x 21.2 cm. 74 g.

TAMPO PRINT

4137 RUBY WATER GLASS TRITAN
Spherical water/wine glass made of clear, transparent BPA-free Tritan 
copolyester plastic. Virtually unbreakable and lightweight. Well suited 
for use on (sports) events, festivals and concerts where often there is a 
glass ban. This quality glass is suitable for multiple use. Capacity 400 
ml. Meas. Ø 8 x 9.9 cm. 61 g.

TAMPO PRINT

4127 EDGE WATER GLASS TRITAN
Spherical water/wine glass made of clear, transparent BPA-free Tritan 
copolyester plastic. Virtually unbreakable and lightweight. Well suited 
for use on (sports) events, festivals and concerts where often there is a 
glass ban. This quality glass is suitable for multiple use. Capacity 400 
ml. Meas. Ø 8.5 x 9.9 cm. 62 g.

TAMPO PRINT

DRINKWARE
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DRINKWARE DRINKWARE

1199 TREVI LUXE WINE
Distinctive white wine glass made of unbreakable PS plastic. Capacity 480 ml. Meas. Ø 8.4 x 21.9 cm. 132 g.

TAMPO PRINT

1189 TREVI LUXE CHAMPAGNE
Distinctive white champagne glass made of unbreakable PS plastic. Capacity160 ml. Meas. Ø 5 x 21 cm. 92 g.

TAMPO PRINT
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5602 MIDORI ECO WHEATSTRAW LUNCHBOX (P. 96)

HOME & LIVING

HOME & LIVING
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HOME & LIVING

2654 ECO BAMBOO STRAW SET
Two eco-friendly, reusable straws made of strong and durable 
bamboo. A good eco-friendly alternative to plastic straws. The 
biodegradable straws are compostable. Perfect for warm drinks like 
tea or coffee and cold drinks like smoothies or cocktails, adding an 
eco-aware, yet trendy touch. Bamboo is a natural material, therefore 
the thickness of the straws can vary. Includes stainless steel nylon 
cleaning brush. Supplied per set with a canvas pouch. Meas. 23 x 7 
cm. 30 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

1277 ECO RVS STRAW SET
A reusable, stainless steel straw. A good and responsible alternative 
to plastic straws. Includes stainless steel nylon cleaning brush. Perfect 
for cold drinks like smoothies or cocktails. A great eco-aware option 
with a trendy touch. Supplied per set with a canvas pouch. Meas. 7 x 
23 cm. 5 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT
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HOME & LIVING

1228 ECO GUSTO
Eco-friendly cutlery set made of 50% PP and 50% wheat straw. This compact set consists of a spoon, fork and knife, stored 
in an attractive cassette. Ideal to bring along and handy for when you’re on the go. Meas. 22.2 x 6 x 2.2 cm. 64 g.

TAMPO PRINT

5602 MIDORI ECO WHEATSTRAW LUNCHBOX
Eco-friendly lunchbox made of 50% PP and 50% wheat straw. With a matching bamboo lid and elastic closure strap. A 
beautiful combination of natural, biodegradable materials. Meas. 18.7 x 12.5 x 6 cm. 293 g.

LASER ENGRAVING | TAMPO PRINT

HOME & LIVING
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HOME & LIVING HOME & LIVING

0872 BAMBOO LUNCHBOX
Lunchbox made of 40% ecological bamboo fibre and 60% PP plastic. With perfectly sealing lid and silicon fastening strap. 
Reusable, durable and environmentally friendly. Not dishwasher-safe. Meas. 19 x 13 x 6 cm. 280 g.

TAMPO PRINT

4838 BENTO ECO MEAL BOX
Eco-friendly lunchbox made of 50% wheat straw fibres and 50% PP plastic. The lid seals perfectly with a silicon sealing ring 
and has a ventilation opening with a silicon cap. Includes 3-in-1 fork, spoon and knife. With removable divider and elastic 
closure strap. This box can be placed in the fridge and can therefore also be used as an air-tight chiller box. Suitable for use 
in microwaves. Durable, environmentally-friendly and biodegradable. Meas. 19 x 11.4 x 5.7 cm. 226 g.

TAMPO PRINT

96 - 96-97.indd   97 25-11-19   17:54
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HOME & LIVING

0768 HAPPYDAYS 
LUNCHBOX
Aluminium lunchbox with a striking retro 
design. Easy to close with 2 clamps. 
Including separator. Not dishwasher-
safe. Meas. 18 x 12 x 5.5 cm. 165 g.

DIGITAL PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING

0616 FOOD TO GO FOOD 
CONTAINER
Double-walled, vacuum-isolated 
stainless steel food container with a 
screw top and large opening for easy 
filling and cleaning. Ideal for bringing 
hot drinks, soup or yoghurt with fruit for 
example. The contents remain warm 
for up to 8 hours and cool for up to 
24 hours. Sleek design. Leakproof. 
Capacity 400 ml. Meas. Ø 8.9 x 12.7 cm. 
Boxed per unit. 253 g.

LASER ENGRAVING | TAMPO PRINT

0572 MULTI BOX
Luxury lunchbox made of high-quality 
plastic material. The lid fits perfectly due 
to the silicon sealing ring and extra snap 
closure. With removable separator and 
ventilation opening. The snap closure 
can be used as a telephone holder. 
This box can be placed in the fridge 
and can therefore also be used as an 
air-tight chiller box. Suitable for use in 
microwave. This product is dishwasher-
safe, but placing it in the dishwasher is 
discouraged in order to maintain the 
print. Meas. 19.2 x 12 x 6.6 cm. 190 g.

TAMPO PRINT

HOME & LIVING
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HOME & LIVING HOME & LIVING

3537 YOGHURT CUP
Transparent, plastic yoghurt cup with separate compartment in which 
muesli or fruit remains dry. With matching spoon. Meas. Ø 9 x 16 cm. 
100 g.

TAMPO PRINT

0689 PIATTO
High-quality, white ceramic bowl. Can among other things be used as 
a cereal bowl or a serving dish. Dishwasher safe. Meas. Ø 7.5 x 13 cm. 
370 g.

CERAMIC TRANSFER

3721 DIMANO
Compact pizza cutter with a bottle 
opener within the handle. Meas. 13 x 6.3 
x 0.8 cm. 29 g.

TAMPO PRINT

3524 SALAD2GO
Salad shaker made of sturdy plastic. 
With a removable lid, lockable container 
for dressing and a fork. Also suitable 
for vegetable salads and pasta salads. 
Capacity 900 ml. Meas. Ø 10.5 x 19.5 
cm. 82 g.

TAMPO PRINT | FULL-DOMING | FULL-COLOUR 
STICKER

0796 AVOCADO SLICER
Stainless steel Avocado slicer for 
easily cutting open, pitting and slicing 
avocados. Meas. 16.8 x 6.5 x 1.5 cm. 
39 g.

DIGITAL PRINT | TAMPO PRINT
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HOME & LIVING

0799 AMERICANA BBQ STEAK SET
Professional steak set / tranching set consisting of a chef’s knife and a 
meat fork made of high-quality stainless steel. Ideal during a barbecue 
and perfect for cutting meat and poultry. Both have an acacia wood 
handle. Not dishwasher-safe. With transparent plastic protective cover. 
The set comes with a nylon storage pouch with a pocket and a zipper. 
Meas. 36.5 x 12.3 x 3 cm. 438 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

4871 CHOPPING BOARD SET
Compact colourful set of 3 smooth plasctic cutting boards in a 
silver-coloured holder. The use of seperate cutting boards for fruit 
and vegetables (green), meat (red) and fish (blue) prevents cross 
contamination of bacteria. Practical and hygienic. Each set in a box. 
Meas. 33 x 23 x 8 cm. 1000 g.

TAMPO PRINT

6779 KITCHENTOOLS
Complete kitchen set consisting of a wooden base with a garlic press, 
a nutcracker, a tin opener and a corkscrew. The tools are provided with 
a rubberised grip. Meas. 21 x 9.8 x 8.8 cm. Each piece in a box. 1100 g.

LASER ENGRAVING | TAMPO PRINT

5630 CHEESETRAY
Bamboo cheese board with knife holder equipped with a magnetic 
strip. Incl. 3 cheese knives and 1 cheese stick. Each set in a box. Meas. 
20 x 20 x 6 cm. 351 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

HOME & LIVING
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HOME & LIVING HOME & LIVING

3948 BAMBOOSERVING
Bamboo serving board. With a finishing top layer of vegetarian 
soybean oil. Meas. 38 x 15 x 1.2 cm. Each piece in a box. 375 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

3977 BAMBOOBOARD
Bamboo chopping board with a circular groove for meat and/or fruit 
juices. Meas. 32 x 20 x 1.6 cm. Each piece in a box. 612 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

1157 BOCADO BOARD
Durable cutting board made of high-quality bamboo. Can also be used as a serving platter. Large size and beautifully 
designed with subtly sloping sides. Barely absorbs moisture, allowing this product to maintain its optimal quality. Meas. 38 x 
25 x 1.6 cm. Each piece in a box. 973 g.

 
LASER ENGRAVING
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HOME & LIVING

8881 DIAMANT SABATIER RIYOURI KNIFE BLOCK
6-piece knife block: Robust, natural oak block with large cook’s knife, santoku knife, tomato knife, bread knife and universal 
knife. The shape of the blades are engraved in the grip end of each knife. You never get the wrong knife. An addition for 
every kitchen. Meas. 20.5 x 16.5 x 36 cm. Each piece in a box. 2350 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

0669 VICTORINOX SWISS 
CLASSIC STEAK/PIZZA KNIFE
Top-quality steak/pizza knife made 
by Victorinox Swiss Classic. The high-
quality stainless steel blade (12 cm) is 
serrated and has a pointed edge. With 
plastic hilt. Thanks to the ergonomic 
design, this knife is comfortable to 
use. Dishwasher-safe. Including plastic 
Victorinox protective sleeve. Meas. 23 x 
2.5 x 1.2 cm. 40 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

0679 VICTORINOX SWISS 
CLASSIC TABLE KNIFE
Top-quality table knife made by 
Victorinox Swiss Classic. The high-
quality stainless steel blade (11 cm) is 
serrated and has a rounded edge. With 
plastic hilt. This knife is very comfortable 
to handle thanks to the ergonomic 
design. Dishwasher-safe. Including 
plastic Victorinox protective sleeve. 
Meas. 22 x 2.1 x 1.2 cm. 33 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

5715 DIAMANT SABATIER 
CUTTING BOARD
Cutting board made of very strong 
bamboo. Finished and polished. 
Durable, ecologically responsible, 
hygienic (antibacterial) and easy to 
clean. With metal ring and leather 
suspension cord. Meas. 52.8 x 20.8 x 2 
cm. Each piece in a box. 850 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

HOME & LIVING
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HOME & LIVING HOME & LIVING

3307 KITCHENGLOVE
Thick oven glove made of 100% cotton. Padded and lined with flannel, quilted on one side and provided with a hanging 
loop. Meas. 26 x 17 x 2 cm. 59 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

3630 APRON
Cotton apron (130 g/m²) with a stitched pocket. Meas. 90 x 58 cm. 90 
g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

0764 COCINA
Apron made of 100% cotton (180 g/m²). With a stitched pocket. The 
neckband can be adjusted with a plastic clasp. Always fits. Meas. 89 x 
66 cm. 142 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT
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HOME & LIVING

2876 COCINA ORGANIC COTTON
ECO apron made from 100% organic cotton (180 g/m²). With a patch pocket. The neckband can be adjusted with a metal 
clasp. Always fits. Durable and eco-friendly. Meas. 88 x 65 cm. 168 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

2884 COCINA RECYCLED COTTON
ECO apron made from blended, recycled cotton (160 g/m²). With a patch pocket. The neckband can be adjusted with a 
metal clasp. Always fits. Durable and eco-friendly. Meas. 90 x 65 cm. 140 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

HOME & LIVING
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HOME & LIVING HOME & LIVING

4333 BORDEAUX
Stainless steel waiters friend. Meas. 11 x 2.2 x 1 cm. Each piece in a 
box. 69 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

1200 BUTLER BAMBOO
Metal, folding waiter’s friend with bamboo grip and 4 functions: 
corkscrew, 2 bottle openers, foil cutter. Meas. 13.6 x 3 x 1.5 cm. Each 
piece in a box made of recycled cardboard. 78 g.

LASER ENGRAVING | TAMPO PRINT

4406 STYLOVINO
Unfolding, waiters friend, made of stainless steel combined with 
aluminium. With corkscrew, bottle opener and foil cutter. Meas. 12.3 x 
3.2 x 1.5 cm. Each piece in a box. 85 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

3960 BUTLER
Metal, folding waiters knife with ABS handle and 4 functions: 
corkscrew, 2 bottle openers, foil cutter. Meas. 13.5 x 4 x 1.3 cm. Each 
piece in a box. 82 g.

TAMPO PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING
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HOME & LIVING

5063 VINDEUX
2-piece wine gift set: matte steel waiters friend and bottle stopper with 
rounded wooden handle. Each set in a box. Meas. 13.8 x 11 x 2.5 cm. 
225 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

3667 WINETASTE
2-piece wine gift set: matte steel waiters friend and drip catcher. Each 
set in a box. Meas. 13.5 x 11 x 2.5 cm. 126 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

0577 CHÂTEAU BAMBOO
Luxury wine box made of high-quality bamboo. With drop catcher, 
bottle stopper and stainless steel waiter’s knife. Excl. wine. Meas. 36 x 
11 x 12 cm. Each set in a box. 1200 g.

TAMPO PRINT

7046 CHÂTEAU
Elegant, wooden wine box with drip catcher, bottle stopper and 
stainless steel waiters friend. Excl. wine. Meas. 36.5 x 12 x 11 cm. Each 
set in a box. 1393 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT | DOMING

HOME & LIVING
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HOME & LIVING HOME & LIVING

3938 CELEBRATE
Stylish stainless steel bottle stopper for the airtight closure of champagne bottles and wine bottles with a cork. Meas. Ø 3.5 
x 5.5 cm. 55 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

1188 COOLSTEEL BLACK
Double-walled stainless steel wine cooler with matt black exterior. 
Meas. Ø 11.8 x 19 cm. Each piece in a box. 492 g.

LASER ENGRAVING | TAMPO PRINT

6882 COOLSTEEL
Double walled stainless steel wine cooler. Meas. Ø 12 x 19.3 cm. Each 
piece in a box. 715 g.

LASER ENGRAVING | TAMPO PRINT
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HOME & LIVING

5411 SUPERSOFT
Blanket made of 100% fleece (180 g/m²) Meas. unrolled 150 x 120 cm. 
Meas. Ø 13 x 30 cm. 400 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

5850 PILLOWBLANKET 2-IN-1
Fleece blanket (220 g/m²) practically stored inside a pillow case, made 
of soft fleece and nylon. Meas. unrolled 150 x 120 cm. Use as a pillow 
or blanket. Meas. 35 x 35 x 7 cm. 440 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

HOME & LIVING
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HOME & LIVING HOME & LIVING

7824 DESIGN
Stainless steel table lamp for indoors or out, with 12 energy efficient 
bright white LED lights. Batteries incl. Meas. Ø 10 x 20.2 cm. Each 
piece in a box. 417 g.

TAMPO PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING

4595 CHANGINGCOLOURS
Cordless, plastic colour-changing mood light. Batteries incl. Meas. Ø 8 
x 16 cm. Each piece in a box. 175 g.

TAMPO PRINT

3691 PLEASANT
Fragrance set: a ceramic incense holder, 10 incense sticks, glass 
candle holder and 3 scented candles. Each set in a box. Meas. 20.5 x 
7.3 x 3 cm. 167 g.

FULL-COLOUR STICKER

3825 CANDLETIN
Pleasant fragrant candle in a tin. Meas. Ø 5.3 x 3.2 cm. Each piece in 
a box 55 g.

TAMPO PRINT
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HOME & LIVING

2300 SHOWERTIMER
Drop-shaped hourglass timer (duration 5 minutes) with a suction cup on the back. Meas. 10 x 7.5 x 3.6 cm. Each piece in a 
box. 40 g.

TAMPO PRINT

2351 HEATPAD
Flexible heat pad. The material can be heated to up to a temperature 
of 52 degrees Celsius. Ideal for warming up muscles and cold hands. 
Re-usable. User manual incl. Meas. 10.5 x 6 x 1 cm. 66 g.

TAMPO PRINT

3342 HOT&COLD PACK
Flexible, transparent pad filled with gel beads. For the therapeutic 
cooling or heating of muscles. With manual. Meas. 15.4 x 10.6 x 0.3 cm. 
110 g.

TAMPO PRINT

HOME & LIVING
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HOME & LIVING HOME & LIVING

2819 SEEME
Compact mirror in a plastic holder with protective cover. Meas. Ø 6 x 
0.5 cm. 17 g.

TAMPO PRINT | DIGITAL PRINT

0678 SUNSCREEN CREAM HOOKUP
Protective sunscreen lotion (factor 30) in a handy plastic spray stick 
with vaporizer and large hanging eye. Best before: 12 months after 
opening. Contents 15 ml. Meas. 11.8 x 4.5 x 1.5 cm. 26,3 g.

TAMPO PRINT

3309 FROSTBALM
Lip balm in modern matte-transparent 
colours, black or white holder. No Sun 
Protection Factor. Meas. Ø 2 x 7 cm. 
13 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT | DIGITAL PRINT

3152 LIPBALM CUBE
Lipbalm in a plastic cube shaped holder. 
No sun protection factor. Meas. 3.5 x 3.5 
x 3.5 cm. 18 g.

TAMPO PRINT | DIGITAL PRINT

0743 LIPBALM GLOSSY
Lipbalm in glossy holder. No SPF. Meas. 
Ø 3.8 cm. 16 g.

TAMPO PRINT
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HOME & LIVING

0575 STACEY
Large case made of 600D polyester for storing make-up or toiletries. 
With hang tag and extra zip pocket. Meas. 22.5 x 12.5 x 8.5 cm. 60 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

0574 AIRPLANE COSMETICBAG 
Sturdy, transparent PVC toiletry bag with zipper. Because the contents 
are clearly visible, this case is allowed through customs and is ideal as 
a carry-on toiletry bag. Meas. 14 x 21 x 4.5 cm. 36 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

3928 MANUCARE
Manicure set: nail clippers, nail scissors, tweezers, nail file and cuticle 
pusher. In a case made of special bonded leather. Meas. 11 x 6 x 2 cm. 
Each piece in a box. 76 g.

TAMPO PRINT

3829 SMART
Practical toiletry bag made from strong polyester. With hanger, various 
zipped pockets, mesh pocket, padded inside and handle. Meas. 20 x 
15 x 9.5 cm. 197 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

HOME & LIVING
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HOME & LIVING HOME & LIVING

1249 COSCORK ECO
Toiletry bag made of natural materials: organic canvas and cork. With 
zipper, handy carrying strap and lined with watertight PEVA. Meas. 24 
x 14 x 8 cm. 70 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

3282 COSMETIC BAG RPET
Large toiletry bag with zipper. Made from 600D RPET; recycled 
material made from PET bottles. With carrying strap and front pocket 
with zipper. The metal label on the front makes this product ideal for 
personalisation. Meas. 25 x 7 x 14 cm. 100 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING
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HOME & LIVING

Solaine Bath textile; 
luxurious promotion with 
a gentle touch
Experience the luxury of Solaine: soft and comfortable 
made of 100% cotton. In the Solaine bath textile line you 
find guest towels, towels, bath towels and beach towels 
in many colours. Available in several qualities. The user 
or receiver associates a chic embroidered name or  logo 
with luxury, durability and class. 

4164 SOLAINE PROMO 
HAND TOWEL 360G/M²
Meas. 100 x 50 cm. 180 g.

EMBROIDER

4165 SOLAINE 
PROMO HAND TOWEL 
360G/M²
Meas. 100 x 50 cm. 180 g.

EMBROIDER

4163 SOLAINE PROMO 
GUEST TOWEL 360 G/M²
Meas. 50 x 30 cm. 54 g.

EMBROIDER

4162 SOLAINE PROMO 
GUEST TOWEL 360 G/M²
Meas. 50 x 30 cm. 54 g.

4167 SOLAINE PROMO 
BATH TOWEL 360 G/M²
Meas. 140 x 70 cm. 353 g.

EMBROIDER

4166 SOLAINE PROMO 
BATH TOWEL 360 G/M²
Meas. 140 x 70 cm. 353 g.

4169 SOLAINE PROMO 
BEACH TOWEL 360 G/M²
Meas. 180 x 100 cm. 648 g.

EMBROIDER

4168 SOLAINE PROMO 
BEACH TOWEL 360 G/M²
Meas. 180 x 100 cm. 648 g.

HOME & LIVING
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HOME & LIVING HOME & LIVING

4386 SOLAINE 
DELUXE BATH TOWEL 
450 G/M²
Meas. 140 x 70 cm. 441 g.

EMBROIDER

4387 SOLAINE 
DELUXE BATH TOWEL 
450 G/M²
Meas. 140 x 70 cm. 441 g.

EMBROIDER

4388 SOLAINE 
DELUXE BEACH TOWEL 
450 G/M²
180 x 100 cm. 810 g.

EMBROIDER

4389 SOLAINE 
DELUXE BEACH TOWEL 
450 G/M²
180 x 100 cm. 810 g.

EMBROIDER

4381 SOLAINE 
DELUXE GUEST TOWEL 
450 G/M²
Meas. 50 x 30 cm. 67,5 g.

EMBROIDER

4382 SOLAINE 
DELUXE GUEST TOWEL 
450 G/M²
Meas. 50 x 30 cm. 67,5 g.

EMBROIDER

4384 SOLAINE 
DELUXE HAND TOWEL 
450 G/M²
Meas. 100 x 50 cm. 225 g.

EMBROIDER

4385 SOLAINE 
DELUXE HAND TOWEL 
450 G/M²
Meas. 100 x 50 cm. 225 g.

EMBROIDER
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HOME & LIVING

0809 SOLAINE GOLF TOWEL 450 G/M²
High-quality golf towel made by Solaine. Made of 100% absorbent and soft cotton (450 g/m²). With stainless steel 
suspension eye and carabiner. Meas. 55 x 32 cm. 87 g.

EMBROIDER

0795 SOLAINE BATHROBE
Super-soft bathrobe for him and her, made by Solaine. Made of 100% 
ringspun cotton (340 g/m²). The quality bath linen feels soft, pleasant 
and comfortable. With pockets, shawl collar, waistband and handy 
hang tag. One size fits all. Meas. 115 x 60 cm. 1030 g.

EMBROIDER

0802 SOLAINE 
HIGHCLASS HOTEL 
TOWEL 600 G/M²
Hotel quality luxury bath towel. 
Made of 100% heavy cotton. 
Meas. 100 x 50 cm. 296 g.

EMBROIDER

0806 SOLAINE 
HIGHCLASS HOTEL 
BATH TOWEL 600 G/M²
Hotel quality luxury bath towel. 
Made of 100% heavy cotton. 
Meas. 140 x 70 cm. 588 g.

EMBROIDER

HOME & LIVING
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HOME & LIVING HOME & LIVING

3061 UNI 
Baseball cap made of 100% cotton with pre-shaped peak and 
adjustable strap. 44 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

3560 TRENDLINE
Baseball cap made of 100% cotton with pre-shaped peak and velcro fastener. 60 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

2621 REFLECTCAP 
Baseball cap made of 100% cotton with reflective trim, pre-shaped 
peak and velcro fastener. 62 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT
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HOME & LIVING

0823 RILEY
Baseball cap made of 100% heavy polyester. With contoured peak and adjustable plastic fastening. 80 g.

EMBROIDER 

3016 TRUCKER
Baseball cap with pre-shaped foam front, foam flap and plastic 
backside in mesh fabric for optimal ventilation. Adjustable plastic strap. 
49 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

3065 HEAVYCAP
Sturdy baseball cap made of 100% combed high quality cotton, pre-
shaped peak and adjustable metal clip fastener at the back. 68 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

HOME & LIVING
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HOME & LIVING HOME & LIVING

0746 BANDANA
Multifunctional polyester bandana. This trendy accessory offers 
protection from the sun or warmth when it’s cold. Can be worn in 
various ways; as a headscarf, scarf or headband. Meas. 49.5 x 26 cm. 
31 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

1916 SANTA HAT
Polyester Christmas hat. Meas. 41 x 28 x 0.5 cm. 23 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

3529 ROBIN
Baby bib made of 100% soft cotton. Double-stitched board. The 
opening is adjustable in size with 3 push buttons. Meas. 36.5 x 23 cm. 
39 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

3528 NICKY 
Baby hat made of 100% soft and breathing cotton. One size. Meas. 15.5 
x 13 cm. 22 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

118 - 118-119.indd   119 27-11-19   11:45
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OUTDOOR

8260 BBQ-TOOLS
3-piece steel barbecue set: spatula, fork and meat tongs. In an 
aluminium case. Conforms to EU standard (2004/1935/CE). Meas. 36 x 
10 x 8 cm. Each set in a box. 1102 g.

TAMPO PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING

7045 BARBECUEBOSS
Strong woven polyester apron with oven glove, salt and pepper 
shakers, stainless steel spatula, fork and tongs. Conforms to EU 
regulations (2004/1935/CE). Meas. 60 x 43 x 3.3 cm. Each piece in a 
box. 1120 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

6241 BBQ-KIT
3-piece stainless steel BBQ set: spatula, fork and meat tongs. In a non-
woven pouch with an extra 420D nylon pocket on the front. Conforms 
to EU standard (2004/1935/CE). Meas. 40.5 x 12 x 4.5 cm. 475 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

8890 QUALITYTIME
Willow picnic basket with picnic accessories for 4 people: 4 ceramic 
plates, 4 plastic mugs and stainless steel cutlery. Incl. 2 removable 
cooler bags. Meas. 47 x 20.5 x 30.5 cm. Each piece in a box. 2420 g.

TAMPO PRINT
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OUTDOOR

1248 BIKE PHONE HOLDER
Universal, adjustable phone holder 
made of sturdy ABS plastic. Easy to 
attach to the handlebars or the crossbar. 
This allows you to easily use your 
smartphone hands-free while cycling. 
Suitable for all phones up to a maximum 
width of 8.8 cm. Meas. 3.8 x 6.5 x 10.2 
cm. Each piece in a box. 74,5 g.

TAMPO PRINT

0589 RESCUEHAMMER 
COB
4-in-1 aluminium car tool with: rescue 
hammer, seatbelt cutter, magnet and 
torch with COB light. An emergency tool 
that should be within easy reach in any 
car. Includes removable wrist strap and 
batteries. Meas. 13 x 4.3 cm. 70 g.

 TAMPO LASER ENGRAVING 

4999 SMARTLIGHT
Mini bike light set: a bright white LED 
front light and bright red LED rear light, 
with elastic loops. Equipped with 2 
modes - flashing and continuous. Incl. 
batteries and instructions. Each set in 
a sturdy case with magnetic closure. 
Meas. 9.5 x 4.5 x 2.2 cm. 48 g.

FULL-COLOUR STICKER | TAMPO PRINT

2359 CLIP REFLECTION
Reflector light with coloured clip. Two 
light settings: continuous bright white 
light or flashing red light. Incl. cell 
batteries. Meas. 6.2 x 3.1 x 1.7 cm. 12 g.

TAMPO PRINT

3553 BIKEBELL
Metal bell with plastic holder. Meas. Ø 
5.5 x 5.3 cm. 63 g.

FULL-COLOUR STICKER | DOMING

3835 CAR
Driving licence and document wallet 
made of imitation leather, with metal 
protective corners. Meas. 16.5 x 12 x 0.5 
cm. 55 g.

TAMPO PRINT

OUTDOOR
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OUTDOOR OUTDOOR

3566 ONTARIO
Large ice scraper made of sturdy plastic. Meas. 22.5 x 8.2 x 1.4 cm. 
61 g.

TAMPO PRINT

1204 NORDIC WHEATSTRAW
Sturdy, environmentally responsible ice scraper made of 60% PP and 
40% wheat straw. Partly biodegradable. Meas. 25 x 9.8 x 1.7 cm. 63 g.

TAMPO PRINT

3520 ICEGLOVE
Plastic ice scraper and nylon glove with soft, cosy lining. Meas. 30 x 17 
cm. 97 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

1955 ICING
Plastic ice scraper. Meas. 11 x 11 x 0.3 cm. 13 g.

 DIGITAL TAMPO PRINT
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OUTDOOR

2552 EUROPARK
Parking disk made of blue imitation 
leather. Conforms to Belgian/European 
legislation. Meas. 15 x 11 x 0.3 cm. 24 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

2258 EURONORM
Parking disk made of blue imitation 
leather. Meas. 13 x 10 x 0.3 cm. 24 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

4243 STICKYPAD
Flexible non-slip mat for the dashboard. 
Meas. 14.5 x 9 x 0.3 cm. 38 g.

TAMPO PRINT

3500 EURONORMSPECIAL
Parking disk made of durable plastic 
with ice scraper, rubber wiper, trolley 
coin and tyre tread depth gauge. Meas. 
15.5 x 11.8 x 0.3 cm. 76 g.

TAMPO PRINT | DIGITAL PRINT

3255 ARRIVEE
Parking disk made of blue imitation 
leather. Conforms to French legislation. 
Meas. 15 x 15 x 0.4 cm. 40 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

OUTDOOR

4481 SAFETYFIRST SAFETY 
VEST
Fluorescent safety vest made of 100% 
tricot polyester. One size fits all, with 
adjustable velcro fastener. (EN ISO 
20471 Class 2). Each piece in a pouch. 
Meas. 22 x 13.5 cm. Average weight 
135 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT
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OUTDOOR OUTDOOR

1926 CARPENTER
Wooden carpenter’s pencil. Meas. 17.5 x 1 cm. 9 g.

TAMPO PRINT

3000 TOOLPEN
Aluminium toolpen with a metallic finish. With sturdy clip and 8 tools. 
Meas. Ø 1.6 x 11 cm. Each piece in a box. 41 g.

TAMPO PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING

2328 JUMBO
Hobby knife with 7 snap-off blades. Meas. 15.5 x 3 x 1.5 cm. 24 g.

TAMPO PRINT
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OUTDOOR

3601 METRIC
Folding ruler made of strong fibreglass, with a length of 2 metres. 
Produced to European standards. Meas. 23.5 x 1.5 x 3.2 cm. 120 g.

TAMPO PRINT | DIGITAL PRINT

4311 METRICWOODPRO
Folding ruler, made of lacquered wood, with a length of 2 m/78 in. In 
centimetres on one side and inches on the other side. In accordance 
to European standards. Meas. 24.5 x 1.6 x 3.5 cm. 132 g.

TAMPO PRINT

3315 MEASURE-IT
Tape measure with a length of 150 cm 
and automatic stop. Displays cm and 
inches. Meas. Ø 5.2 x 1.4 cm. 24 g.

TAMPO PRINT

5209 MINIMETRIC
Mini ruler keyring, made from strong 
fibreglass. Length of ruler 0.5 m/20 in. 
Made to European standards. Meas. 6.6 
x 2.4 x 1.3 cm. 28 g.

TAMPO PRINT

2851 LEVEL KEYCHAIN
Keychain with level in aluminium 
housing. Meas. excl. key ring 6.6 x 1.5 x 
1.5 cm. 33 g.

LASER ENGRAVING | TAMPO PRINT

OUTDOOR
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4831 ROTARY 3 METRE
Professional tape measure, high-quality hardened steel band (blade 
width 1.6 cm) centimetre display, sturdy, non-slip grip rubber case, 
built-in automatic stop, belt clip and wrist strap. Verified according to 
European standards. Meas. 6.5 x 6.5 x 3.2 cm. Each piece in a box. 
132 g.

TAMPO PRINT | DOMING

4841 ROTARY 5 METRE
Professional tape measure, high-quality hardened steel band 
(blade width 1.9 cm), indication in centimeters, sturdy, non-slip grip 
rubber case, built-in automatic stop, belt clip and wrist strap. Verified 
according to European standards. Meas. 7.5 x 7.5 x 3.5 cm. Each piece 
in a box. 215 g.

TAMPO PRINT | DOMING

5472 UNIVERSAL 5 METRE
Professional standard tape measure with steel blade (width 1.9 cm) 
centimetre display, sturdy plastic housing, automatic blade lock, 
sturdy belt clip and wrist strap. Resistant to all weather by UV coating. 
Produced to European standards. Meas. 9.3 x 6.9 x 4 cm. Each piece 
in a box. 202 g.

TAMPO PRINT | DOMING

5471 UNIVERSAL 3 METRE
Professional standard tape measure with steel blade (width 1.6 cm) 
centimetre display, sturdy plastic housing, automatic blade lock, 
sturdy belt clip and wrist strap. Resistant to all weather by UV coating. 
Produced to European standards. Meas. 7.5 x 5.7 x 3.3 cm. Each piece 
in a box. 123 g.

TAMPO PRINT | DOMING
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7042 MAG-LITE SOLITAIRE
The smallest torch from the Mag-Lite family. With a length of 8 cm, 
diameter of 1.2 cm and weight of just 25 g (including battery.) Light 
range 20 metres. 2 Lumen. Offers up to 3¾ hours of light from just 1 
battery. Includes a handy keyring, spare bulb and battery. In a case. 
Meas. 9 x 5.7 x 2 cm. 63 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

8667 3D LED MAG-LITE USA
Great quality aluminium torch with powerful LED beam. Made from 
anodised aircraft aluminium, weatherproof and shock resistant. Light 
range 412 metres. 168 Lumen. Offers up to 80 hours of light from just 3 
batteries. Excludes 3-D Cell batteries. Meas. Ø 5.5 x 32 cm. Each piece 
in a box. Meas. 32 x 5.7 x 5.7 cm. 479 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

Let your promotion shine 
with Mag-Lite torches!
The perfect torch for camping trips, professional use and 
are also convenient for those home emergencies! 

Mag-Lite sets the standard for torches, with a high quality 
collection, chosen by professionals worldwide. The 
precision machined, high-strength aluminium alloy case 
ensures water and shock resistance, whilst the computer-
designed reflector and krypton bulb produce a high-
intensity adjustable beam. With a lifetime guarantee.

All Mag-Lite torches can be personalised with laser 
engraved individuel names. 

OUTDOOR
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8115 MINI MAG-LITE AA 
Best selling mini Mag-Lite. Meas. Ø 2.5 x 14.6 cm. This lightweight torch 
(113 g including batteries) combines a sleek compact design, with peak 
performance. Light range 96 metres. 14 Lumen. Offers up to 5¼ hours 
of light from just 2 batteries. Converts to free standing candle mode, 
in 3 simple steps. Includes spare bulb and batteries. Each piece in a 
case. Meas. 16.5 x 7.8 x 2.5 cm. 197 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

8116 MINI MAG-LITE AA VICTORINOX
Handy torch from Mag-Lite. Meas. Ø 2.5 x 14.6 cm (100 g). In 
combination with an original 5-piece Victorinox pocket knife (6 
functions) - a practical and enduring gift set. Light range 96 metres. 14 
Lumen. Offers up to 5¼ hours of light from just 2 batteries. Includes 
spare bulb and batteries. Each set in a case. Meas. 16.7 x 8 x 3 cm. 
221 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

7031 MINI MAG-LITE AAA
Compact torch weighing just 50 g (including batteries). Meas. Ø 1.8 x 
12.8 cm. Converts to free standing candle mode, in just 3 simple steps. 
Light range 31 metres. 9 Lumen. Offers up to 2½ hours of light from just 
2 batteries. Includes a spare light, batteries and removable pocket clip. 
Each piece in a case. Meas. 16 x 5.3 x 2.5 cm. 114 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

8201 MINI MAG-LITE LED AA
Handy torch featuring an ultra-strong 3 Watt LED light. The energy 
efficient LED technology ensures an extended battery life. With 2 
lightning modes. Converts to a free standing candle light in 3 simple 
steps. Meas. torch Ø 2.5 x 14.5 cm. Light range 145 metres. 97/23 
Lumen. Offers up to 11 hours (high) and 32 hours (low) of light from just 
2 batteries. Batteries included. Each piece in a case. Meas. 18.8 x 8 x 
3 cm. 206 g.

LASER ENGRAVING
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OUTDOOR

3443 RETROPULLLIGHT
Striking lamp with 1 Watt LED lighting and cord (108 cm). Batteries incl. 
Meas. Ø 5.5 x 16 cm. Each piece in a gift box. 62.5 g.

TAMPO PRINT

3936 GRIPLIGHT
Stainless steel torch with 3 bright white energy efficient LED lights. 
Equipped with a telescopic function, extendable to 56.5 cm, flexible, 
magnetic top and clip. Batteries incl. Meas. Ø 2.1 x 17 cm. Each piece 
in a box. 100 g.

TAMPO PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING

OUTDOOR
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OUTDOOR OUTDOOR

4184 STARLED
Aluminium torch with 9 energy efficient LED lights. With detachable 
strap. Meas. Ø 2.7 x 9 cm. Batteries incl. Each piece in a box. Meas. 15 
x 6.5 x 3.3 cm. 96 g.

LASER ENGRAVING | TAMPO PRINT

4294 STARLED COB
Lightweight, aluminum flashlight with 1 watt COB LED. Gives 
tremendously bright white light, brighter than an ordinary LED lamp. 
COB LED has a lower energy consumption than LED; the batteries last 
on average 30% longer. The flashlight has a removable loop. Batteries 
included. Per piece in a box. Meas. Ø 2.6 x 8.5 cm. 65 g.

LASER ENGRAVING | TAMPO PRINT

6288 LED-BOOSTER 1 WATT
Aluminium torch with powerful 1 Watt LED-light. Meas. Ø 4 x 14 cm. With 
detachable strap and nylon case. Batteries incl. Each piece in a box. 
Meas. 16 x 11.7 x 4 cm. 263 g.

TAMPO PRINT | DOMING

7500 CREE-LED 3 WATT
Sturdy, aluminium torch - the super powerful 3 Watt Cree LED light 
delivers a strong, crisp, bright white beam. It provides more light from 
less energy, ensuring a longer lifespan. The adjustable beam has an 
extended reach of up to 100 metres. Set to low, high or flashing. Meas. 
Ø 3.3 x 10 cm. Incl. batteries and detachable carry strap. Each piece in 
a box. Meas. 17 x 6.5 x 4 cm. 120 g.

TAMPO PRINT
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5425 HANDSFREE
Plastic torch with 4 bright LED lights. 
Includes 3 settings. The torch is 
mounted on an adjustable elasticated 
headband. Batteries incl. Meas. 8 x 4.4 x 
3.2 cm. Each piece in a box. 105 g.

TAMPO PRINT

3270 CAPCLIP COB LIGHT
ABS light with COB LED. Adjustable in 
various positions. Emits an enormous 
bright, white light. The clip makes it 
easy to attach it to your cap, belt or bag. 
Extremely suitable for outdoor activities 
in the dark. Incl. cell batteries. Meas. 5.5 
x 5.5 x 2.3 cm. 40 g.

TAMPO PRINT

0588 CAMPINGLIGHT COB 
Compact, retractable ABS camping light with extremely bright COB 
bulbs and energy-efficient COB LED technology. Water-resistant, so 
can be placed or hung up outside. Includes batteries. Meas. Ø 6.7 cm. 
Each piece in a box. 130 g.

TAMPO PRINT

4527 HEADLIGHT COB
ABS headlight with COB LED. Emits an enormous bright, white light. On 
adjustable elastic strap. Extremely suitable for outdoor activities in the 
dark. Incl. cell batteries. Per piece in box. Meas. 6 x 4 x 2.5 cm. 40 g.

TAMPO PRINT

2354 CLIPLED
Plastic torch with white LED-light, metal 
clip and barrel ring. When the clip and 
barrel make contact, the light is turned 
on. Batteries incl. Meas. Ø 1.5 x 12.5 cm. 
Each piece in a box. 25 g.

TAMPO PRINT

OUTDOOR
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4418 BEECHWOOD MULTITOOL
Compact stainless steel multi tool with beechwood handle. 9-pieces with 11 functions: pliers, knife, file, Phillips screwdriver, 
2 screwdrivers, wire cutter, awl, can opener, bottle opener and a saw. In a case with belt loop. Meas. 10.5 x 5.1 x 2.3 cm. Per 
piece in a box. 214 g.

LASER ENGRAVING | TAMPO PRINT

4416 BEECHWOOD POCKET KNIFE
Pocket knife with beechwood handle. 8-pieces with 11 functions: knife, corkscrew, can opener, bottle opener with small 
screwdriver, Phillips screwdriver, scissors, file, fish scaler, hook removal tool, awl. With keyring. Meas. 9 x 2.5 x 1.9 cm. Per 
piece in a box. 113 g.

LASER ENGRAVING | TAMPO PRINT
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OUTDOOR

4245 COLUMBUS
Robust stainless steel survival knife with serrated edge blade, wooden 
inlay in the handle and handy clip. Meas. 10.2 x 2.7 x 1.6 cm. Each piece 
in a box. 150 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

3543 LOCK-IT
Pocket knife with staple and sharp stainless steel blade. Provided with 
locking so that the pocket knife does not clog in use. Meas. 8.5 x 2.5 
x 1.3 cm. 75 g.

LASER ENGRAVING | TAMPO PRINT

1460 SMARTTOOL
Stainless steel multitool in credit card 
format with 11 functions. In an imitation 
leather case. Incl. instructions. Meas. 8 x 
5.1 x 0.3 cm. 30 g.

TAMPO PRINT

0590 SMARTKEY
Pocket-sized stainless steel multitool. 
With 8 functions: bottle opener, 
carabiner, Phillips screwdriver, flat-blade 
screwdriver, Allen key in 3 sizes, ruler 
(5 cm). Small in size, so it’s very easy to 
attach to a keychain. Meas. 7.8 x 2.3 x 
0.18 cm. 15 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

4144 FIXY MULTITOOL
Stainless steel multitool in handy pocket 
format. With metallic look accent and 
8 functions: spoke, bottle opener, 
carabiner, philips slotted screwdriver, 
wrench slots, knife, ruler and pry bar. 
Meas. 8.6 x 4 x 6 cm. 60 g.

LASER ENGRAVING | TAMPO PRINT

OUTDOOR
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5550 CRUSADER
Gift set: 9-piece stainless steel multitool with 13 functions and a 
stainless steel pocket knife with carabiner and lock. Both with 
aluminium handle and metallic look. Incl. nylon case. Each set in a box. 
Meas. 15.5 x 14.5 x 3.8 cm. 430 g.

TAMPO PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING

5922 MAXISTAR
Functional and complete gift set: 9-piece stainless steel multitool 
with 12 functions and aluminium handle and metallic look. Aluminium 
torch (Ø 2.7 x 9 cm) with 9 bright white energy-efficient LED lights and 
detachable loop. Batteries incl. Each set in box. Meas. 13.4 x 12.2 x 3.4 
cm. 364 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

4205 MICROTOOL
Compact stainless steel multitool with aluminium hand grip and metallic 
look. 9-pieces with 13 functions. In a 600D nylon pouch. Meas. 8 x 5 x 
2.3 cm. Each piece in a box. 100 g.

LASER ENGRAVING | TAMPO PRINT

4404 MAXITOOL
Compact stainless steel multitool with aluminium hand grip and metallic 
look. 9-pieces with 13 functions. In a nylon case. Meas. 10 x 4.5 x 2.2 
cm. Each piece in a box. 245 g.

LASER ENGRAVING | TAMPO PRINT
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3372 VICTORINOX JETSETTER
Small Swiss pocket knife with 7 functions. The blade is missing. 
Therefore, this Victorinox tool, as one of the few, may be taken along 
in the airplane. Per piece in a pouch. Meas. 5.8 x 1.8 x 0.9 cm. 24 g.

TAMPO PRINT

6883 VICTORINOX CLASSIC SD
5-pieces with 7 functions. Including pouch. Meas. 5.8 x 1.7 x 0.9 cm. 
Each piece in a box. 27 g.

TAMPO PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING

Make your promotion instantly 
recognisable with Victorinox!
High quality pocket knives with a lifetime guarantee.

The multifunctional pocket knives from Victorinox are a worldwide symbol for reliability, 
functionality and perfection. Every item is an expression of Swiss quality and pioneering spirit.

All Victorinox pocket knives are equipped with tweezers, toothpick and key ring. 

OUTDOOR
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6403 VICTORINOX WAITER
6-pieces with 9 functions. Meas. 8.4 x 2.5 x 1.1 cm. Each piece in a box. 
39 g.

TAMPO PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING

7111 VICTORINOX SPARTAN
9-pieces with 12 functions. Meas. 9.1 x 2.6 x 1.4 cm. Each piece in a 
box. 64 g.

TAMPO PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING

6922 VICTORINOX WALKER
6-pieces with 9 functions. Meas. 8.4 x 1.2 x 1.9 cm. Each piece in a box. 
50 g.

TAMPO PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING

5521 VICTORINOX BANTAM
5-pieces with 8 functions. Meas. 8.4 x 2.3 x 1.1 cm. Each piece in a box. 
37 g.

TAMPO PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING
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8745 VICTORINOX EVOWOOD 10
Original Swiss Victorinox pocket knife with a walnut handle. 6-pieces with 11 functions. Meas. 8.6 x 2.8 x 1.7 cm. Each piece 
in a box. 61 g.

TAMPO PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING

8328 VICTORINOX HUNTSMAN
12-pieces 15 functions. Meas. 9.1 x 2.6 x 2 cm. Each piece in a box. 103 g.

TAMPO PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING

OUTDOOR
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8517 VICTORINOX SWISSCARD LITE
The compact plastic Swisscard incorporates a multitude of practical 
tools and can also be used as a ruler (7.5 cm and 3 inches). Includes 
magnifying glass, bright white LED-light, scissors, screwdriver, blade, 
tweezers, ballpoint pen and straight pin. Lightweight and portable, 
meas. 8.1 x 5.3 x 0.4 cm. Includes instructions and a lifetime guarantee. 
Each piece in a specially designed box. Meas. 12 x 12 x 0.7 cm. 68 g.

TAMPO PRINT

7534 VICTORINOX SWISSCARD CLASSIC
The compact plastic Swisscard incorporates a multitude of practical 
tools and can also be used as a ruler (7.5 cm and 3 inches). Includes 
scissors, screwdriver, blade, nail file with screwdriver, toothpick, 
tweezers, ballpoint pen and straight pin. Lightweight and portable, 
meas. 8.1 x 5.3 x 0.4 cm. Includes instructions and a lifetime guarantee. 
Each piece in a specially designed box. Meas. 12 x 12 x 0.7 cm. 76 g.

TAMPO PRINT

6788 VICTORINOX SWISSCARD QUATTRO
The compact plastic Swisscard incorporates a multitude of practical tools and can also be used as a ruler (7.5 cm and 3 
inches). Includes screwdriver, blade, nail file with screwdriver, toothpick, tweezers, ballpoint pen and straight pin. Lightweight 
and portable, meas. 8.1 x 5.3 x 0.4 cm. Includes instructions and a lifetime guarantee. Each piece in a specially designed box. 
Meas. 12 x 12 x 0.7 cm. 75 g.

TAMPO PRINT
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OUTDOOR

1182 RPET MINI UMBRELLA
Foldable umbrella made from 190T RPET pongee polyester (from 
recycled PET bottles). With metal frame and handle, beautiful bamboo 
grip with cotton loop, velcro closure, storage pouch and RPET label. 
Manual operation. Meas. Ø 98 x 59 cm. 295 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

0824 COLORADO MINI
Compact, collapsible umbrella with 190T polyester canopy. Metal frame 
and shaft, plastic grip with loop, velcro fastening and storage bag. 
Manual operation. Meas. Ø 94.5 x 55.5 cm. 228 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

3095 SPRINKLE
Transparent poncho in a plastic ball with 
carabiner hook. Meas. excl. carabiner 
hook Ø 6 cm. 67 g.

TAMPO PRINT

3055 CLEAR
Transparent, lightweight waterproof 
plastic poncho in a poly bag. Meas. 12.8 
x 10 x 1.5 cm. 46 g.

FULL-COLOUR STICKER

3343 PRIMO
Silver grey, lightweight waterproof 
plastic poncho in a poly bag. Meas. 12.9 
x 10 x 1.5 cm. 45 g.

FULL-COLOUR STICKER

OUTDOOR
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5482 AUTOMATIC
Fully automatic retractable umbrella with 190T pongee nylon slings, 
metal frame and shaft, plastic handle with push button and wrist strap, 
velcro fastening and storage pouch. Meas. Ø 90 x 55 cm. 312 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

6195 IMPULSE
Umbrella with fully-automatic opening and closing, with a 190T nylon 
canopy, metal shaft and frame, rubber handle and velcro fastener, in a 
pouch. Meas. Ø 96 x 56 cm. 385 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

4832 ULTRA
Light, retractable umbrella with 190T polyester slings, aluminium shaft and plastic handle with loop. Meas. Ø 98 x 53 cm. 225 
g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT
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5814 COLORADOCLASSIC
Umbrella with automatic telescopic opening. 190T polyester canopy, fibreglass frame, metal stem, velcro closure and classic 
curved handle. Meas. Ø 94 x 87 cm. 378 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT | DOMING

0826 COLORADO SQUARE
Automatically retractable square umbrella with 190T polyester slings. 
Fibreglass frame, metal shaft, EVA softgrip and velco fastening. Meas. 
Ø 102 x 81.5 cm. 305 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

4296 COLORADOBLACK
Storm proof umbrella with automatic telescopic opening, 190T 
polyester canopy, metal shaft and plastic frame, shaped foam handle 
and velcro closure. In a handy carrying pouch with shoulder strap. 
Meas. Ø 103 x 81 cm. 340 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

OUTDOOR
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4833 COLORADO
Umbrella with automatic telescopic springs. 190T polyester canopy, fibreglass frame, metal stem, soft foam handle and 
velcro closure. Meas. Ø 94 x 82 cm. 308 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

1179 COLORADO RPET
Compact umbrella made from 190T RPET pongee polyester (from recycled PET bottles). This durable umbrella has an 
automatic telescopic opening, fibreglass frame, metal handle, soft foam grip and velcro closure. Meas. Ø 102 x 82 cm. 310 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT
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5122 TRANSEVENT
Umbrella with automatic telescopic suspension, transparent canopy, metal frame, plastic handle and push button fastener. 
Meas. Ø 99 x 81.5 cm. 357 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

6320 IMAGECLOUDYDAY
Umbrella with printed inner, 2-layer 190T nylon canopy, metal frame, 
wooden shaft and handle and velcro fastener. Meas. Ø 100 x 87 cm. 
400 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

0825 COLORADO RAINBOW
Automatically retractable rainbow umbrella with 190T polyester slings. 
Fibreglass frame, metal shaft, grip made of comfortable EVA foam and 
velcro fastening. Meas. Ø 94 x 82 cm. 306 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

OUTDOOR
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5555 REFLECTCOLOUR
Lightweight storm proof umbrella with reflective trim, 190T nylon 
canopy, fibreglass frame, metal shaft, soft handle and velcro fastener. 
Meas. Ø 103 x 82.5 cm. 265 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

1181 COLORADO REFLEX
Highly visible umbrella made of 190T fluorescent ‘high-visibility’ 
polyester. With automatic telescopic opening, fibreglass frame, metal 
shaft, soft grip and velcro closure. Meas. Ø 102 x 82 cm. 430 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT
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6245 NEWPORT
Umbrella with 190T nylon canopy, metal frame and shaft, ergonomic foam handle and velcro fastener. In a handy carry-case 
with integrated shoulder strap. Meas. Ø 103 x 82 cm. 392 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

5585 SILVERRAIN
Storm proof umbrella with 190T polyester canopy, fibreglass frame, 
metal shaft, soft handle and velcro fastener. Also protects against the 
sun and heat. Meas. Ø 99 x 84 cm. 300 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

6878 FIBERSTAR
Storm proof umbrella with 190T nylon canopy, automatic telescopic 
opening, fibreglass frame, soft handle and velcro fastener, with a 
galaxy of stars on the underside of the canopy. Filters sunlight and 
heat. Meas. Ø 103 x 83 cm. 410 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

OUTDOOR
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3311 QUADRAPLU
Umbrella with automatic telescopic opening, with 190T nylon canopy, 
metal frame, wooden shaft and handle and button fastener. Meas. Ø 
105 x 89 cm. 430 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

5114 FIRSTCLASS
Umbrella with automatic telescopic opening, 190T polyester canopy, 
metal frame, wooden shaft and handle and velcro fastener. Meas. Ø 
100 x 89 cm. 464 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

5038 ROYALCLASS
Umbrella with automatic telescopic opening, 190T polyester canopy, 
metal frame and shaft, wooden handle and velcro fastener. Meas. Ø 
105 x 83 cm. 356 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

6027 BUSINESSCLASS
Umbrella with 190T nylon canopy, metallic frame, wooden shaft, handle 
and velcro fastener. Meas. Ø 100 x 89 cm. 374 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT
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5235 BLUESTORM
Storm proof umbrella with 190T nylon canopy, a diameter of 127 cm, metal frame, wooden handle and velcro fastener. Meas. 
Ø 127 x 102 cm. 620 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

5340 SUPERUMBRELLA
Umbrella with a canopy diameter of 120 cm, 190T nylon canopy, metal 
frame and shaft, wooden handle and velcro fastener. Meas. Ø 120 x 98 
cm. 680 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

6868 COLORADO EXTRA LARGE
Umbrella with pongee 190T nylon canopy and an extra large diameter 
of 132 cm. Comes with automatic telescopic suspension, fiberglass 
frame, soft foam handle and velcro fastener. Meas. Ø 132 x 100 cm. 
620 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

OUTDOOR
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5682 GOLFCLASS
Luxury double layered golf umbrella with 190T polyester and 190T nylon canopy, storm function, wind breaker system, 
fibreglass frame, metal handle, padded soft foam handle and double velcro strap closure. In a pouch. Meas. Ø 130 x 100 cm. 
522 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

0855 REVERSE UMBRELLA
Large, innovative reverse umbrella with double 190T pongee slings. Special material that accelerates drying. Can dry 
standing up. Closes automatically, opens manually. Ideal when getting in and out of the car. Metal frame with windproof 
system and ergonomically shaped handle with carrying strap. Meas. Ø 94 x 75.5 cm. 510 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

6541 AVENUE
Umbrella with 190T pongee nylon canopy, storm proof design, automatic telescopic opening, fibreglass frame and shaft, soft 
foam handle and velcro fastener. In a pouch. Meas. Ø 110 x 93 cm. 484 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT
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3898 STEPS
Compact pedometer with a digital 
display. Clear display of number of 
steps, distance (km/miles) and calories 
burned. With clip. Incl. battery and 
instructions. Meas. 5 x 4 x 2 cm. Each 
piece in a box. 20 g.

TAMPO PRINT

3656 EN-ROUTE
Pocket-sized compass with neck cord. 
Meas. Ø 4.3 x 1.6 cm. Each piece in a 
box. 34 g.

TAMPO PRINT

2111 EASYPOCKET
Handy cotton travel pouch with 2 pockets, with zips. Meas. 20.5 x 14.5 
cm. 23 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

3462 OLYMPIC
Hip bag made of 70 D nylon. With belt and quick release buckle. Meas. 
28 x 15 x 9 cm. 88 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

4295 TRAVELMATE
Portable digital luggage scale. Equipped 
with a digital display that shows the 
exact weight in kg and lb up to 40 kg/88 
lb. With strong woven nylon cord with 
buckle for weighing the luggage easily. 
The display switches off automatically. 
Battery incl. Meas. 10 x 3.7 x 4 cm. Each 
piece in a box. 23 g.

TAMPO PRINT

OUTDOOR
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3872 RUNNINGBELT
Waterproof waist bag made of comfortable elastic material. With a 
watertight zip, pocket for mobile phone, with opening for earphones. 
Separate compartment for keys. Adjustable, tightly woven belt with a 
plastic snap closure and reflective belt loops. Girth up to 104 cm. Meas. 
30 x 11.5 cm. 48 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

0580 SPORTS BRACELET
Adjustable sports bracelet made of elastic, flexible and wear-resistant 
material. With velcro fastening, special key pouch and transparent 
telephone cover with a fluorescent frame so you’re more visible in the 
dark. Dims. frame 7,5 x 14,5 cm. Meas. total length when opened 45.3 x 
18.8 x 0.3 cm. 54 g.

TAMPO PRINT

3470 NIGHTWALKER
Stay visible with this adjustable, elastic armband with fluorescent strip 
and LED light. Set to 3 modes: fast flashing, slow flashing or continuous 
light. With convenient plastic closure. Incl. battery. Meas. 40 x 3.8 x 0.6 
cm. 19 g.

TAMPO PRINT

0681 NIGHTRUNNER
Safety clip made of hard plastic which you clamp around the heel of a 
shoe. With one press of the button, the LED strip produces a bright red 
light. Can be set to constant or flashing light. This makes you clearly 
visible in the dark as a hiker, runner or cyclist. Incl. batteries. Meas. 9.1 
x 6.5 cm. 25 g.

TAMPO PRINT
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0739 DRYBAG 5L
Sturdy bag made of 210T ribstop polyester/PVC for keeping personal items dry. The bag floats on water and is resistant to 
sprays and splashes of water, but should not be submerged. With a roll closure at the top, click system and handy carabiner 
to easily hook onto other luggage or belts. Contents 5 liters. Meas. Ø 15 x 35 cm. 89 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

2913 WATERPROOF
Strong PVC waterproof cover with triple, extra secure snap closure, 
velcro and lanyard. Your smartphone can be used whilst in the pouch. 
Protects electronic equipment and important documents against water 
and snow. Meas. 19.5 x 10 x 1.3 cm. 38 g.

TAMPO PRINT

1172 DRYBAG MINI
Sturdy bag with a roll closure at the top. Made from watertight PVC 
to keep personal items dry. The front, made with transparent PVC, 
has an extra pouch for the safe storage of your smartphone. You can 
operate the touchscreen through the window. The bag floats on water 
and is resistant to sprays and splashes of water, but should not be 
submerged. With click system and handy carabiner to easily hook onto 
other luggage or belts. Capacity 2.5 litres. Meas. Ø 11.5 x 29 cm. 69 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT | TAMPO PRINT

OUTDOOR
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0854 SPORTSTOWEL
Special cooling towel made of 100% polyester. After immersing in cold 
water, this towel is an effective cooling instrument and a deterrent to 
sunburn. Size 30 x 80 cm. Ideal to wear as a neck cooler. Ideal to wear 
as a neck cooler. The front of the towel is in mesh structure, the back is 
smooth and has a darker shade than the front. Meas. 80 x 30 cm. 37 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

3128 COOLDOWN
Special cooling towel made of 100% polyester. After immersing in cold 
water, this towel is an effective cooling instrument and a deterrent to 
sunburn. Size 30 x 80 cm. Ideal to wear as a neck cooler. Comes in a 
transparant case with ABS screw cap with carabiner hook. Meas. Ø 6.5 
x 16 cm. 98 g.

TAMPO PRINT | SILKSCREEN PRINT

4272 QUICK DRY SPORTS/TRAVEL TOWEL
Practical microfibre towel (100 x 50 cm) made of 80% microfibre and 20% polyamide. This sports towel has excellent 
absorption capacity and is very light-weight, feels comfortably soft and dries very quickly. With hanging loop. Delivered in a 
handy pouch. Ideal for use during and after an intensive sports session. Meas. 100 x 50 cm. 111 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT
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2400 PRO-SHOPPER
Spacious bag with long handles. Non-woven material (80 g/m²). A 
super light and durable bag that can also be used as a shoulder bag. 
Meas. 38 x 8 x 42 cm. 47 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

2200 SHOPPER
Shopping bag with long handles, made of an ultra light, non-woven 
material (80 g/m²). Meas. 42 x 36.5 cm. 35 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

0845 ROYAL SHOPPER
Large, non-woven shopping and beach bag (80 g/m²) with long handles. Broad model. Strong and light. Meas. 40 x 49 x 13 
cm. 48 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT
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BAGS

3179 VERBENA BAG
Practical bag of non-woven material (80 g/m²) with long handels. 
Sturdy and super light. Meas. 38 x 29 x 9 cm. 39 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

2422 PROMOSHOPPER
Extra large non-woven (100 g/m²) shopping bag, with long handles. 
Sides and base in contrasting, striking white. Meas. 40.5 x 16 x 35 cm. 
57 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

2882 SHOPXL
Practical, extra large shopping bag made of non-woven material (80 
g/m²): a super light and strong synthetic material. Reinforced bottom, 
carrying straps and extra loop on the inside. Meas. 33 x 25 x 38 cm. 
101 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

2100 BASEBAG
Promotional bag made of non-woven material (80 g/m²) Produced with 
cut-out handle. Meas. 41 x 32.5 cm. 23 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

BAGS
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BAGS BAGS

7007 TRUNKORGANISER
Foldable 600D polyester organiser for the car boot. With two compartments with bottom plates and a mesh side pocket in 
each compartment. Meas. expanded 32 x 26 x 50 cm. Meas. folded 32 x 26 x 5 cm. 870 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

0839 ROYAL XL SHOPPER 
Beautiful, rugged bag made of 600D polyester with PVC interior, long 
handles, zipper and storage pouch with a zipper. The broad bottom 
has a beautiful and sleek finish with round piping. Multipurpose use 
as a shopper, shopping bag and beach bag. Meas. 47 x 35 x 17 cm. 
300 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

4134 ZIPSHOPPER
Shopping bag made of 600 D polyester with sturdy handles and zip 
fastener. Meas. 46 x 34.5 x 14 cm. 215 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT
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BAGS

2018 SHOPPYBAG
(100 G/M²) LONG HANDLES
Popular shopping bag made of 100% 
woven cotton. Meas. 42 x 38 cm. 53 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

3018 SHOPPYBAG
(135 G/M²) LONG HANDLES
Popular shopping bag made of 100% 
woven cotton. Meas. 38 x 42 cm. 69 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

2019 SHOPPYBAG
(100 G/M²) SHORT HANDLES
Popular shopping bag made of 100% 
woven cotton. Meas. 42 x 38 cm. 48 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

5018 SHOPPYBAG
(180 G/M²) LONG HANDLES
Popular shopping bag made of 100% 
woven cotton. Meas. 42 x 38 cm. 103 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

3019 SHOPPYBAG
(135 G/M²) SHORT HANDLES
Popular shopping bag made of 100% 
woven cotton. Meas. 38 x 42 cm. 63 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

5019 SHOPPYBAG
(180 G/M²) SHORT HANDLES
Popular shopping bag made of 100% 
woven cotton. Meas. 42 x 38 cm. 100 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

BAGS
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BAGS BAGS

4018 SHOPPY COLOUR BAG
Quality shopping bag with long handles, made of 100% woven cotton 
(135g/m²) Meas. 38 x 42 cm. 69 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

3686 COLOUR SQUARE BAG (160 G/M²)
Sturdy shopper with long handles. Made of 100% woven cotton (160 g/
m²). Meas. 38 x 42 x 8 cm. 100 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

3634 TWO COLOUR BAG
White shopper with colour accent. Made of 100% pliant cotton (125 g/
m²). With long handles. Meas. 42 x 37 cm. 67 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

3680 NATURAL SQUARE BAG (165 G/M²)
Sturdy shopper with long handles. Made of 100% woven cotton (165 g/
m²). Meas. 38 x 42 x 8 cm. 100 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT
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BAGS

2254 RECYCLED COTTON SHOPPER
ECO shopping bag made from blended, recycled cotton (180 g/m²). 
With long handles. Meas. 42 x 38 cm. 63 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

0852 ORGANIC COTTON SHOPPER 140 G/M²
Rugged ECO shopping bag made by Solaine™. Made of 100% organic 
high-quality cotton (140 g/m²). With long handles. Durable and 
environmentally-friendly. Contents approx. 8 liters. Meas. 42 x 38 cm. 
70 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

0851 ORGANIC CANVAS SHOPPER 320 G/M²
Rugged ECO shopping bag made by Solaine™. Made of 100% organic 
heavy quality canvas (320 g/m²). With long handles. Durable and 
environmentally-friendly. Contents approx. 8 liters. Meas. 42 x 38 cm. 
200 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

1177 COMBI ORGANIC SHOPPER
Sturdy ECO shopping bag made from 100% organic cotton (160 g/m²) 
combined with tough jute. With long handles. Meas. 44 x 36 cm. 96 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

BAGS
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4033 CANVAS SHOPPYBAG LONG HANDLES
Shopping bag from 100% woven, extra heavy duty canvas (270 g/m²). 
Meas. 38 x 40 x 10 cm. 136 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

4034 CANVAS SHOPPYBAG SHORT HANDLES
Shopping bag from 100% woven, extra heavy duty canvas (270 g/m²). 
Meas. 38 x 40 x 10 cm. 134 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

1176 CANVAS SHOPPY COLOUR
Durable shopping bag made of tightly woven, high-quality canvas (220 g/m²). With long, coloured handles. Meas. 42 x 38 x 
10 cm. 123 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT
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BAGS

4840 BLACKCANVAS
Shopping bag with long handles. Made from 100% cotton canvas (340 g/m²). Meas. 36 x 42 x 10 cm. 212 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

0786 FLORIDA
Beautiful shopping and beach bag made of rugged canvas (390 g/m²). 
Broad and timeless model with long handles and pouch on the front. 
Natural with distinctive colour accents. Meas. 50 x 17.3 x 34 cm. 330 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

4233 MICHELLE
Beach bag made of 100% cotton. With cord handles and zipper pouch 
on the inside. Meas. 35.5 x 49 x 14 cm. 280 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

BAGS
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0849 ELEGANCE BAG
Distinctive jute bag with long, woven cotton handles. Rugged and 
wear-resistant. Suitable as shopping bag, shopper and ideal for 
daytrips. Contents 25 liters. Meas. 35 x 48 x 15 cm. 200 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

0791 FELTRO SHOPPER
Tough shopper made of thick high-quality felt with long, woven cotton 
handles. Meas. 40 x 36 cm. 80 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

1130 GENEVA JUTE SHOPPER
Jute shopping bag with long, woven, cotton handles. Rugged and 
wear-resistant. Biodegradable. Meas. 40 x 38 cm. 130 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

0783 JUTE CANVAS SHOPPER
Extremely strong shopping bag for environmentally-friendly promotion. 
With a lot of space for your groceries. With matching natural colours 
and a material combination of jute and canvas (320 g/m²). Long 
handles. Ideal for frequent re-use. Meas. 42 x 19 x 33 cm. 230 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT
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BAGS

We deliver these bags exactly as you want it: in any desired colour, with a unique designed print 
or own design. Even sharp pictures or a combination of all of the above options are possible.

Are you looking for just one specific colour; front in orange, sea green or violet? Or maybe a 
snake or cow-print? Every conceivable colour and every imaginable design is possible, even 
with your logo and company slogan. 

2632 FULLCOLOUR SHOPPER
Generous, black bag made from non-woven material (120 g/m²). Super 
lightweight and strong. With long handles. To be used as a shoulder 
bag or carrying bag. The front can be designed with a full colour print. 
Meas. 36 x 42 x 15 cm. 76 g.

SUBLIMATION

2109 SUBLIMATION SHOPPER
Practical, royal shopper with long handles. Made of non-woven 
material (120 g/m²). Very strong, ultra light and tightly woven. Can be 
printed with any full colour print. Meas. 36.5 x 38 cm. 38 g.

SUBLIMATION

BAGS

FULL COLOUR BAGS

Unlimited possibilities for a unique,
eye-catching promotion!
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BAGS BAGS

3631 FULLCOLOUR POSTMANBAG
Practical shoulder bag made from non-woven material (120 g/m²). 
Super lightweight and strong. Meas. 36 x 27 x 7 cm. 69 g.

SUBLIMATION

3828 PHOTOBAG
Shoulder/document bag 600D polyester. With large main 
compartment, various storage pockets, adjustable shoulder strap and 
detachable flap with velcro closure. Meas. 37 x 28 x 9 cm. 289 g.

SUBLIMATION

2611 POSTMANBAG
Practical non-woven (120 g/m²) shoulder bag. Super-light and strong. With a large main compartment, compartments for 
pens and a shoulder strap with velcro flap. Meas. 36 x 27 x 6 cm. 80 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT
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BAGS

0789 RPET SHOPPER 
Large, foldable shopping bag with double handle made of 190T RPET 
nylon: 100% recycled from PET bottles. Durable, environmentally-
friendly and ecologically responsible. Can be quickly folded into the 
pouch on the inside of the bag and carried along. Contents 10 liters. 
Meas. folded 45 x 42 cm. 35 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

3242 SHOP EASY RPET
Folding shopping bag made of 190T RPET polyester; made from 
recycled PET bottles. In a pouch with a press stud and carabiner. Meas. 
unfolded 53 x 38 cm. Meas. excl. carabiner hook 12.5 x 2.5 x 6 cm. 
28 g.

TAMPO PRINT | SILKSCREEN PRINT

BAGS
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BAGS BAGS

0784 STRAWBERRY COTTON
Foldable, large shopping bag made of 100% solid cotton (135 g/m²) 
with double carrying straps. From pouch to bag in no time. Dims. 
unfolded 38 x 38 cm. Meas. 56 x 37.5 cm. 64 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

3202 SHOPEASY
Foldable shopping bag made of 190 T polyester. In a pouch with 
popper and carabiner hook. Meas. unfolded 53 x 38 cm. Meas. excl. 
carabiner hook 12.5 x 2.5 x 6 cm. 32 g.

TAMPO PRINT | SILKSCREEN PRINT

2380 STRAWBERRY
Foldable large shopping bag made from sturdy polyester. In a swift motion from bag to pouch. Meas. unfolded 42 x 38 cm. 
Meas. folded 8 x 8 x 6 cm. 28 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT
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BAGS

5871 FOLDY
Large foldable shopping bag made of strong polyester. With a generous capacity and 2 front pockets. Meas. unfolded 44 x 
36 x 11 cm. Meas. folded 17 x 9 x 1.5 cm. 50 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

0785 FOLDY COTTON
Foldable shopping bag made of rugged cotton (180 g/m²) with double carrying strap and canvas pouch (225g/m²) on the 
front. This allows one to easily fold the bag into a handy package. With loop and 2 press studs. Dims. unfolded 41,5 x 37 cm. 
Meas. 41.5 x 37 cm. 116 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

3371 SMARTSHOPPER
Foldable, non-woven (80g/m²) shopping bag with compartment. In a compact pouch with zip and carabiner. Meas. unfolded 
37 x 40 cm. Meas. folded excl. carabiner hook 21 x 10.5 x 2 cm. 50 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

BAGS
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BAGS BAGS

4488 BACKPACK GOCOMFORT
Complete, foldable, lightweight backpack made of strong, durable 190T polyester jacquard. With a front pocket with zip, two 
mesh pockets, adjustable mesh shoulder straps. Backpack to pouch. Meas. folded 21 x 17 x 3 cm. Meas. unfolded 39.5 x 27 
x 11 cm. 140 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

4138 FOLDAWAY
Super light foldable backpack of strong 190T polyester. With adjustable shoulderstraps, hanging loop and carabiner hook on 
the pouch. Meas. 22 x 40 x 11 cm. 49 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

4485 BACKPACK GOACTIVE
Foldable, lightweight backpack made of strong, durable 190T polyester jacquard. With adjustable mesh shoulder straps. 
Backpack to pouch. Meas. folded 13 x 12.5 x 2.5 cm. Meas. unfolded 40 x 35 x 10 cm. 64 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT
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BAGS

0843 PROMOBAG XL
Rugged backpack made of water-resistant 210D polyester. With large 
extra zipper pocket on the front and drawstrings. Contents 8 liters. 
Meas. 44 x 33.5 cm. 51 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

2000 NON-WOVEN PROMOBAG
Backpack made of non-woven material (80 g/m²). With a black 
drawstring. Meas. 41 x 37 cm. 40 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

2389 FOLDABLE PROMOBAG
Foldable, lightweight backpack made of sturdy 190T polyester. Meas. 
unfold 36 x 40 cm. Meas. folded 8 x 8 x 6 cm. 39 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

0842 NERO
Backpack made of water-resistant 210D polyester. With coloured 
drawstrings. Contents 8 liters. Meas. 44 x 33.5 cm. 46 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

BAGS
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BAGS BAGS

1233 PROMO RPET
Backpack made of 210D RPET polyester: made from recycled PET bottles. With drawstring. Durable, eco-friendly and 
environmentally responsible. Contents approx. 8 litres. Meas. 33 x 40 cm. 37 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

1235 PROMO 210D
Backpack made of 210D polyester. With drawstring. Contents approx. 8 
litres. Meas. 33 x 40 cm. 30 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

4492 PROMOBAG
Backpack made of 190T water resistant nylon, with drawstring. Meas. 
35 x 40 cm. 40 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT
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BAGS

0850 COTTON PROMO
Backpack with drawstrings made of 100% natural cotton (140 g/m²) and a coloured inlay. Contents approx. 8 liters. Meas. 45 
x 36 cm. 90 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

3157 PROMOCOLOUR
Backpack made of 100% cotton (125 g/m²). With drawstring. Meas. 36.4 x 40.5 cm. 68 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

3156 PROMONATURAL
100% cotton (100 g/m²) backpack. With drawstring. Meas. 37 x 41 cm. 55 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

BAGS
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1173 COMBI ORGANIC BACKPACK
Sturdy backpack for an environmentally-friendly promotion. With matching natural materials. The bag is made of organic 
cotton (160 g/m²) combined with sturdy jute and cotton drawstrings. Contents approx. 8 litres. Meas. 44 x 36 cm. 113 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

1174 ORGANIC COTTON PROMO
Backpack made of organic cotton (140 g/m²). With drawstrings. 
Contents approx. 8 litres. Meas. 44 x 36 cm. 84 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

3234 RECYCLED COTTON PROMOBAG
ECO backpack made of blended, recycled cotton (180 g/m²). With 
drawstrings. Meas. 42 x 38 cm. 89 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT
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BAGS

3444 PROMOLINE
Backpack made of water resistant 210D polyester, with drawstring and two vertical reflective bands. Meas. 32 x 39 cm. 52 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

3388 SAFEBAG
Water resistant 190T nylon backpack with drawstring. Includes 
reflective strip. Meas. 36 x 40 cm. 41 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

0841 REFLEX BAG
Backpack made of grey reflective, fluorescent and water-resistant 
nylon. Specially coated. With drawstrings and reinforced corners. 
This makes you more visible when walking or biking in the dark. A 
comforting feeling. Contents 8 liters. Meas. 44 x 34 cm. 100 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

BAGS
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BAGS BAGS

4038 GETAWAY
Super light polyester backpack with large storage compartment, front 
zippocket, adjustable, padded shoulder straps and hanging loop. 
Meas. 22.5 x 10 x 34.5 cm. 107 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

4225 PROMOPACK
Backpack made of 600D polyester with large storage compartment 
with double zip, adjustable, padded shoulder straps and hanging loop. 
Meas. 30 x 40 x 17 cm. 206 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

4286 TRIP
Backpack made of 600D polyester with large main compartment, front pocket, adjustable padded shoulder straps and 
water resistant inner. Meas. 30 x 40 x 10 cm. 320 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT
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BAGS

0844 PADDY PACK
Backpack made of 600D polyester with large main pocket, front pouch 
with zipper, adjustable padded shoulder straps, hanging loop and 
water-resistant interior. Meas. 37.5 x 25 x 12.5 cm. 190 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

6281 BACKTRACK
Sporty backpack made of 600D polyester with adjustable, padded 
back and shoulder straps, nylon zips and opening for earphones. 
Meas. 30 x 43 x 15.5 cm. 550 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

6354 TRACKER
Lightweight backpack made of jacquard with several compartments, 
adjustable cushioned shoulder straps, reinforced back with foam inner, 
opening for earphones, carrying strap and click closures on both sides. 
Meas. 32 x 50 x 19 cm. 730 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

2627 BACKPACK COVER
Polyester protective cover for your backpack. Water resistand and 
elastic. With reflecting stripes and a pouch on the insde in which you 
can fold the cover. With carabiner hook. Meas. 55 x 40 x 5 cm. 41 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

BAGS
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4683 GREYSTONE 15.4” LAPTOPBAG
Sturdy heather grey backpack with a large main compartment with a foam protected compartment for a tablet up to 15.4”. 
The backpack has a front pocket with zip, padded back and adjustable padded shoulder straps. The inside is provided with 
a water-resistant PVC coating. Meas. 28 x 12 x 40 cm. 397 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

4839 TRACKWAY
Backpack made of 600D/300D polyester. With royal main storage, 
front pocket with zipper, mesh pocket, adjustable, padded mesh 
shoulder straps, padded backside and hanging loop. Meas. 44 x 34 x 
16.5 cm. 323 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

6357 ACTIVEBAG
Strong, sporty backpack made of nylon with large main compartment, 
cushioned back and padded shoulder straps. Meas. 21 x 40 x 11 cm. 
440 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT
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BAGS

0765 NOLAN
Tough, practical urban backpack made of strong 600D polyester with 
water-resistant PVC interior, partially nylon lined. The backpack has 
one large inner compartment, a pocket on both sides and a large zip 
pocket on the front. With foam back for increased comfort, padded, 
adjustable shoulder straps and hand loop. With rollable fastening and 
handy click system. The perfect bag for daily use. Contents 18 liters. 
Meas. 54 x 26 x 14 cm. 350 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

1265 NOLAN FELT
Rugged, practical ‘roll-top’ backpack made of sturdy felt. The backpack 
has a large inner compartment and a pocket on the front. With carrying 
strap, roll closure and handy click system at the top. Contents approx. 
15 litres. Meas. 38 x 35 x 11 cm. 260 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

1264 NOLAN CANVAS
Rugged, practical ‘roll-top’ backpack made of sturdy canvas (320 g/
m²). The backpack has one large inner compartment, a pocket on 1 
side and a large zipper pocket on the front. With carrying strap, roll 
closure and handy click system at the top. The perfect bag for daily 
use. Contents 20 litres. Meas. 54 x 26 x 14 cm. 320 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

6311 NOLAN RECYCLE RPET
Practical, sturdy and water-resistant ‘roll-top’ backpack made of RPET 
Polyester (made from recycled PET bottles). The backpack has a 
large inner compartment with a special laptop compartment (up to 
15.4”). Zipper pocket on the front with a reflective highlight below it 
(improving visibility in the dark). With 2 side pockets, foam back and 
padded, adjustable shoulder straps for increased wearing comfort, 
carrying strap and handy roll closure with click system at the top. The 
perfect bag with a minimal ecological footprint, for daily use. Contents 
approx. 24 litres. Meas. 60 x 27 x 16 cm. 390 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

BAGS
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1232 SAFELINE
13-inch laptop backpack made of 600D/300D, 2-tone polyester with hidden zipper on the back. This makes it harder 
for pickpockets to access the contents of the bag, keeping your things safer. The large main compartment has a 
protective pouch for a 13” laptop and various pockets. With sturdy PVC lining that protects the contents against rain. Front 
compartment, 2 side compartments and carrying strap. The back and adjustable shoulder straps are fitted with comfortable 
foam. Meas. 29.5 x 14 x 44.8 cm. 325 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

8868 JAYDEN RFID BACKPACK
Very complete, weather-resistant and secure backpack made of 300D Oxford 2-tone polyester. With hidden zippers on the back that hinder pickpocketing and 
undesired access to the contents. The large main compartment has foam compartments for a laptop up to 15.4” and for a tablet up to 12”, a zipper compartment and 
various pockets. The backpack has a zipper compartment, reflective highlights and mesh pockets. Both the back and the adjustable shoulder straps are fitted with 
sturdy foam and have a mesh structure finish. The top and both shoulder straps incorporate concealed RFID-blocking zipper pouches that prevent ‘skimming’. With a 
reinforced base, carrying strap and an extra strap for attaching the backpack to a trolley. Includes USB connection with charging cable. The bag has a beautiful finish, 
is weather resistant and perfectly lined, and the wearing comfort is guaranteed. Contents approx. 20 litres. Meas. 44 x 30 x 13 cm. 680 g.

LASER ENGRAVING | SILKSCREEN PRINT
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3895 BOTTLECOOLER
Cylindrical 600D polyester cooler bag for bottles up to 1.5 litres. With adjustable strap. Meas. Ø 11.5 x 35 cm. 116 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

1238 FELTRO COOLER
Large, felt cooler bag with insulating, aluminium interior. This shopping 
bag has a handy velcro closure and carrying straps. Ideal for 
transporting frozen products. Meas. 40 x 30 x 11 cm. 120 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

1239 COOLER BACKPACK
Backpack and cooler bag made of 300D/210D, 2-tone polyester. The 
large cooler section is lined with leak-proof, 4mm-thick PEVA. With an 
extra zipper pocket on the front, foam back and padded, adjustable 
shoulder straps. Contents 6 litres. Meas. 24 x 16 x 40 cm. 180 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

BAGS
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BAGS BAGS

1237 FRESHCOOLER RPET
Cooler bag made of 210D RPET polyester: made from recycled PET 
bottles. Suitable for 6 drink cans. With carrying strap. Meas. 19.5 x 14.5 
x 14 cm. 36 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

3612 FRESHCOOLER
600D polyester cooler bag, ideal for a 6-pack of drinks cans. With a 
carry-strap. Meas. 19.5 x 14 x 11 cm. 88 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

3876 KEEP-IT-COOL
Cooler bag made of non-woven fabric (80 g/m²) suitable for 6 cans of 
drinks or food. With strap. Meas. 21.5 x 14.5 x 13 cm. 35 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

3896 SO COOL
Polyester cooler bag with front pocket and adjustable carrying strap. 
Ideal for a 6-pack. Meas. 23.5 x 14 x 15 cm. 170 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT
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BAGS

0767 FRESHCOOLER 12 PACK
600D polyester cooler bag, suitable for 6 bottles (contents 500 ml) or 12 cans. With carrying strap. Meas. 21 x 12 x 25 cm. 
140 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

4267 COOLBIKE
Bicycle/shoulder bag made of water resistant nylon with large cooler compartment and adjustable/detachable shoulder 
strap. Meas. 28 x 19 x 18 cm. 291 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

5225 COOLTRIP
Polyester bag with large cooler compartment, extra cooler section with mesh pocket and strap. Meas. 31 x 21.5 x 23.5 cm. 
262 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

BAGS
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BAGS BAGS

3836 FRESCO
Handy cooler bag. Made of 600D polyester. With large cooler compartment, front pocket with zipper, handle and adjustable 
shoulder strap. Suitable for 12 cans. Meas. 26 x 14 x 23 cm. 251 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

4232 FRESHCOOLER-XL
Large, sturdy, 600D polyester cooler bag with zip and handles. 
Enormous storage and suitable for bottles up to 2 litres. Easy to store 
as a small package. Meas. 40 x 37.5 x 16.5 cm. 283 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

5612 COOLERBAG
Solid cooler bag made from 600 D polyester. With a large cooling 
compartment and zipped pocket, adjustable shoulder strap with 
shoulder pad and 2 handles. Large storage area: suitable for 6 bottles 
up to 2 litres. Meas. 22.5 x 32 x 36.5 cm. 583 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT
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BAGS

5927 RETROSPORT
PVC/PU sports bag with a classic 70’s look with lined inner, roomy main compartment and zipped pocket, sturdy handles, 
base inlay and studs. Made from quality materials and superbly finished. Capacity 21.5 litres. Meas. 48 x 28 x 25 cm. 760 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

4859 SPORTS DUFFLE
Large sports/travelling bag made of 600D polyester. With front pocket 
with zipper, mesh pocket, 2 handles and an adjustable shoulder strap. 
Capacity 38.5 litres. Meas. 55 x 25 x 28 cm. 420 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

4541 SPORTTRAVELLER
Large sports bag made of 600D polyester with adjustable/detachable 
shoulder strap, several compartments, 2 handles, inlay and base studs. 
Capacity 29 litres. Meas. 41 x 30 x 32 cm. 721 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

BAGS
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2684 BUDGETSPORT
Large, nonwoven (100 g/m²) sports-/travel bag with handles and 
adjustable shoulder strap. Meas. Ø 24 x 50 cm. 97 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

5282 TRENDBAG
Sturdy sports/travel bag made of 600D polyester with adjustable 
shoulder strap and 2 handles. Capacity 22.5 litres. Meas. 55 x 31 x 26 
cm. 610 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

6783 TOPSTARS
Large sports/travel bag made of 600D polyester with detachable/
adjustable shoulder strap, sturdy base and extra pocket for wet items. 
Capacity 29 litres. Meas. 62 x 32 x 29 cm. 860 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

7263 TROPHYXL
Large sports/travel bag made of 600D polyester with adjustable/
detachable shoulder strap, 2 handles, sturdy base inlay and extra side 
pockets. Capacity 50 litres. Meas. 68 x 36 x 29 cm. 1200 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT
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BAGS

3791 DOCUTRAVEL
Versatile document bag made of 600D polyester with reinforced handle and full-width zip. Meas. 41 x 29 x 6 cm. 177 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

1234 DOCUTRAVEL FELT
Large document bag made of felt in an elegant combination of grey 
and black. With zipper and reinforced handle. Meas. 39 x 29 cm. 70 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

0766 DOCUTRAVEL PRO
Spacious briefcase mode of 300D Oxford polyester in elegant 
combination of heather grey and black. With reinforced handle, inner 
lining and zipper. Meas. 38 x 28 cm. 132 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

BAGS
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4172 ALLROUNDER
Allround shoulder-/documentbag made of woven 190T polyester. High 
model with spacious main compartment, front pocket and adjustable 
shoulder strap. The bag closes by turning up the top and fasten it with 
double velcro and pushbutton closure. Meas. 30 x 8 x 43 cm. 238 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

4682 GREYSTONE 10” TABLETBAG
Sturdy heather grey shoulder/tablet bag with a main compartment with 
a foam protected pocket for a tablet (up to 10”) Front compartment with 
zip, padded back and adjustable shoulder strap. The inside is provided 
with a water-resistant PVC coating. Meas. 22.5 x 6 x 28 cm. 195 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

5405 METRO
Shoulder/document bag made from 600D polyester with a large main compartment, two pen pockets and adjustable 
shoulder strap. Meas. 40 x 30 x 8 cm. 201 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT
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BAGS

5940 NEWYORK
Shoulder/document bag made of 600D polyester with large central compartment, front pocket and mobile phone pocket. 
With adjustable shoulder strap. Meas. 43 x 29 x 13.5 cm. 412 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

6838 FIRSTCLASS
Flight bag made of 600D polyester with large pockets, reinforced handle and adjustable/detachable shoulder strap. Meas. 
42 x 36 x 20.5 cm. 656 g.

TAMPO PRINT

6944 BUSINESSPARTNER
Shoulder/document bag made of 600D polyester with a range of pockets and adjustable/detachable shoulder strap. Meas. 
40 x 28 x 14 cm. 500 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

BAGS
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0800 PAPILLON
Elegant laptop case made of high-quality felt. With velcro fastening. Suitable for tablets, laptops and MacBooks up to 15 
inches. Meas. 26 x 37 cm. 120 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

4637 FELTRO COLLEGEBAG SHOULDER-/
DOCUMENTBAG
Shoulder-/documentbag made of 3 mm thick quality felt. With spacious 
main compartment, 2 magnetic push buttons and adjustable shoulder 
strap. Meas. 35.5 x 30.5 x 7.5 cm. 251 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

4898 CITYBAG
Sturdy shoulder bag made   from 3mm thick felt with velcro flap, 2 
pockets and adjustable shoulder strap. Meas. 25.5 x 34.5 x 6 cm. 230 
g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT
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BAGS

7347 MILANSPORTS/TRAVELBAG
High quality sports/travel bag with 5 pockets and an adjustable 
shoulder strap. Made of water repellent, duo-tone 600D polyester with 
a chic yet subtle checkered finish. Capacity 30.5 litres. Meas. 58.5 x 31 
x 27 cm. 1000 g.

TAMPO PRINT

8126 MILANTROLLEYBAG
Exclusive luggage trolley bag with a telescopic handle, 2 wheels, a 
large main compartment and 4 front pockets with zips. Made of water 
repellent, duo-tone 600D polyester with a chic yet subtle checkered 
finish. Capacity 31.5 litres. Meas. 57 x 30 x 30 cm. 2550 g.

TAMPO PRINT

BAGS
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8444 CABINETTROLLEY
Trolley case made of 1000D polyester with large main compartment, 
double zip, several pockets, 2 solid wheels and telescopic aluminium 
handle. Capacity 22 litres. Meas. 36 x 48 x 22 cm. Each piece in a 
shipping box. 3500 g.

TAMPO PRINT | SILKSCREEN PRINT

1175 CABIN TROLLEY BAG
Practical, 18” trolley/weekend bag approved as hand luggage, made 
of 600D polyester. With telescopic handle, 2 wheels, carrying straps 
and a handle. This allows one to transport the bag in different ways. 
The bag has a large main compartment, 2 zipper pockets and a mesh 
pocket with a zipper on the inside. Contents approx. 35 litres. Meas. 46 
x 32 x 22 cm. 1900 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

8642 OXFORT
Trendy, lightweight 18” trolley case made from 100% ABS with a metallic look. With spacious main compartment, four dual 
wheels, extandable handle and lock. Capacity 28 litres. Meas. 54 x 33 x 22 cm. 2440 g.

LASER ENGRAVING
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PREMIUMS

3269 LOGOSPECS
Eye-catching promotional glasses. With UV 400 protection (according to European standards). Possible with full colour 
sticker on both lenses. Meas. 14.6 x 5 x 3.5 cm. 28 g.

FULL-COLOUR STICKER | TAMPO PRINT

3259 MALIBU
Stylish sunglasses, with UV 400 protection (according to European standards). Meas. 14.6 x 5 x 3.5 cm. 27 g.

TAMPO PRINT
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PREMIUMS

3253 MALIBU TRANS
Trendy sunglasses with transparent coloured frame and UV 400 
protection (according to European standards). Meas. 14.5 x 5 x 3 cm. 
25 g.

TAMPO PRINT

3239 FIESTA
Striking sunglasses with mirrored lenses. Two colours come together 
in the frame. The colour of the glass matches perfectly with the 
colour in the frame. With UV 400 protection (according to European 
standards). Meas. 14.6 x 5 x 3.5 cm. 28 g.

TAMPO PRINT

0619 RAINBOW
Striking sunglasses with transparent 
frame in all colours of the rainbow. The 
perfect eyecatcher at festivals. With 400 
UV protection (according to European 
standards). Meas. 14.6 x 5 x 3.5 cm. 
28 g.

TAMPO PRINT

0668 MALIBU MATT 
BLACK
Tough sunglasses with luxury, matt 
black frame and lenses with UV 400 
protection (according to European 
standards). Meas. 14 x 5 x 3.8 cm. 24 g.

TAMPO PRINT

0621 MALIBU COLOUR
Trendy sunglasses with black frame 
and arms in an eye-catching colour. 
With 400 UV protection (according to 
European standards). Meas. 14.5 x 4.8 x 
3.3 cm. 25 g.

TAMPO PRINT

PREMIUMS
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3296 PISTA RPET
Durable RPET sunglasses  The frame is 100% recycled from PET bottles; eco-friendly and environmentally responsible. Offer 
400 UV protection (according to European standards). Meas. 14 x 4.9 x 2.8 cm. 25 g.

TAMPO PRINT

3299 LOOKINGWOOD
Classic sunglasses with a wooden effect. With UV 400 protection 
(according to European standards). Meas. 14.6 x 3.5 x 5 cm. 28 g.

TAMPO PRINT

0617 LOOKING BAMBOO
Classic sunglasses with bamboo look. With UV 400 protection 
(according to European standards). Meas. 14.5 x 5 x 3.5 cm. 28 g.

TAMPO PRINT
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3216 LAGUNA BAMBOO
Eco-friendly sunglasses with a stylish, round, matt black frame, bamboo temples, and black lenses with UV 400 protection 
(according to European standards). Meas. 14.5 x 4.8 x 3.2 cm. 24 g.

TAMPO PRINT

3098 MALIBU ECO-MIX
Eco-friendly sunglasses with bamboo temples, wheat straw frame and silver coloured mirrored lenses with UV 400 
protection (according to European standards). Meas. 14.5 x 4.8 x 3.2 cm. 25 g.

TAMPO PRINT

PREMIUMS
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3088 SOLANA ECO WHEATSTRAW
Stylish eco-friendly sunglasses. The frame is made of wheat straw and PP. Offer 400 UV protection (according to European 
standards). Meas. 14.5 x 4.8 x 3 cm. 25 g.

TAMPO PRINT

3266 MALIBU ECO WHEATSTRAW
Eco-friendly sunglasses made of wheat straw and PP. Offer 400 UV protection (according to European standards). Meas. 
14.5 x 4.8 x 3 cm. 22 g.

TAMPO PRINT | SILKSCREEN PRINT
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PREMIUMS

0622 CARBON
Hip sunglasses with shiny black frame. 
The lenses are mounted on the frame as 
a complete front. This gives the glasses 
a very striking appearance. The glasses 
offer 400 UV protection (according to 
European standards). Meas. 14.5 x 5 x 
2.7 cm. 19 g.

TAMPO PRINT

0618 BRAVA
Traditional sunglasses with high gloss 
frame combined with metal. With silicon 
nose pads. The glasses offer 400 UV 
protection (according to European 
standards). Available in four different 
compositions. Meas. 14.2 x 4.2 x 3 cm. 
26 g.

TAMPO PRINT

2211 SMARTPOUCH
Storage pouch made from 100% 
microfibre polyester. With a drawstring. 
Meas. 17.5 x 0.20 x 8.6 cm. 7 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

3276 LAGUNA
Sunglasses with a stylish round frame and black lenses. Offer UV400 protection (according to European standards). Meas. 
14.5 x 4.8 x 3.2 cm. 27 g.

TAMPO PRINT

PREMIUMS
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PREMIUMS PREMIUMS

3040 BEACHBALL Ø 30 CM
Inflatable beach ball. Meas. Ø 30 cm. 50 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

0864 BEACHBALL Ø 28 CM
Inflatable beach ball. Meas. Ø 28 cm. 43 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

3020 BEACHBALL Ø 24 CM
Inflatable beach ball. Meas. Ø 24 cm. 45 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT
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PREMIUMS

4821 BEACHTENNIS
Sporty beach set: 2 wooden rackets and a rubber ball. Meas. 33 x 18.5 
x 4 cm. 302 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

4829 BEACHGAMES
Wooden rackets incorporating 2 board games. Incl. ball and game 
pieces. In a nylon case. Meas. 40 x 24 x 3 cm. 438 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

0865 BEACH PILLOW
Inflatable PVC pillow with safety valve. Meas. 25 x 32 cm. 36 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

0863 BEACHBALL SOLID Ø 40 CM
Inflatable beach ball. Meas. Ø 40 cm. 102 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

PREMIUMS
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5759 JEU DE BOULES
Jeu de boules set: 3 balls (Ø 7.2 cm, 715 g) wooden jack and 
measuring cord. In a 600D nylon carry case. Meas. 23 x 7.5 x 7 cm. 
2250 g.

TAMPO PRINT

4237 TWIST Ø 5 CM
Juggling set: 3 colourful soft grain balls. In a tube. Meas. set Ø 6 x 15.5 
cm. 168 g.

TAMPO PRINT

1972 POPUP
Foldable, nylon frisbee (Ø 25 cm) in a pouch. Meas. 10.5 x 9.5 x 1 cm. 
15 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

1115 UFO
Plastic frisbee. Meas. Ø 21 cm. 63 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT
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PREMIUMS

2858 COLOURBALL
Stress ball made of soft, squeezable foam. Meas. Ø 6.3 cm. 20 g.

TAMPO PRINT

3056 STRESSGLOBE
Squishy stress ball made of soft foam. Meas. Ø 6.5 cm. 31 g.

TAMPO PRINT

1158 ANTI STRESS HEART
Heart-shaped stress ball made from malleable foam material. Meas. 7.6 
x 7.3 x 5 cm. 21 g.

TAMPO PRINT

2991 STRESSBALL
Stress ball with soft grain filling. Meas. Ø 5 cm. 34 g.

TAMPO PRINT

OUTDOOR
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PREMIUMS OUTDOOR

2440 BUNGEE
This plastic yo-yo brings promotion in 
motion. Meas. Ø 5 x 1.5 cm. 12 g.

DIGITAL PRINT | TAMPO PRINT

3230 YOYO-FLASH
Yoyo made of transparent coloured 
synthetic material with flashing, red 
light. Batteries incl. Meas. Ø 5.6 x 3.5 
cm. 45 g.

TAMPO PRINT

2016 SNAPWRAP
Plastic reflective snap wrap armband. 
Produced in accordance with European 
standards (EN13356). Meas. 30 x 3 x 
0.02 cm. 18 g.

TAMPO PRINT

1210 YOYO
Wooden yo-yo. Meas. Ø 5.3 x 2.8 cm. 
33 g.

TAMPO PRINT

2848 FUNLIGHT
Plastic glow stick, with coloured LED 
lights, produces 7 alternating patterns. 
Includes carry cord. Batteries incl. Meas. 
Ø 1.7 x 20.5 cm. Each piece in a box. 
28 g.

TAMPO PRINT

3127 JUMP
Skipping rope. Length 235 cm. 98 g.

TAMPO PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING
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3857 DICE & PLAY
5 dice and a deck of cards (54) in a wooden box. Meas. 10 x 10 x 3 cm. 
147 g.

TAMPO PRINT

4353 WOODGAME 5-IN-1
5 classic games in a wooden box, incl. game rules. Meas. 12.5 x 12.5 x 
3.2 cm. Each piece in a protective cardboard sleeve. 131 g.

TAMPO PRINT

3737 MIKADO
Classic game, incl. game rules. Meas. 19.3 x 4.3 x 2.5 cm. 75 g.

TAMPO PRINT

3736 DOMINO
Classic game, incl. game rules. Meas. 15.5 x 5 x 3 cm. 115 g.

TAMPO PRINT

PREMIUMS
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1205 JENGA
Wooden stacking game (54 blocks). Tower dimensions 17.8 x 5 x 5 cm. 
Per set in a cotton bag. Meas. 25 x 13 cm. 240 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

3213 PYRAMID PUZZLE
Wooden puzzle, incl. instructions. In a cotton bag. Meas. 17 x 10 cm. 
34 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

3304 CUBE PUZZLE
Wooden puzzle (4 x 4 x 4 cm), incl. instructions. In a cotton bag. Meas. 
17 x 10 cm. 45 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

3295 BRAINTEASER
Wooden puzzle, incl. instructions. In a cotton bag. Meas. 17 x 10 cm. 
26 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT
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2833 LITTLEDUCK
Plastic duck. Meas. 7.3 x 6.4 x 6.6 cm. 50 g.

TAMPO PRINT

2318 PIGGYBANK
Piggysafe made of sturdy plastic with removable snout. Meas. 9.7 x 8.1 x 7.7 cm. 75 g.

TAMPO PRINT

PREMIUMS
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6934 COW FRIEND
Plush cow. Meas. 13 x 11.3 x 8.6 cm. 32 g.

TAMPO PRINT

6931 MONKEY FRIEND
Plush monkey. Meas. 13 x 11.3 x 8.6 cm. 
32 g.

TAMPO PRINT

6936 GIRAFFE FRIEND
Plush giraffe. Meas. 13 x 11.3 x 8.6 cm. 
32 g.

TAMPO PRINT

6933 TIGER FRIEND
Plush tiger. Meas. 13 x 11.3 x 8.6 cm. 
32 g.

TAMPO PRINT

6937 ELEPHANT FRIEND
Plush elephant. Meas. 13 x 11.3 x 8.6 
cm. 32 g.

TAMPO PRINT

6938 BEAR FRIEND
Plush bear. Meas. 13 x 11.3 x 8.6 cm. 
32 g.

TAMPO PRINT
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5190 OLLY
Plush elephant Meas. 20 x 19 x 17 cm. 93 g.

TAMPO PRINT

5192 LOUIS
Plush lion. Meas. 20 x 19 x 17 cm. 93 g.

TAMPO PRINT

5193 THOM
Plush bear Meas. 20 x 19 x 17 cm. 93 g.

TAMPO PRINT

5194 MOKI
Plush ape. Meas. 20 x 19 x 17 cm. 93 g.

TAMPO PRINT

PREMIUMS
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5370 BILLY BEAR MINI SIZE
Light grey, super soft cuddly bear in mini size. With bead eyes and 
hard nose. Meas. 16 x 13 x 8 cm. 49 g.

TAMPO PRINT

5372 BILLY BEAR BIG SIZE
Brown, super soft cuddly bear in big size. With bead eyes and hard 
nose. Meas. 26 x 24 x 16 cm. 171 g.

TAMPO PRINT

5371 BILLY BEAR NORMAL SIZE
Dark brown, super soft cuddly bear with bead eyes and hard nose. 
Meas. 21 x 19 x 13 cm. 106 g.

TAMPO PRINT

5373 BILLY BEAR GIANT SIZE
Light brown, super soft cuddly bear in extra large size. With bead eyes 
and hard nose. Meas. 31 x 31 x 21 cm. 278 g.

TAMPO PRINT
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4705 IZZY BEAR
Super soft teddy bear with T-shirt. Meas. 
17 x 16 cm. 106 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT | DIGITAL TRANSFER

5392 WITH LOVE BEAR
Plush bear with red plush heart and 
bead eyes with hanging loop. Meas. 13.2 
x 13.7 x 9.4 cm. 48 g.

TAMPO PRINT

4894 GOODNIGHT BEAR
Plush bear with dressing gown and 
nightcap. Meas. 29 x 15 cm. 129 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT | DIGITAL TRANSFER

3504 JOLLYCOW
Super-soft plush happy cow. Meas. 17 x 
15 cm. 47 g.

TAMPO PRINT

3510 PLUSHTOY GORILLA
Super-soft plush gorilla. The hands are 
fitted with velcro strap, so you can hang 
this gorilla everywhere. Meas. 23 x 12 
cm. 47 g.

TAMPO PRINT

3518 HOODEDBEAR
Small, plush bear with hooded shirt. 
Meas. 11 x 14 x 10 cm. 34 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

PREMIUMS
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4961 PROF
Bear with graduation gown, cap and diploma. Meas. 20 x 16 cm. 144 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

5823 DOC
Plush bear with surgeons clothing. Meas. 22 x 20 cm. 139 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT | DIGITAL TRANSFER

4853 BIGBROWNY BEAR
Big bear with white T-shirt. Meas. 21.5 x 17 cm. 190 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT | DIGITAL TRANSFER

4846 BROWNY BEAR
Bear with white T-shirt. Meas. 18 x 16 cm. 140 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT | DIGITAL TRANSFER
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PREMIUMS

2802 MINTHOLDER
Dispenser with approx. 8 g (50 pieces) 
of sugar free peppermints. Meas. 7.9 x 
4.9 x 0.7 cm. 16 g.

TAMPO PRINT | DIGITAL PRINT

2815 CIRCLEMINT
Round plastic dispenser filled with 
approx. 12 g (55 pieces) of sugar free 
mints. Meas. Ø 6.8 x 0.6 cm. 12 g.

TAMPO PRINT | DIGITAL PRINT

3340 MINICANDY
Mini glass jar with approx. 30 g of 
sweets. Choose from peppermints, 
chocolate, jelly beans and hearts.  Meas. 
Ø 3.5 x 5.5 cm. 96 g.

TAMPO PRINT

2823 MINTSHIRT
Dispenser in the shape of a T-shirt, filled 
with approx. 8 g (50 pieces) of sugar 
free peppermints. Meas. 7.2 x 7.2 x 0.6 
cm. 15 g.

TAMPO PRINT | DIGITAL PRINT

3013 HEARTMINT
Compact, flat plastic dispenser in the 
shape of a heart, filled with approx. 8 g 
(50 pieces) of sugar free peppermints. 
Meas. 7.7 x 6.6 x 0.6 cm. 17 g.

TAMPO PRINT | DIGITAL PRINT

2315 TRANSMINT
Plastic jar with approx. 12 g of sugar 
free peppermints. Meas. Ø 4.5 x 2.6 
cm. 29 g.

TAMPO PRINT

PREMIUMS
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PREMIUMS PREMIUMS

3623 PROMOMINT
Plastic dispenser box with metal lid and handy push/click system. Filled 
with approx. 12 g (75 pieces) of sugar free peppermints.  Imprint in full 
colour (digital) is not possible on the white and silver coloured tin (item 
nrs. resp. 3623.10/3623.01). Meas. Ø 4.5 x 1.5 cm. 22 g.

TAMPO PRINT

2623 TINBOX
Small tin with approx. 25 g of fresh peppermints. Meas. 6 x 5 x 1.8 cm. 
34 g.

TAMPO PRINT | DIGITAL PRINT

2515 MINI CLICTIN 
Tin with a handy push/click system. Filled with approx. 12 g of fresh 
peppermints. Meas. Ø 4.5 x 1.5 cm. 17 g.

TAMPO PRINT | DIGITAL PRINT

3516 CLICTIN
Tin with a handy push/click system. Filled with approx. 25 g of fresh 
peppermints. Meas. Ø 5.3 x 1.8 cm. 39 g.

TAMPO PRINT | DIGITAL PRINT
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PREMIUMS

1867 TOPFIRE
Electronic, refillable lighter with an 
adjustable flame. Equipped with child 
lock. Meas. 8.0 x 2.6 x 1.1 cm. 18 g.

TAMPO PRINT | DIGITAL PRINT

1507 FLINT
High quality lighter with an adjustable 
flame. Equipped with child lock. Meas. 
8.0 x 2.4 x 1.2 cm. 15 g.

TAMPO PRINT | DIGITAL PRINT

1537 TRANSFLINT
High quality lighter with an adjustable 
flame. 
Equipped with child lock. Meas. 8 x 2.4 
x 1.2 cm. 15 g.

TAMPO PRINT | DIGITAL PRINT

Flameclub; 
promotion 
running like 
fire
The brand Flameclub is safe and 
reliable. All Flameclub lighters 
have adjustable flame height and 
are provided with child safety. 
Available in many different design, 
colours and price ranges. All 
lighters are TÜV certified. 

1780 FLINT OPENER
Quality lighter with a handy bottle 
opener and adjustable flame. Equipped 
with child lock. Meas. 9.35 x 2.4 x 1.2 
cm. 18 g.

TAMPO PRINT | DIGITAL PRINT

2732 TOPFIRE OPENER
Slim electronic lighter with a handy 
bottle opener and adjustable flame. 
Refillable. Equipped with child lock. 
Meas. 8.1 x 2.6 x 1.1 cm. 17 g.

TAMPO PRINT | DIGITAL PRINT

PREMIUMS
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PREMIUMS PREMIUMS

2403 BLACKTOP
Electronic, refillable lighter with 
adjustable flame. Equipped with child 
lock. Meas. 8.1 x 2.3 x 0.9 cm. 16 g.

TAMPO PRINT | DIGITAL PRINT

2503 COLOURTOP
Electronic, refillable lighter with 
adjustable flame. Equipped with child 
lock. Meas. 8.1 x 2.3 x 0.9 cm. 16 g.

TAMPO PRINT | DIGITAL PRINT

1751 TRANSSILVER
Electronic, refillable lighter with an 
adjustable flame and matte metal cap. 
Equipped with child lock. Meas. 8.2 x 
2.4 x 0.9 cm. 14,2 g.

TAMPO PRINT | DIGITAL PRINT

1930 LUMINACOLOUR
Electronic, refillable lighter with a 
metallic look. Slim model with a 
matching colour accent in the chrome 
cap. Adjustable flame. Equipped with 
child lock. Meas. 8.1 x 2.4 x 0.9 cm. 15 g.

TAMPO PRINT | DIGITAL PRINT

3749 FUEGO
Electronic, refillable lighter with 
adjustable flame. Equipped with child 
lock. Possible with a full colour print. 
Meas. 8.1 x 2.5 x 1.14 cm. 16.9 g.

DIGITAL PRINT | TAMPO PRINT

2520 FIRELIGHT
Electronic, refillable lighter with an 
adjustable flame. Outstanding model 
with a large print area for a full colour 
print. Equipped with child lock. Meas. 
6.5 x 3.6 x 1.02 cm. 18 g.

TAMPO PRINT | DIGITAL PRINT
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PREMIUMS

0682 PLASMA ELECTRIC LIGHTER
This electric, rechargeable lighter made of stainless steel/alumiunium 
belongs to the new generation of lighters. Thanks to the innovative 
plasma heating element technology, one can light the BBQ, gas oven 
or candles safely and without a flame. No refilling gas but recharging 
with USB. Handy, windproof, durable and environmentally-friendly. With 
child lock. TÜV-certified. Includes lithium battery micro/USB charging 
cable and user manual. Meas. Ø 1.5 x 17.6 cm. Each piece in a box. 50 
g.

LASER ENGRAVING | TAMPO PRINT

4467 STEELLITE
Matte metal, refillable lighter with adjustable flame. Meas. 17.5 x 1.5 cm. 
Each piece in a box. 65 g.

TAMPO PRINT

PREMIUMS
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PREMIUMS PREMIUMS

2269 COASTEROPENER
Coaster and metal opener in one. With non-slip base. Can be printed 
with your own photo, logo or own design in full colour. Meas. 8.2 x 8.2 
x 0.4 cm. 23 g.

TAMPO PRINT | DIGITAL PRINT

2263 MAGNETOPENER
Bottle opener with magnet in the back. Can be printed with your own 
photo, logo or design in full colour. Meas. 10.4 x 4.9 x 0.4 cm. 19 g.

TAMPO PRINT | DIGITAL PRINT

3869 CROWNTOP OPENER 
METAL
Sturdy, metal bottle opener. Meas. 12.1 x 
4.1 x 0.4 cm. 52 g.

LASER ENGRAVING | TAMPO PRINT

3860 CROWNTOP OPENER 
COLOUR
Sturdy, metal bottle opener with 
coloured sleeve. Meas. 12.1 x 4.1 x 0.4 
cm. 52 g.

TAMPO PRINT

1913 T-SHIRT OPENER
Keychain in the shape of a sports strip. 
With bottle opener and sturdy keyring. 
Meas. excl. key ring 8.1 x 6.5 x 0.5 cm. 
22 g.

DIGITAL PRINT
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PREMIUMS

1849 OPENUP
Keyring with aluminium opener. Meas. excl. key ring 6 x 1.1 x 1.5 cm. 9 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

1927 LIFTUP
Lightweight aluminium bottle opener and keyring. Meas. excl. key ring 
6.7 x 1.3 x 1.5 cm. 11 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

1834 ALU OPENER
Arched aluminium bottle opener and 
keyring. Meas. excl. key ring 8 x 1.5 x 
0.8 cm. 10 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

3607 KEYOPENER
Lightweight, aluminium keyring with 
bottle opener. Meas. excl. key ring 6 x 
2.4 x 0.3 cm. 6 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

3755 CARRERA
Stylish matte metal keyring and bottle 
opener. Meas. excl. key ring 5 x 2.8 x 1 
cm. Each piece in a box. 48 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

PREMIUMS
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PREMIUMS PREMIUMS

1407 TOP
Plexiglass (acrylic) key ring. Meas. paper 
inlay 3.7 x 2.7 cm Meas. excl. key ring 
3.5 x 5 x 0.6 cm. 16 g.

DIGITAL PRINT

2215 DUO
2-piece nickel steel key ring. Press to 
separate. Meas. Ø 1 x 9 cm. 17 g.

DIGITAL PRINT

1031 CLUBSPECIAL
Plexiglass (acrylic) key ring. Meas. paper inlay 4 x 3 cm. Meas. excl. key 
ring 4 x 5 x 0.6 cm. 13 g.

DIGITAL PRINT

2039 SAFE
Key ring with click system. Meas. excl. 
key ring 5.4 x 3.2 x 0.7 cm. 11 g.

TAMPO PRINT | DIGITAL PRINT

2255 CUSTOMMADE KEYRING
2D PVC keyring in your own design up to a maximum size of 6 x 
6 cm. On the back you can opt to add extra printed text or a logo. 
As standard, the back of the keyring is produced with the same 
background colour as the front. Meas. keyring Ø 35 mm. 20 g.

CUSTOM MADE
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PREMIUMS

2911 CARS
Metal car with sturdy key ring. Meas. 
excl. key ring 4 x 3 x 0.4 cm. Each piece 
in a box. 40 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

3542 KEYTAG RECTANGLE
A rectangular, polished, nickel metal 
keyring with black inlay and sturdy 
keyring. Meas. excl. key ring 5.6 x 2.9 x 
0.4 cm. Each piece in a box. 41 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

3541 KEYTAG CIRCLE
A round, polished, nickel metal keyring 
with black inlay and sturdy keyring. 
Meas. excl. key ring 4.3 x 3.4 x 0.4 cm. 
Each piece in a box. 40 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

PREMIUMS

3163 KEYCOIN 
Key ring with matte steel coin holder 
and trolley coin. Meas. excl. key ring 
4.4 x 3.2 x 0.6 cm. Each piece in a box. 
40 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

3710 SHOPPING COIN
Trolley coin on a sturdy metal carabiner 
keyring. Incl. your coloured text/logo, 
max. 4 colours, stamped on both sides 
of the metal coin. Meas. excl. carabiner 
hook Ø 2.42 x 0.23 cm. 11 g.

PUNCHING

3711 SHOPPING COIN
Trolley coin on a sturdy metal carabiner 
keyring. Incl. your coloured text/logo, 
max. 4 colours, stamped on both sides 
of the metal coin. Meas. excl. carabiner 
hook Ø 2.32 x 0.23 cm. 11 g.

PUNCHING
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PREMIUMS PREMIUMS

3313 WOODKEY CIRCLE
Round, solid beech wooden keychain 
with sturdy keyring. Meas. excl. key ring 
Ø 3.9 cm. Each piece in a box. 25 g.

LASER ENGRAVING | TAMPO PRINT

3312 WOODKEY 
RECTANGLE
Rectangular, solid beech wooden 
keychain with sturdy keyring. Meas. excl. 
key ring 5.3 x 3.2 cm. Each piece in a 
box. 27 g.

LASER ENGRAVING | TAMPO PRINT

3122 MIDWAY
Keyring in matte metal. With beech 
wooden inlay. On a sturdy metal keyring. 
Meas. excl. key ring 8.5 x 2.5 x 0.5 cm. 
Each piece in a box. 31 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

3407 LEATHERKEY
Sturdy keyring with a matte metal keychain and imitation leather tag. 
Meas. excl. key ring 6.1 x 2.7 x 0.9 cm. Each piece in a box. 36 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

2675 ECLIPSE
Chic, metal keyrings with leatherlook wrap. With sturdy keyring. Meas. 
excl. key ring 6.1 x 1.6 x 1 cm. 47 g.

TAMPO PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING
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PREMIUMS

2834 ELOY
Keyring made of matte steel combined with strong woven nylon and a 
sturdy key ring. Meas. 6.2 x 2.8 x 0.6 cm. Each piece in box. 27 g.

LASER ENGRAVING | TAMPO PRINT

0801 PALMER
Metal keychain combined with black PU leather look material. On 
sturdy keyring. Meas. excl. key ring 8.5 x 1.9 x 0.6 cm. Each piece in 
box. 23 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

PREMIUMS

2675 ECLIPSE
Chic, metal keyrings with leatherlook 
wrap. With sturdy keyring. Meas. excl. 
key ring 6.1 x 1.6 x 1 cm. 47 g.

TAMPO PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING

3365 DOMINGKEY ROUND
Round, steel key chain with sturdy key 
ring. Features a domed label - resistant 
to water, scratching, fading and UV 
light. Meas. excl. key ring Ø 3.8 x 0.7 
cm. 22 g.

DOMING | LASER ENGRAVING

3289 STRAIGHTKEY
Smart matte metal key ring with rotating 
click system. Meas. excl. key ring 4.5 x 
1.8 x 0.6 cm. Each piece in a box. 45 g.

LASER ENGRAVING
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PREMIUMS PREMIUMS

3089 FLATSCAN
Keyring with a bright white LED light. Batteries incl. Meas. excl. key ring 
6 x 2.4 x 0.7 cm. 13 g.

DIGITAL PRINT | TAMPO PRINT

3097 RADIUS
Keyring with a bright white LED light. With a striking colour accent. 
Batteries incl. Meas. excl. key ring 6.2 x 2.6 x 1.4 cm. 13 g.

TAMPO PRINT

3515 OPENLED
Aluminium torch with 3 bright white, energy-efficient LED light bulbs 
and a bottle opener. Comes on a carbiner hook. Batteries incl. Meas. 
excl. carabiner hook Ø 1.7 x 7 cm. Each piece in a box. 20 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

3386 MULTIKEY
Multifunctional keychain with sturdy keyring, bottle opener, energy 
efficient LED light and measuring tape showing inches and centimetres 
(length 100 cm). Batteries included. Meas. excl. key ring 8.0 x 3.2 x 1.1 
cm. 31 g.

TAMPO PRINT
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PREMIUMS

3256 ULTRABRIGHT COB LIGHT
Light with COB LED. Emits enormous, bright white light. With 3 positions: high brightness, medium brightness and flash light. 
Very suitable to shine up during work in the dark or to attract attention. With keyring. Incl. cell batteries. Meas. excl. key ring 
6 x 3.3 x 1.2 cm. 24 g.

TAMPO PRINT

0797 LIGHT UP KEYCHAIN
Plastic lamp with metallic look. With bright white LED light, drawstring, 
snap hook and light-up function. When you pull the cord, the light turns 
on and the logo in the holder is illuminated brightly. Easy to attach to a 
bag, keychain or belt. Batteries incl. Meas. excl. carabiner hook Ø 1.39 
x 6.3 cm. 9 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

3102 BRIGHTLIGHT
Aluminium mini-torch with carabiner hook. Batteries incl. Meas. excl. 
carabiner hook Ø 1.5 x 6 cm. Each piece in a box. 38 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

PREMIUMS
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PREMIUMS PREMIUMS

1959 CARABINEKEY
Aluminium carabiner hook with keyring (not suitable for climbing). 
Meas. excl. key ring 8 x 4.0 x 0.7 cm. 19 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

2266 KEYTEX
Carabiner hook with woven nylon strap and sturdy keyring. Meas. excl. 
key ring 11.5 x 3 cm. 15 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

1341 BUTTON Ø 25 MM
Badge Ø 25 mm. Incl. (full colour) print. 
Meas. Ø 2.5 x 0.7 cm. 2 g.

DIGITAL PRINT

1342 BUTTON Ø 37 MM
Badge Ø 37 mm. Incl. (full colour) print. 
Meas. Ø 3.7 x 0.7 cm. 4 g.

DIGITAL PRINT

1343 BUTTON Ø 56 MM
Badge Ø 56 mm. Incl. (full colour) print. 
Meas. Ø 5.6 x 0.9 cm. 9 g.

DIGITAL PRINT
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PREMIUMS

0793 KEYCORD BUDGET 2 CM
Polyester lanyard with metal carabiner. Meas. 48 x 2 cm. 11 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

0821 KEYCORD BUDGET SAFETY 2 CM
Polyester lanyard with metal carabiner and plastic safety clasp. Meas. 
49 x 2 cm. 13,6 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

PREMIUMS
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PREMIUMS PREMIUMS

2959 LANYARDSAFETY 2.4 CM
Lanyard with metal carabiner and plastic safety clasp. Meas. 52 x 2.4 
cm. 42 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

3158 LANYARD 2 CM
Lanyard with metal carabiner. Meas. 53 x 2 cm. 25 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

0794 KEYCORD TUBE SLIDER 0,5 CM
Polyester tube lanyard with metal snap hook and plastic fastening. With adjustable PVC disk (3 cm) to wear the cord looser 
or tighter around the neck. Meas. 45 x 0.5 cm. 16,2 g.

DOMING | TAMPO PRINT
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PREMIUMS

2866 LANYARD ORGANIC COTTON
Environmentally responsible lanyard made of organic cotton. With metal carabiner and safety catch. Meas. 45 x 2 cm. 11 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

2864 LANYARD SAFETY 2 CM RPET
Lanyard made from RPET; recycled PET bottles. With metal carabiner and safety catch. Durable, eco-friendly and 
environmentally responsible. Meas. 45 x 2 cm. 13 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

PREMIUMS
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PREMIUMS PREMIUMS

2144 TRANSPARENT HOLDER
Transparent holder for cards up to 10.5 x 8.5 cm (not included). 4 g.

1919 LANYARDBADGE
Transparent name card holder with lanyard. Meas. 9.2 x 5.8 x 0.6 cm. 
16 g.

1014 BADGE 9 X 6 CM
Name card holder with clip and safety 
pin. Incl. blank card insert.  

1527 BADGE 7.5 X 4 CM
Name card holder with clip and safety 
pin. Incl. blank card insert.  

2292 BADGECLIP
Badge/pass holder with metal belt clip, 
retractable nylon cord and press stud 
fastener. Meas. 8.5 x 3.2 x 1.5 cm. 11 g.

TAMPO PRINT | DOMING
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OFFICE

3923 FLEXREADER
LED reading light with a flexible plastic 
holder. Attaches easily to your book or 
magazine. Also handy as a bookmark. 
Batteries incl. Meas. 20.5 x 4 x 1.3 cm. 
Each piece in a box. 52 g.

TAMPO PRINT

3139 CLIP
Flexible photo/memo holder with stand. 
Meas. 10.6 x 2.4 x 2.4 cm. 20 g.

TAMPO PRINT

2280 LOUPE CREDITCARD
Handy reading glass in credit card 
format. Magnifies up to 3 times. Meas. 
8.5 x 5.5 x 0.1 cm. 3 g.

TAMPO PRINT

4393 SNOWPICTURE
Paperweight/photo holder. Meas. Ø 9 x 
8 cm. Each piece in a box. 344 g.

DIGITAL PRINT

4520 FOLDY
Foldable magnifying glass with 
magnification factor 8. Meas. 4.2 x 3.5 x 
4.3 cm. Each piece in a box. 16 g.

TAMPO PRINT

4505 LOUPE COMPACT
Compact, retractable magnifying glass 
with magnification factor 30 and a built-
in LED light. Batteries incl. Meas. 5.3 x 
2.2 x 3.5 cm. Each piece in a box. 44 g.

TAMPO PRINT
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OFFICE

4664 STREAMLINE
Desk calculator with rubber keys, adjustable 8-digit display and dual 
power. Battery incl. Meas. 17.5 x 9.5 x 1.7 cm. Each piece in a box. 120 g.

TAMPO PRINT

4277 SNAPLOCK
Calculator with rubber keys, 8-digit display and hydraulic cover/stand. 
Battery incl. Meas. 9.5 x 7 x 1 cm. Each piece in a box. 62 g.

TAMPO PRINT

1856 LINER
Ruler made of sturdy plastic (30 cm/12 
inches). Meas. 31 x 4 x 0.2 cm. 32 g.

TAMPO PRINT

1506 WOODRULER
Wooden ruler (30 cm) with embedded 
metal strip. Meas. 30.9 x 3.4 x 0.4 cm. 
21 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

1892 MULTIPOUCH
Pencil case made from sturdy 420 D 
polyester with zip. Meas. 25 x 11 x 1.5 
cm. 22 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

OFFICE
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OFFICE OFFICE

0587 MEMO
Block with approx. 75 self-adhesive 
memo sheets and 125 writable marking 
stickers in different colours. Cover made 
of recycled cardboard. Bound in eye-
catching, metal wire-o-binding. Meas. 
8.5 x 7.2 x 2.1 cm. 51 g.

TAMPO PRINT

0586 BERMUDA
Memo pad in the shape of a triangle, 
with self-adhesive memo sheets in 4 
colours. 25 memo sheets per colour. 
Meas. 10 x 10 x 0.5 cm. 12 g.

TAMPO PRINT

0585 DAISY
Memo pad in the shape of a flower, with 
adhesive memo sheets in 5 colours. 25 
memo sheets per colour. Meas. 8.5 x 
8.5 x 0.5 cm. 12 g.

TAMPO PRINT

2628 NOTEPAD
Notebook with, 25 self-adhesive memo 
sheets, 125 writable page markers, 
business card holder and elastic 
closure. Meas. 10.5 x 6.5 x 0.5 cm. 17 g.

TAMPO PRINT

1065 REMEMBER
Bookmarker made of cardboard with 15 
sticky sheets, 75 marking stickers and 
ruler (13 cm/5 inches). Meas. 22.2 x 6 x 
0.3 cm. 8 g.

TAMPO PRINT

2912 MINIMEMO
Notebook with approx. 50 sticky note 
sheets and 125 transparent fluorescent, 
writable page markers. Meas. 8.2 x 5.3 
x 1.3 cm. 37 g.

TAMPO PRINT

3648 MAXIMEMO
Memo set with approx. 25 sticky note 
sheets and 125 writable translucent 
page markers. Meas. 13 x 8 x 0.3 cm. 
27 g.

TAMPO PRINT

3508 MULTIMEMO
Desk set made of imitation leather/
plastic with approx. 85 sticky note 
sheets and 3 sets of 85 self-adhesive 
neon page markers. Meas. 9.3 x 9 x 2.8 
cm. 134 g.

TAMPO PRINT
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OFFICE

3640 RECYCLENOTE-S
Environmentally friendly, mini notebook 
made from recycled materials, with 
approx. 80 sheets, cream lined paper 
and cardboard cover. Incl. blue ink 
ballpoint pen. Meas. 11 x 8.5 x 1 cm. 62 g.

TAMPO PRINT

3641 RECYCLENOTE-M
Environmentally friendly notebook made 
from recycled materials, with approx. 70 
sheets of cream lined paper, cardboard 
cover, strong spiral bound top, elastic 
closure. Incl. blue ink ballpoint pen. 
Meas. 14.5 x 10 x 1 cm. 78 g.

TAMPO PRINT

3642 RECYCLENOTE-L
Environmentally friendly notebook made 
from recycled material with approx. 70 
sheets of cream lined paper, cardboard 
cover and strong spiral bound. Incl. 
blue ink ballpoint. Meas. 18 x 13.5 x 1.5 
cm. 129 g.

TAMPO PRINT

0756 POCKET ECO A5 
Environmentally friendly, A5 size notebook made of recycled material. 
With approx. 80 sheets of cream-coloured, lined paper, handy pen 
loop and elastic closure. Meas. 21.1 x 14.7 x 1.1 cm. 238 g.

TAMPO PRINT

0755 POCKET ECO A6
Environmentally friendly, A6 size notebook made of recycled material. 
With approx. 80 sheets of cream-coloured, lined paper, handy pen 
loop and elastic closure. Meas. 14.1 x 9 x 1.1 cm. 100 g.

TAMPO PRINT

OFFICE

234 - 234-235.indd   234 23-11-19   16:22
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0819 JOURNAL
Duo style notebook of cork and PU in handy and practical version with 
approx. 72 sheets of cream-coloured, lined paper and elastic closure. 
Meas. 18 x 13 x 1.5 cm. 185 g.

TAMPO PRINT

0757 CORKNOTE A5 
Environmentally friendly, A5 size notebook of cork. With approx. 80 
sheets of cream-coloured, lined paper. With handy pen loop, rubber 
band and reading ribbon. Meas. 21.3 x 14.3 x 1.8 cm. 250 g.

TAMPO PRINT

1171 STONEPAPER NOTEBOOK
Environmentally friendly notebook with a cover made of recycled 
cardboard. With 70 sheets of lined pages made of natural stone: 80% 
calcium carbonate en 20% HDPE plastic. The paper is anti-bacterial, 
waterproof, and resistant to tears and stains. With metal wire-o-binding. 
Meas. 18.1 x 13.8 x 0.9 cm. 218 g.

TAMPO PRINT

3688 MAGICA NOTEBOOK
Original notebook made of cardboard with approx. 60 sheets of white, 
lined paper (70 g/m²). Two magnets are embedded in the front of 
the cover, below the outline drawing. If you place a metal pen on this 
drawing, the magnets will hold the pen in place. Bound in sturdy, metal 
wire-o-binding. Meas. 18 x 14 x 1.9 cm. 169 g.

TAMPO PRINT
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OFFICE

3292 HELIX NOTE SET
Notebook with appr. 70 sheets of white lined paper and cardboard coloured cover. Bound in a strong, spiral bound. Includes 
matching, blue ink ballpoint pen. Meas. 18 x 15 x 1.5 cm. 200 g.

TAMPO PRINT

3333 NOTEBOOK A6
Notebook with approx. 70 sheets of ruled writing paper with 
transparent plastic cover and metal wire spiral-binding. Incl. blue ink 
ballpoint pen. Meas. 15.5 x 13 x 1.7 cm. 115 g.

TAMPO PRINT

3336 NOTEBOOK A5
Notebook with approx. 70 sheets of ruled writing paper with 
transparent plastic cover and metal wire spiral-binding. Incl. blue ink 
ballpoint pen. Meas. 21.5 x 18 x 1.7 cm. 182 g.

TAMPO PRINT

OFFICE
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3644 APPEARANCE
2-piece gift set: handy notebook in A6 
format, approx. 96 sheets of lined cream 
paper, elastic closure and ribbon marker. 
Incl. matching, black ink touch screen 
pen. Each set in a box. Meas. 18.5 x 13.5 
x 1.8 cm. 190 g.

TAMPO PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING

4476 WHITENOTE A6
Practical and handy notebook in A6 format. With appr. 80 pages 70 
grams cream lined paper, hard cover, plastic closure and silk ribbon. 
Meas. 14.3 x 9.2 x 1.2 cm. 130 g.

TAMPO PRINT

4478 WHITENOTE A5
Practical and handy notebook in A5 format. With approx. 80 pages 
cream lined paper, hard cover, elastic closure and silk ribbon. Meas. 21 
x 14.5 x 1.5 cm. 250 g.

TAMPO PRINT

4852 BLACKNOTE A6
Practical and handy notebook in A6 
format. With appr. 80 pages 70 grams 
cream lined paper, sturdy PU cover, 
elastic closure and silk ribbon. Meas. 
14.3 x 9.2 x 1.2 cm. 130 g.

TAMPO PRINT

5618 BLACKNOTE A5
Practical and handy notebook in A5 
format. With appr. 80 pages 70 grams 
cream lined paper, sturdy PU cover, 
elastic closure and silk ribbon. Meas. 21 
x 14.5 x 1.5 cm. 304 g.

TAMPO PRINT

236 - 236-237.indd   237 23-11-19   16:25
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5989 POCKET NOTEBOOK A4
Notebook in A4 format with 96 pages of cream coloured, lined paper (80 g/m²), hard cover, elastic fastener and silk ribbon. 
Meas. 29 x 21 x 1.5 cm. 630 g.

TAMPO PRINT

5588 POCKET NOTEBOOK A6
Compact notebook in A6 format with 96 pages of cream coloured, 
lined paper (80 g/m²) and hard cover, with elastic fastener. Meas. 14.3 x 
9.2 x 1.7 cm. 140 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT | TAMPO PRINT

5813 POCKET NOTEBOOK A5
Notebook in A5 format with 96 pages cream coloured, lined paper (80 
g/m²), pocket and hard cover. Meas. 21 x 14 x 1.8 cm. 296 g.

TAMPO PRINT

OFFICE
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OFFICE OFFICE

1244 SOFTCOVER NOTEBOOK
Handy, compact and flexible notebook. With a flexible PU cover and approx. 64 sheets of cream coloured, lined paper (70 g/
m²). Meas. 12.7 x 17.8 x 0.8 cm. 123 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT | TAMPO PRINT

1243 BUDGETNOTE A5 LINES
Practical notebook in A5 format. With hard PU cover, approx. 80 blank 
sheets of cream coloured, lined paper (70 g/m²), elastic closure and 
ribbon marker. Meas. 14.8 x 21 x 1.1 cm. 300 g.

TAMPO PRINT | SILKSCREEN PRINT

1245 BUDGETNOTE A5 BLANC
Practical notebook in A5 format. With hard PU cover, approx. 80 blank 
sheets of cream coloured, unlined paper (70 g/m²), elastic closure and 
ribbon marker. Meas. 14.8 x 21 x 1.1 cm. 300 g.

TAMPO PRINT | SILKSCREEN PRINT
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0758 RFID VISITA SLIDE
Practical RFID-blocking multi-cardholder made of plastic with handy sliding system. Protects against involuntary digital 
reading of identity cards, credit cards and bank cards. Suitable for 3 cards. Meas. 9.2 x 6.3 x 0.8 cm. 26 g.

DIGITAL PRINT | TAMPO PRINT

0584 RFID PHONE POCKET
Flexible RFID card holder made of aluminium/PP to prevent skimming and digital reading of passes. Easy to store in a wallet 
or on the back of a mobile phone thanks to the handy adhesive strip. Suitable for 1 pass. Meas. 9.2 x 6.4 cm. 3 g.

TAMPO PRINT

1260 RFID VISITA
RFID card holder made of ABS. Designed to block RFID-readers from scanning identitiy cards and credit cards. Meas. 9.5 x 
6.2 x 0.9 cm. 25 g.

TAMPO PRINT | DIGITAL PRINT

OFFICE
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1536 RFID PATROL
Polyester RFID wallet with nylon inside. Coin compartment with 
pushbotton, 1 compartment for notes and 3 credit cards. The RFID 
protection technology protects the cards from skimming and identity 
theft. Meas. 11.5 x 9.5 cm. 46 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

1436 RFID DELGADO
RFID creditcard holder made of woven polyester with nylon inside and 
7 creditcard compartments. The RFID protection technology protects 
the cards from skimming and identity theft. Meas. 7.7 x 11.1 cm. 35 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

0759 RFID KEYLESS KEY 
RFID signal blocker for keyless car keys. Made of 600D polyester and 
with special inner lining. Effectively blocks incoming and outgoing 
signals from, among others; RFID, WiFi, bluetooth, NFC, GPS and even 
telephone calls.  Including instructions. Meas. 13 x 8.6 x 0.5 cm. 20 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

1236 RFID KEYPURSE
Polyester RFID key purse with nylon inside. With zipper, keyring and 
extra card compartment. The RFID protection technology protects the 
cards from skimming and identity theft. Meas. 11.5 x 7.5 cm. 20 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT
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1721 TRANSPURSE
Transparent PVC money/key purse with zip and stainless steel keyring. 
Meas. 11.2 x 7.8 x 0.8 cm. 12 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

1711 PURSEY
Imitation leather money/key purse with zipper and stainless steel 
keyring. Meas. 10.5 x 7 x 0.8 cm. 16 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

2136 CREDITPOUCH
Compact, imitation leather credit card case for cash, bank cards and 
business cards. With 2 side pockets on front. Meas. 10 x 7.2 x 0.5 cm. 
10 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

3468 BLACKSTAR
Wallet made of imitation leather, with several compartments and a coin 
pocket. Meas. 12.5 x 9.5 x 1.5 cm. 61 g.

TAMPO PRINT

OFFICE
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3879 DOCUMENT A4
Plastic clipboard in A4 format. With metal document clamp. Meas. 32.3 
x 23.7 x 1.3 cm. 190 g.

TAMPO PRINT

4143 MARKETING A4
Imitation leather clipboard in A4 format. With sturdy document clamp. 
Meas. 33 x 23.5 x 1.2 cm. 338 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

4465 PICO A4
Clipboard made of woven 600D polyester/imitation leather in A4 format. Meas. 32 x 23 x 1.5 cm. 394 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT
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6087 DESIGNFOLIO A5
Conference/document folder made of 600D polyester/imitation leather in A5 format. With several pockets, detachable dual 
power calculator (incl. battery) and zip. Incl. writing pad and ballpoint pen. Meas. 25 x 19 x 3 cm. 438 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

5026 MARCO POLO A5
Conference/document folder made of 600D polyester in A5 format. 
With a range of pockets and zip closure. Incl. writing pad and ballpoint 
pen. Meas. 25 x 19 x 2 cm. 339 g.

TAMPO PRINT

4642 NOTO A5
Conference/document folder made of 600D polyester/imitation 
leather in A5 format. With pockets and zip closure. Incl. writing pad and 
ballpoint pen. Meas. 25 x 19 x 2.5 cm. 320 g.

TAMPO PRINT

OFFICE
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5644 ECO CONFERENCE CORK A5
Eco folder in A5 format, with cork cover and a pocket with credit card slot. Inside lined with non-woven material. Incl. lined 
writing pad (approx. 30 sheets) and environmentally-friendly, blue ink ballpoint pen made of cork and wheat straw. Meas. 
23.5 x 18 x 1.5 cm. 230 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

5646 ECO CONFERENCE CORK A4
Eco folder in A4 format. With cork cover and a pocket. Inside lined with nylon. Incl. lined writing pad (approx. 30 sheets) and 
environmentally-friendly, blue ink ballpoint pen made of cork and wheat straw. Meas. 32.5 x 24.5 x 1.8 cm. 460 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT
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We deliver these document folders exactly as you want it: in any desired colour, with a unique 
designed print or own design. Even sharp pictures or a combination of all of the above options 
are possible.

Are you looking for just one specific colour; front in orange, sea green or violet? Or maybe a 
snake or cow-print? Every conceivable colour and every imaginable design is possible, even 
with your logo and company slogan. 

4698 RAINBOWNOTE A5
Document folder in A5 format. Made of sturdy, padded microfibre. With 
2 pockets and elastic pen loop. Incl. a lined writing pad (approx. 30 
sheets) and pen. Meas. 23.3 x 18 x 1 cm. 235 g.

SUBLIMATION

5698 RAINBOWNOTE A4
Document folder in A4 format. Made of sturdy, padded microfibre. With 
4 pockets and elastic pen loop. Incl. a lined writing pad (approx. 30 
sheets) and pen. Meas. 33 x 24.5 x 1 cm. 469 g.

SUBLIMATION

OFFICE

RAINBOW COLLECTION

Unlimited possibilities for a unique,
eye-catching promotion!
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4756 PERUGIA A4
Conference/document folder made of 600D nylon/imitation leather in 
A4 format. With a range of pockets. Incl. writing pad and ballpoint pen. 
Meas. 33 x 24 x 1.5 cm. 585 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

5453 ACADEMY A4
Conference/document folder made of 600D nylon/imitation leather 
in A4 format. With various pockets. Incl. writing pad and ballpoint pen. 
Meas. 33 x 24 x 1.5 cm. 585 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

5936 SUPERIOR A4
Conference/document folder made from 600D polyester/imitation 
leather in A4 format. With zip fastening. Incl. writing pad and ballpoint 
pen. Meas. 36 x 25 x 2 cm. 688 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

7325 CONGRESS A4
Imitation leather conference/document folder in A4 format. With 
protective metal corners. Incl. writing pad and ballpoint pen. Meas. 32 
x 24 x 1.5 cm. 517 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT
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7354 ALPHA A4
Conference/document folder made of 600D polyester/imitation leather 
in A4 format. Incl. detachable dual power calculator (incl. battery) 
writing pad and ballpoint pen. Meas. 33 x 24 x 1.5 cm. 668 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

6064 FIRENZE A4
Conference/document folder made of 600D polyester/imitation leather 
in A4 format. With spacious storage, extra pocket on the back and 
zip closure. Incl. writing pad and ballpoint pen. Meas. 36 x 25 x 2 cm. 
756 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

6446 MANAGER A4
Conference/document folder made of 600D polyester in A4 format. 
With ring binder and zip closure. Incl. writing pad and ballpoint pen. 
Meas. 34 x 28 x 3 cm. 834 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

7353 BETA A4
Conference/document folder made of ripstop 420D polyester/imitation 
leather in A4 format. With detachable dual power calculator (incl. 
battery) and zip closure. Incl. writing pad and ballpoint pen. Meas. 33.5 
x 24 x 3.5 cm. 744 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

OFFICE
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7549 DESIGN ORGANISER A4
Deluxe conference/document folder made of 600D polyester/imitation leather in A4 format. With several pockets, clipboard, 
ring binder, detachable dual power calculator (incl. battery) and zip closure. Incl. writing pad and ballpoint pen. Meas. 36 x 
30 x 5 cm. 1237 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

6480 MOBILE OFFICE A4
Exclusive leather look tablet/writing case in A4 format. With folding 
stand, velcro strap fastening in different positions. Removeable tablet 
holder with elastic straps. The organiser contains 1 compartment over 
the entire length, 6 business card pockets and elastic pocket for a 
smartphone or power charger and zip fastening. Incl. writing pad and 
luxury touch screen pen. Meas. 33.5 x 26 x 3.5 cm. 868 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

7945 TOP A4
Conference/document folder made of 600D polyester in A4 format. 
With handle, ring binder, solar calculator with dual power (incl. battery) 
and zip closure. Incl. writing pad and ballpoint pen. Meas. 36 x 31 x 6.5 
cm. Each piece in a box. 1434 g.

TAMPO PRINT
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Exclusive Tucson leather folders!
Exclusive conference/document folders made of Tucson leather: an elegant special bonded 
leather with fine grain pattern. All items from the Tucson collection are wrapped in a chic cloth, 
with each piece presented in a deluxe gift box. 

7447 TUCSONMAYOR A4
Conference/document folder made of fine bonded leather/160 D 
polyester in A4 format. With several pockets and zip closure. Incl. 
writing pad and ballpoint pen. Meas. 33 x 25.5 x 3 cm. Each piece in a 
deluxe gift box. 980 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING

7650 TUCSONCHIEF A5
Conference/document folder made of fine bonded leather, in A5 
format. With a range of pockets and zip closure. Incl. writing pad and 
ballpoint pen. Meas. 25 x 19 x 2.5 cm. Each piece in a deluxe gift box. 
550 g.

TAMPO PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING

OFFICE
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7665 TUCSONEMPEROR A4
Conference/document folder made of fine, bonded leather in A4 format. With several pockets, business card slots and zip 
closure. Incl. writing pad and ballpoint pen. Meas. 35 x 27 x 2.5 cm. Each piece in a deluxe gift box. 1050 g.

TAMPO PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING

7157 TUCSONGOVERNOR A4
Conference/document folder made of fine bonded leather in A4 format. With pockets, zip pocket, business card slots and 
zip closure. Incl. writing pad and ballpoint pen. Meas. 35.5 x 25.5 x 3.5 cm. Each piece in a deluxe gift box. 1050 g.

TAMPO PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING

8343 TUCSONPRESIDENT A4
Conference/document folder made of fine bonded leather in A4 format. With handle, removable ring-binder, dual power 
solar calculator (incl. battery) and zip closure. Incl. writing pad and ballpoint pen. Meas. 36 x 32 x 7 cm. Each piece in a 
deluxe gift box. 1945 g.

TAMPO PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING
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WRITING INSTRUMENTS

2574 BLOOM
Highlighter with 5 fluorescent colours. 
Meas. Ø 10 x 1.7 cm. 45 g.

DIGITAL PRINT | TAMPO PRINT

2840 STARMARKER
Highlighter with 5 fluorescent colours. 
Meas. 11 x 11 x 1.8 cm. 42 g.

DIGITAL PRINT | TAMPO PRINT

3232 SPINNER MARKER
Highlighter in the shape of a fidget 
spinner. 3 fluorescent colours. A stress-
relieving and functional gadget. Meas. 
8.5 x 8 x 1.7 cm. 30 g.

TAMPO PRINT | DIGITAL PRINT

1406 DUOMARKER
Highlighter with two different fluorescent 
colours, chisel tip with 2 write widths. 
Meas. 9.5 x 2.5 x 1.3 cm. 14 g.

TAMPO PRINT | DIGITAL PRINT

3604 TRIOMARKER
Highlighter with 3 different fluorescent 
colours; yellow, green and pink tips. 
Meas. 8 x 9 x 1.5 cm. 23 g.

TAMPO PRINT | DIGITAL PRINT

3747 ACCENTIVE
Green, yellow and pink highlighters 
in a compact holder. Meas. Ø 4.5 x 12 
cm. 95 g.

TAMPO PRINT
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3592 LINIBOX
Wooden storage box with sliding lid 
(20 cm ruler), 12 sharpened, colouring 
pencils and a wooden sharpener. Meas. 
20.8 x 4.4 x 3 cm. 107 g.

TAMPO PRINT

2444 YOUNGARTIST
8 lacquered, polished crayons and 
colouring book with 12 mini colouring 
pages (6 x 2 identical images). In a 
handy storage case. Meas. 14.8 x 10.4 x 
1.3 cm. 73 g.

FULL-COLOUR STICKER

3939 MASTEROFART
Complete 67-piece colour and paint set. Clearly stored in a wooden 
box with metal snap closure and wooden handle. Contents: 12 painted 
colour pencils, 12 markers, 12 crayons, 12 oil pastel crayons, 12 water 
paints with transparent mixer, ruler (15 cm/6 in), tube of glue, eraser, 
sharpener and paintbrush. Meas. set 28.4 x 22.6 x 4.5 cm. 642 g.

TAMPO PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING

1939 NEWTALENT
Compact 24-piece colour and paint set. Clearly stored in a wooden 
box with snap closure. Contents: 8 crayons, 12 colour water paints, 
pencil, eraser, sharpener and paintbrush. Meas. set 15.7 x 11.1 x 2.1 cm. 
208 g.

TAMPO PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING

1515 MAGIC CRAYON
6 wax crayons in a transparent pen 
shaped container. Suitable for children 
over 3 years. Meas. 9 x 1.9 x 1.4 cm. 
20 g.

FULL-COLOUR STICKER

WRITING INSTRUMENTS
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WRITING INSTRUMENTS WRITING INSTRUMENTS

3245 COLOURWOODY
6 wooden, unpainted coloured pencils 
in a wooden tube. Meas. Ø 3 x 14 cm. 
46 g.

TAMPO PRINT

1888 COLOURTUBE
6 unpainted, wooden coloured pencils 
in a cardboard box with a sharpener 
in the plastic cap. Meas. Ø 2.8 x 10.2 
cm. 28 g.

TAMPO PRINT | FULL-COLOUR STICKER

2434 COLOURJOY
Cardboard box with 6 unpainted pencils, 
6 crayons and a sharpener. Meas. Ø 4.5 
x 10 cm. 70 g.

TAMPO PRINT | FULL-COLOUR STICKER

1419 PASTELLI
12 wooden, unpainted, crafty coloured 
pencils in a recycled cardboard box. 
Meas. 9 x 9 x 0.9 cm. 30 g.

TAMPO PRINT

1999 SCOOBY
Cheerful animal pencils with movable 
legs. Delivered in 5 assorted designs. 
Price per uncut pencil. Meas. 21 x 2.2 
cm. 13 g.

TAMPO PRINT

1319 SIXCOLOUR
6 wooden, unpainted coloured pencils 
in a recycled cardboard box. Meas. 9.2 x 
4.5 x 1 cm. 19 g.

TAMPO PRINT
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WRITING INSTRUMENTS

1409 PENCIL
Sharpened wooden (HB) pencil with 
eraser. Meas. box 19 x 5 x 1 cm. Weight 
per pencil 7 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

1308 TOPIC
Unsharpened wooden (HB) pencil with 
eraser. Meas. 19.1 x 0.8 cm. 6 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

1615 SHARP
Sharpened wooden (HB) pencil with eraser. Meas. 19 x 0.08 cm. 5 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

1263 SIGNPOINT
Refillable pencil with an eraser and 3 HB refills (0.7 mm). Meas. 15 x 0.8 
cm. 7 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

1309 TOPICVARNISH
Unsharpened wooden (HB) pencil with 
eraser. Meas. 19.1 x 0.8 cm. 6 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

WRITING INSTRUMENTS
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WRITING INSTRUMENTS WRITING INSTRUMENTS

1529 QUATTRO COLOUR
4-colour ballpoint pen with non-slip rubber grip. Equipped with blue, 
green, red and black ink. Meas. 14.26 x 1.21 cm. 11 g.

TAMPO PRINT

2857 FUNWRITE
Blue ink ballpoint pen with a coloured light bulb that flickers for 10 
seconds as soon as you tap the end. Batteries incl. With lid. Supplied 
as an assortment of 6 colours. Meas. 18.5 x 2.7 cm. 20 g.

TAMPO PRINT

1729 QUINTET 5-IN-1
4-colour ballpoint pen and mechanical pencil in one. Eraser under the 
removable top. Rubber grip. Equipped with blue, green, red and black 
ink. Meas. 14.57 x 1.37 cm. 16 g.

TAMPO PRINT

1629 TRIPLETOUCH
3-colour ballpoint pen with rubber top/pointer to operate touch 
screens (eg iPhone/iPad), metallic look holder, silver accents and 
rubber grip. Equipped with blue, red and black ink. Meas. 14.3 x 1.25 
cm. 10 g.

TAMPO PRINT | DIGITAL PRINT
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WRITING INSTRUMENTS

0810 MAGIC ERASABLE PEN
Ballpoint pen with erasable ink. You can use the top of the pen to easily make the written text invisible and write over it 
immediately. The clip of the pen is also the push button. The blue pen has blue ink and the black pen has black ink. Please 
indicate your preference when ordering. Meas. 14.5 x 1.1 cm. 9 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

2696 PROTOOL MULTIPEN
Multifunctional ballpoint pen made of ABS material. With ruler (7 cm/3 inches), spirit level, screwdriver and stylus function. 
The pen has blue ink, a metal clip and a twist mechanism. Meas. Ø 1.1 x 14.5 cm. 12,5 g.

TAMPO PRINT

WRITING INSTRUMENTS
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WRITING INSTRUMENTS WRITING INSTRUMENTS

1608 PALITO
Blue ink ballpoint pen with coloured 
accents and streamlined barrel. Meas. 
14.8 x 1 cm. 7 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

1835 TIP
Blue or black ink ballpoint pen with 
textured grip, coloured clip and push 
button. Please state your preference 
when ordering. Meas. 13.8 x 1 cm. 7 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

1837 ICETIP
Blue ink ballpoint pen with frosted barrel 
and comfortable grip. Meas. 13.8 x 1 
cm. 7 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

1678 NUVA
Blue ink ballpoint pen with matte 
finish. With clip and push button that fit 
perfectly together. Meas. 14.7 x 1 cm. 9 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT | TAMPO PRINT

1836 BLACKTIP
Black ink ballpoint with textured non-slip 
grip. Meas. 13.8 x 1 cm. 7 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

1860 COLOURBOW
Blue ink pen with rubber non-slip grip, 
solid colour clip and silver trim. Meas. 14 
x 1.1 cm. 8 g.

TAMPO PRINT | DIGITAL PRINT
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WRITING INSTRUMENTS

1848 ROXYSOLID
Blue or black ink ballpoint pen with curved clip and twist mechanism. 
Please state your preference when ordering. Meas. 13.53 x 1.01 cm. 8 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

1818 ROXY
Blue ink ballpoint pen with a transparent coloured holder, curved clip 
and twist mechanism. Please state your preference when ordering. 
Meas. 13.53 x 1.01 cm. 8 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

1104 SPARK
Blue ink ballpoint pen with a slender 
barrel. Meas. 13.8 x 0.7 cm. 6 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

1422 TURNER
Blue ink writing ballpoint pen with matt 
barrel in striking triangle shape. Handy 
twist mechanism and a generous clip. 
Meas. 14.3 x 1.1 cm. 11 g.

TAMPO PRINT

1546 JOLLY
Blue or black ink ballpoint pen with 
spherical push button. Please state your 
preference when ordering. Meas. 13.8 x 
1.4 cm. 11 g.

TAMPO PRINT | DIGITAL PRINT

WRITING INSTRUMENTS
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WRITING INSTRUMENTS WRITING INSTRUMENTS

1826 TRANSACCENT
Blue ink ballpoint pen with transparent 
coloured clip and matching indented 
detail on the neck. Meas. 14.3 x 1.3 cm. 
14 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT | TAMPO PRINT

2606 CROCKET
Blue ink ballpoint pen with transparant 
coloured barrel and silver coloured 
accents. Meas. 13.5 x 1 cm. 9 g.

TAMPO PRINT

1865 IREEN
Blue ink ballpoint pen with colour 
accents, rubber grip and elegant clip. 
Meas. 14.2 x 1.2 cm. 9 g.

TAMPO PRINT

2350 COLOURGRIP
Blue ink ballpoint pen with vibrant 
coloured translucent rubber grip and 
metal clip. Meas. 14.1 x 1.26 cm. 12 g.

TAMPO PRINT

1971 CURVEY
Blue ink pen ballpoint pen, made in 
a combination of matte and gloss. 
With rubber, non-slip grip and striking 
accents. Meas. 14.2 x 0.85 cm. 8 g.

TAMPO PRINT

2130 ZAHRA
Blue ink pen with nice matt barrel, black 
accents and rubber grip. Meas. 14.4 x 
1 cm. 9 g.

TAMPO PRINT

260 - 260-261.indd   261 23-11-19   16:51
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WRITING INSTRUMENTS WRITING INSTRUMENTS

0818 ATHOS BLACKGRIP
Blue ink ballpoint pen with transparent holder, black gripped front 
piece, metal clip and silver colour accents. Meas. 14 x 1.1 cm. 12 g.

TAMPO PRINT | DIGITAL PRINT

2116 ATHOSNEON
Blue ink ballpoint pen in a striking colour. With black accents and metal 
clip. Meas. 14.1 x 1.1 cm. 11 g.

TAMPO PRINT | DIGITAL PRINT

1547 PARIS
Glossy blue ink ballpoint pen with 
smooth grip and metal clip. 11 g.

TAMPO PRINT | DIGITAL PRINT

1680 MONACO
Ballpoint pen with coloured non-slip grip 
and metal clip. 11 g.

TAMPO PRINT | DIGITAL PRINT

1810 TRANSWRITE
Blue ink ballpoint pen with transparent 
barrel, striking clip and colour accent in 
the push button. Meas. 14.4 x 1 cm. 9 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT | TAMPO PRINT
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WRITING INSTRUMENTS WRITING INSTRUMENTS

2112 ATHOS SILVER
Blue or black ink ballpoint pen with 
coloured non-slip grip and metal clip. 
Please state your preference when 
ordering. Meas. 14.1 x 1.1 cm. 12 g.

TAMPO PRINT | DIGITAL PRINT

2114 ATHOS WHITE
Blue or black ink ballpoint pen with 
white barrel with coloured, non-slip 
grip and metal clip. Please state your 
preference when ordering. Meas. 14.1 x 
1.1 cm. 10 g.

TAMPO PRINT | DIGITAL PRINT

2358 ATHOS
Blue ink ballpoint pen with opaque 
coloured barrel, non-slip grip and metal 
clip. Please state your preference when 
ordering. Meas. 14.1 x 1.1 cm. 12 g.

TAMPO PRINT | DIGITAL PRINT
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WRITING INSTRUMENTS WRITING INSTRUMENTS

1438 BOSTON
Blue ink ballpoint pen with steel clip. 
Meas. 13.5 x 1.1 cm. 9 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT | TAMPO PRINT | DIGITAL 
PRINT

1480 GRACIA
Streamlined blue ink pen with large 
rubber non-slip grip. Meas. 14.1 x 1 cm. 
10 g.

TAMPO PRINT

1620 BOSTON TRANS
Blue ink ballpoint pen with translucent 
coloured barrel and matte metal clip. 
9 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT | DIGITAL PRINT | TAMPO 
PRINT

1655 PRESTON
Blue ink, transparent coloured ballpoint 
pen with a stylish curved clip and silver 
coloured push button. 7 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

1740 CLICSTAR
Blue ink ballpoint pen with metallic look 
barrel and perforated metal clip. Meas. 
13.2 x 1 cm. 9 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

1966 ACCENTA
Blue ink ballpoint pen with matte black 
holder, an outstanding designed clip 
and metallic-look detail. Meas. 13.9 x 1.1 
cm. 8 g.

TAMPO PRINT
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WRITING INSTRUMENTS WRITING INSTRUMENTS

1850 VISTA
Blue ink ballpoint pen with unique design: the barrel and clip of this 
pen is designed in one piece. With colourful accent under the optical 
‘floating’ clip. Meas. 14.2 x 1.1 cm. 7 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT | DIGITAL PRINT | TAMPO PRINT

1866 VISTA SOLID
Blue ink ballpoint pen with unique design: the barrel and clip of this 
pen is designed in one piece. With striking silver accent below the 
optical ‘floating’ clip. Meas. 14.2 x 1.1 cm. 9 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT | DIGITAL PRINT | TAMPO PRINT

1516 SPARGO
Blue ink ballpoint pen with a rubber grip, modern clip with stylish 
colour accent. Meas. 14.4 x 1 cm. 8 g.

TAMPO PRINT

1517 SILVER SPARGO
Blue ink ballpoint pen with a silver barrel, rubber grip, modern clip with 
colour accent. Meas. 14.4 x 1 cm. 8 g.

TAMPO PRINT

264 - 264-265.indd   265 27-11-19   10:50
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WRITING INSTRUMENTS

1902 SWAN
Blue ink ballpoint pen with curved clip with colour accent and twist 
mechanism. Meas. 14.6 x 1.2 cm. 14 g.

TAMPO PRINT

1899 LUNAR
Blue ink ballpoint pen with a stylish clip with a striking colour accent 
and twist mechanism. Meas. 14.5 x 1.2 cm. 12 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

1897 LUNARCOLOUR
Blue ink ballpoint pen with a stylish clip with a striking, grey coloured 
accent and twist mechanism. Meas. 14.5 x 1.2 cm. 12 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

1932 SWAN COLOUR
Blue ink ballpoint pen with a fine curved clip with a white accent and 
twist mechanism. Meas. 14.6 x 1.2 cm. 14 g.

TAMPO PRINT

WRITING INSTRUMENTS
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WRITING INSTRUMENTS WRITING INSTRUMENTS

0811 SOLID GRAPHIC
Blue ink pen with transparent clip and push button. The solid holder 
has an eye-catching 3D graphic diamond pattern. Meas. 13.7 x 1.1 cm. 
9 g.

TAMPO PRINT

1973 GLAMOUR
Blue or black ink ballpoint pen featuring a non-slip grip with inlaid 
aluminium circles and metal clip. Please state your preference when 
ordering. Meas. 13.8 x 1.1 cm. 10 g.

TAMPO PRINT

1315 JAZZY
Blue ink ballpoint pen with metallic 
look rings and glossy trim. Meas. 14.1 x 
1 cm. 11 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

1415 RINGER
Blue ink ballpoint pen with metallic look 
barrel, metal clip, push button and shiny 
barrel rings. Meas. 14.2 x 1.1 cm. 10 g.

TAMPO PRINT

1732 MORRIS
Blue ink ballpoint pen with aluminium 
grip and coloured rubber detail. Meas. 
13.6 x 1.1 cm. 11 g.

TAMPO PRINT

266 - 266-267.indd   267 23-11-19   16:57
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WRITING INSTRUMENTS

1396 NOBLESSE
Blue ink ballpoint pen with a metallic look holder, metal clip and trims. 
8 g.

TAMPO PRINT

2407 PUSHBOW
Blue ink ballpoint pen with stylish metal clip, which is also a push 
button. Meas. 14.4 x 1.1 cm. 11 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT | DIGITAL PRINT | TAMPO PRINT

3328 NOSTALGIEONE
Blue ink ballpoint pen with polished barrel, gilded, ornate clip, point 
and twist-action tip. Meas. 13.5 x 1.1 cm. 10 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

WRITING INSTRUMENTS

1421 NOSTALGIESILVERONE
Blue ink ballpoint pen with polished barrel, ornate clip, point and twist-
action tip. Meas. 13.5 x 1.1 cm. 9 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT
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WRITING INSTRUMENTS WRITING INSTRUMENTS

2436 STILOLINEA RAJA
Blue ink ballpoint pen with coloured tip, metal clip and trims. Made in 
Italy. Meas. Ø 1.06 x 13.9 cm. 11 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

2653 STILOLINEA RAJA CHROME
Blue ink ballpoint pen with metal tip, clip and trims. Made in Italy. Meas. 
Ø 1.06 x 13.95 cm. 11 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

With Stilolinea, you have excellence in 
your hand!
Promotional pens that really stand out. The Stilolinea collection boasts distinctive, high quality 
pens that maintain this quality even through extensive use. Pens that are built to last, ensuring 
hours of writing pleasure. The contemporary look of the range is created through Italian design 
with bold designs complimented by subtle details. Stilolinea stands for excellence, providing the 
perfect solution for the reliable and cost effective promotion of your brand. 

268 - 268-269.indd   269 25-11-19   07:59
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WRITING INSTRUMENTS

1769 STILOLINEA BARON 03 COLOR
Blue ink ballpoint pen with coloured accents. A combination of matt and glossy finish. Made in Italy. Meas. Ø 1.09 x 13.4 cm. 
9 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT | TAMPO PRINT

1675 STILOLINEA BARON 03 ICE
Blue ink ballpoint pen with transparent frosted barrel and clip. Made in 
Italy. Meas. Ø 1.09 x 13.4 cm. 10 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT | TAMPO PRINT

1777 STILOLINEA BARON MIX SPECIAL
Blue ink ballpoint pen with translucent coloured clip and tip. Made in 
Italy. Meas. Ø 1.09 x 13.4 cm. 9 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT | DIGITAL PRINT

WRITING INSTRUMENTS
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WRITING INSTRUMENTS WRITING INSTRUMENTS

1685 STILOLINEA S40 COLOR
Blue ink ballpoint pen with coloured top/push button with clip. Made in 
Italy. Meas. Ø 1.16 x 13.85 cm. 8 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT | TAMPO PRINT

1640 STILOLINEA S30 PEN
Blue ink ballpoint pen with clip extra wide and colour accent in holder. 
Made in Italy. Meas. Ø 1.12 x 13.8 cm. 8 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

1695 STILOLINEA DUCAL
Blue ink ballpoint pen with clip and beautiful coloured accents. Made 
in Italy. Meas. Ø 1.14 x 13.75 cm. 8 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT | TAMPO PRINT

1775 STILOLINEA DUCAL COLOR
Blue ink ballpoint pen with coloured clip and point. Made in Italy. Meas. 
Ø 1.14 x 13.75 cm. 8 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT
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WRITING INSTRUMENTS

1719 STILOLINEA PIER MIX SPECIAL
Blue ink ballpoint pen with translucent coloured clip and push button. 
Made in Italy. Meas. Ø 1.13 x 13.72 cm. 9 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT | DIGITAL PRINT | TAMPO PRINT

1718 STILOLINEA OLLY
Blue ink ballpoint pen with coloured clip and point. Made in Italy. Meas. 
Ø 1.21 x 13.9 cm. 11 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

0567 STILOLINEA S45 PEN
Pen with blue refill and coloured clip/push button. Made in Italy. Meas. 
Ø 1.13 x 13.95 cm. 10 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT | TAMPO PRINT

1658 STILOLINEA S45 CLEAR
Blue ink ballpoint pen with transparent coloured barrel and a large clip/
push button. Made in Italy. Meas. Ø 1.13 x 13.9 cm. 9 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT | TAMPO PRINT

WRITING INSTRUMENTS
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WRITING INSTRUMENTS WRITING INSTRUMENTS

3151 STILOLINEA S45 BIO
ECO-friendly, blue ink ballpoint pen 
from the brand Stilolinea®. The matt 
barrel is made of Ingeo® PLA plastic. 
Ingeo® is a type of plastic made from 
plant fibres, which makes the pen 80% 
biodegradable and compostable. Made 
in Italy. Meas. Ø 1 x 13.9 cm. 9 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT | TAMPO PRINT

2855 STILOLINEA VEGETAL 
CLEAR
Blue ink ballpoint pen, made 
from natural materials and 80% 
biodegradable/compostable. With 
transparent barrel and ribbed grip. 
(EN13432:2000-12). Made in Italy. Meas. 
Ø 1.07 x 13.7 cm. 11 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT | TAMPO PRINT

1169 STILOLINEA S45 
RECYCLED
Environmentally friendly ballpoint pen. 
The barrel is made of 100% recycled 
plastic. With blue ink and large clip/push 
button. Made in Italy. Meas. Ø 1 x 13.9 
cm. 8 g.

TAMPO PRINT | SILKSCREEN PRINT
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WRITING INSTRUMENTS

1965 ZERO
Blue ink ballpoint pen with matt silver colour accent. Extremely light. 
Meas. 14.2 x 1.1 cm. 7 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT | TAMPO PRINT

1920 DOTT
Blue ink ballpoint pen with matching colour accent in the silver 
coloured push button. Meas. 13.9 x 1.07 cm. 7 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

WRITING INSTRUMENTS

1870 WHITELINE
Blue ink ballpoint pen with a transparent coloured button, point and 
clip with a white stripe as striking detail. Meas. 13.5 x 1 cm. 7 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

1109 STRIPER
Blue ink ballpoint pen with transparent coloured clip. Meas. 13.9 x 1.01 
cm. 8 g.

TAMPO PRINT
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WRITING INSTRUMENTS WRITING INSTRUMENTS

2208 LOGAN
Blue ink ballpoint pen with non-slip grip, clip/push button and silver 
accents. Meas. 13.45 x 1.15 cm. 12 g.

TAMPO PRINT

1770 MODENA
Blue ink ballpoint pen with stylish design: the body and clip of this pen 
are integrated. Striking colour accent below the clip. This accent colour 
matches the colour of the push button. 9 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT | TAMPO PRINT

2661 ALLEGRO 
Blue ink ballpoint pen with white barrel and colour accents, rubber grip 
and stylish clip. Meas. 14.1 x 1.1 cm. 9 g.

TAMPO PRINT

2345 GROOVE
Blue ink ballpoint pen with striking grip for an enjoyable writing 
experience and large, coloured clip. 10 g.

TAMPO PRINT | TAMPO PRINT
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WRITING INSTRUMENTS

ECO - Would you prefer to write green? 
Choose products with our GREEN label!
ECO products are immensely popular. Companies are increasingly going for promotional 
products that consist largely of recycled, recyclable and/or biodegradable materials. If you would 
like both a beautiful product and to convey an environmentally responsible message, you can’t 
go wrong with our ECO writing instruments.

Take a look at our writing instruments with the ‘green’ logo and make a conscious choice. 

2029 CARTOPOINT
Blue ink ballpoint pen with barrel, made 
of recycled cardboard, rubber top/
pointer to operate touch screens and 
plastic accents. Meas. 14.2 x 0.98 cm. 
6 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT | TAMPO PRINT

1829 PAPERWRITE
Blue ink ballpoint pen with holder made 
of recycled cardboard, wooden clip and 
coloured plastic accents. Meas. 13.9 x 
1.1 cm. 6 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT | TAMPO PRINT

Recycled paper 
& cardboard - if 
you love trees
Recycling paper and cardboard has 
major advantages, such as lowering 
the use of new raw materials, which 
leads to a significant decrease in 
logging. Pens with parts made of 
recycled paper or cardboard catch the 
eye and are immediately associated 
with eco-friendliness. 

WRITING INSTRUMENTS
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WRITING INSTRUMENTS WRITING INSTRUMENTS

2486 BIO DEGRADABLE NATURAL PEN
Eco-friendly ballpoint pen with a barrel made of recycled paper. The 
coloured clip, push button and point are made of biodegradable PLA. 
With blue ink. Meas. Ø 0.9 x 14 cm. 6 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

2490 BIO DEGRADABLE PEN
Eco-friendly ballpoint pen with a barrel made of recycled paper. The 
clip, push button and point are made of biodegradable PLA. With blue 
ink. Meas. Ø 1 x 14 cm. 6 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

PLA - Pens made from plants. Talk about 
green...
The starch of the fastest growing corn plant is the basis for bioplastic, also known as PLA. 
PLA stands for Polyactic Acid. It is an alternative to traditional plastics and made from 
renewable plant-based raw materials like corn starch or sugar cane. PLA is biodegradable and 
biocompatible. 
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WRITING INSTRUMENTS

Wheat Straw pens: 
the beauty of an ECO-
friendly pen!
Pens made of a unique combination of materials: 50% 
PP plastic and 50% wheat straw. Wheat straw is the 
stalk that’s left over after the wheat grains have been 
harvested, and is therefore biodegradable. These stalks, 
which were traditionally seen as waste, are incorporated 
into materials and ultimately processed into functional 
products. The result: an eco-friendly pen with a fantastic 
look! 

0882 ATHOS WHEAT-CYCLED PEN
Eco-friendly, blue ink ballpoint pen made of 50% PP and 50% wheat 
straw. With black accents, metal clip and turn-click system. Meas. Ø 1.3 
x 13 cm. 11 g.

TAMPO PRINT | DIGITAL PRINT

0881 WHEAT-CYCLED PEN
Eco-friendly, blue or black ink ballpoint pen made of 50% PP and 50% 
wheat straw. The holder, clip and push button are made of the same 
material and the entire pen has a stylish single-colour design. Meas. Ø 
1 x 14 cm. 8 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

2496 EBONY WHEAT
Eco-friendly, blue ink ballpoint pen with a barrel made of 50% ABS and 
50% wheat straw, metal clip and plastic chrome accents. Meas. Ø 1 x 
13.9 cm. 9,5 g.

TAMPO PRINT

WRITING INSTRUMENTS
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WRITING INSTRUMENTS WRITING INSTRUMENTS

2492 BAMBOO WHEAT PEN
Blue ink ballpoint pen with bamboo barrel. The clip, push button and 
point are made of wheat straw. Almost entirely biodegradable. An 
environmentally responsible choice. Meas. Ø 1.1 x 13.5 cm. 6,5 g.

LASER ENGRAVING | TAMPO PRINT | SILKSCREEN PRINT

2488 CORK ECO WRITE
Eco-friendly, blue ink ballpoint pen with a barrel made of cork. The 
point, top, push button and clip are made of 50% PP and 50% wheat 
straw. Partly biodegradable. Meas. Ø 1.1 x 13.5 cm. 6,5 g.

TAMPO PRINT
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2482 ATHOS BAMBOO
Blue ink, eco-friendly bamboo pen with metal clip and silver-coloured 
accents. Meas. Ø 1.3 x 14 cm. 9,5 g.

LASER ENGRAVING | TAMPO PRINT

Bamboo, naturally 
environmentally friendly
Bamboo grows quickly, is harvested more frequently and 
is completely biodegradable. Its compact fibre structure 
makes bamboo hard, wear-resistant and durable. Pens 
with a bamboo barrel or bamboo accents have a natural 
and trendy appearance. Bamboo guarantees a beautiful 
and environmentally responsible product. 

WRITING INSTRUMENTS

1538 BOSTONBAMBOO
Blue ink ballpoint pen with a bamboo 
holder and metal clip. For an 
environmentally friendly promotion. 
Meas. 13.8 x 1.1 cm. 7 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING

3369 EBONY BAMBOO
Blue or black ink ballpoint pen with nice 
bamboo holder, chrome rings and metal 
clip/push button. This pen is also known 
as the Electra Bamboo pen. Meas. 14 x 
1.1 cm. 17 g.

LASER ENGRAVING | TAMPO PRINT

3456 BAMBOOWRITE
Blue ink ballpoint pen with bamboo 
holder, metal clip, turn-click system and 
coloured rubber non-slip grip. Meas. 
13.8 x 1.2 cm. 10 g.

LASER ENGRAVING | TAMPO PRINT
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4525 NOVA
Blue ink, beech wood ballpoint pen with chrome clip, push button and 
point. In a beech wood case. Meas. 17.5 x 2.6 x 2 cm. 70 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT | TAMPO PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING

4429 NOVASET
Beech wood writing set: blue ink ballpoint pen and refillable pencil 
with 3 HB refills (0.5 mm). With chrome clip, push button and point. In a 
beach wood case. Meas. 17.5 x 4.5 x 2 cm. 109 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT | TAMPO PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING

4326 DERBY
Blue ink, beech wood ballpoint pen with chrome clip, point section and 
wooden push button. Meas. 14.25 x 1.05 cm. 12 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING

Beechwood for the ECO 
wow effect
Beechwood is a wood type with special properties: it’s 
hard, doesn’t splinter and has a fine grain. This wood 
is very easy to process and therefore very suitable for 
making pens and for imprints. A beechwood pen is a 
sustainable, strong, natural and beautiful eco item. 
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WRITING INSTRUMENTS

RPET - the new standard 
in a new generation of 
sustainable materials
RPET is a polyester made entirely of PET bottles. The (re)
use of RPET contributes to a cleaner environment. For 
example, by reducing the amount of plastic in the oceans 
and the plastic waste mountain. RPET is indistinguishable 
from ‘regular’ plastic. Be surprised by the beautiful RPET 
products in our collection. 

2484 ATHOS RPET
Blue ink ballpoint pen with transparent coloured RPET barrel; made of 
recycled PET bottles. With high gloss accents and metal clip. Durable, 
eco-friendly and environmentally responsible. Meas. 14 x 1.2 cm. 13 g.

TAMPO PRINT | DIGITAL PRINT

2222 BOTTLEPEN RPET
Blue ink ballpoint pen, made almost entirely from recycled PET bottles. 
Meas. 14.2 x 1.1 cm. 12 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

2494 BOTTLEWISE RPET
Blue ink RPET ballpoint pen, made almost entirely out of recycled PET 
bottles. The barrel has a distinctive relief pattern. The large clip is ideal 
for an imprint and immediately catches the eye. Meas. Ø 1.15 x 14 cm. 
12 g.

TAMPO PRINT

WRITING INSTRUMENTS
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1996 TOUCHDOWN
Blue ink, lightweight pen with top/pointer to operate touch screens (eg iPhone/iPad). Slim holder with metallic look and clip, 
which is also on/off button and rubber grip. Meas. 14 x 0.9 cm. 6 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

2150 PALITOTOUCH
Blue ink, lightweight, metallic look ballpoint pen with rubber top/pointer to operate touch screens (eg iPhone/ iPad), push 
button and streamlined holder. Meas. 14.7 x 1 cm. 7 g.

SILKSCREEN PRINT

2666 LUGANOTOUCH
Blue ink, aluminium ballpoint pen with rubber top/pointer to operate touch screens (eg iPhone/iPad), silver-coloured, high-
gloss accents, metal clip and twist mechanism. The colour of the top matches with the colour of the barrel. Meas. 12.3 x 0.9 
cm. 11 g.

LASER ENGRAVING
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2332 ATHOSTOUCH
Blue ink ballpoint pen with coloured rubber top/pointer to operate 
touch screens (eg iPhone/iPad), metallic look barrel, non-slip grip, 
recess in metal clip and twist mechanism. Meas. 13.5 x 1.1 cm. 12 g.

TAMPO PRINT | DIGITAL PRINT

2442 ATHOS COLOUR TOUCH
Blue ink ballpoint pen with coloured barrel, rubber grip, glossy accents, 
recess in metal clip and rubber top/pointer to operate touch screens 
(eg iPhone/iPad). Meas. 13.5 x 1.1 cm. 12 g.

TAMPO PRINT | DIGITAL PRINT

2772 ATHOS TOUCH BLACKGRIP
Blue ink ballpoint pen with metallic look barrel, non-slip grip, metal clip and rubber top/pointer to operate touch screens. 
Meas. 13.5 x 1.1 cm. 12 g.

TAMPO PRINT

WRITING INSTRUMENTS
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0813 ATHOS LIGHT UP 
TOUCH  
Blue ink ballpoint pen with coloured, 
rubber top/pointer. With one click on 
the pointer, the logo in the holder is 
highlighted in a colour that matches 
the pointer. Ideal for operating touch 
screens (eg iPhone/iPad). With matte 
black barrel, silver accents, metal clip, 
rubber grip, twist mechanism and a 
protective cap. Meas. 15 x 1.45 cm. 10 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

0814 ATHOSCOLOUR LIGHT 
UP TOUCH
Blue ink ballpoint pen with rubber 
top/pointer. One press on the pointer 
brightly lights up the logo in the holder 
in a colour matching the coloured, 
gripped holder. This pen is perfect for 
operating touchscreens (such as an 
iPhone/iPad). With silver colour accents, 
an attractive metal clip and a turn-click 
system. Includes protective cap. Meas. 
15 x 1.45 cm. 10 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

2707 LIGHT UP LOGO 
TOUCH
Blue ink ballpoint pen with rubber top/
pointer with protective cap. With one 
click on the pointer, the logo in the 
holder is highlighted. Ideal for operating 
touch screens. With metallic look barrel, 
silver accents, metal clip, rubber grip 
and twist mechanism. Batteries incl. 
Meas. 13.7 x 1.1 cm. 10 g.

LASER ENGRAVING
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3647 CORTONA TOUCH
Blue ink, aluminium ballpoint pen in metallic look. With rubber top/pointer to operate touch screens, non-slip rubber grip, 
metal clip and twist-click system. Meas. 12.1 x 1.1 cm. 9 g.

TAMPO PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING

1666 STYLUSTOUCH
Blue ink, metal ballpoint pen with rubber top/pointer to operate touch 
screens (eg iPhone/iPad), gloss accents and twist mechanism. Meas. 
13.7 x 0.75 cm. 12 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

3199 STYLUS STEEL TOUCH
Elegant, blue or black ink ballpoint pen with slim barrel made of 
brushed and polished stainless steel. With rubber top/pointer to 
operate touch screens, twist mechanism and metal clip, tip, ring and 
top. Meas. 13.62 x 0.9 x 0.77 cm. 11 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

WRITING INSTRUMENTS
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3140 ARONATOUCH
Blue ink pen with aluminium holder with trimmed grip, silver accents and metal clip. Equipped with a top/pointer to operate 
touch screens (eg iPhone/iPad). 13.96 x 1.03 cm. 17 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

3569 EBONY TOUCH
Blue ink, aluminium ballpoint pen with rubber top/pointer to operate touch screens (e.g. iPhone/iPad), matte coloured, 
metallic look barrel and metal clip. This pen is also known as the Electra Touch pen. Meas. 14.7 x 1.01 cm. 16 g.

LASER ENGRAVING
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0816 LASAR
Slim, blue ink ballpoint pen with rubberized holder, matt black metal 
clip and coloured rubber top/pointer. The holder has a special 
coloured coating under the rubberized finish. As soon as the logo is 
laser engraved, this coloured coating matching the colouring of the 
pointer appears. This results in a pen with a very elegant appearance. 
Meas. 14.2 x 1 cm. 18,5 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

2478 LUCA TOUCH
Slim, blue ink ballpoint pen with aluminium barrel. With a rubberised 
soft touch finish and a rubber top/pointer. Sturdy metal clip and plastic 
point. Meas. Ø 0.95 x 14.5 cm. 18 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

WRITING INSTRUMENTS
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3339 MULTITOUCH 4-IN-1
Blue ink, aluminium ballpoint pen with rubber top/pointer to operate 
touch screens (eg iPhone/iPad), an integrated laser pointer, a bright 
white LED light and metal clip. Batteries incl. Meas. 12.5 x 0.9 cm. 12 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

2433 ORBIT
Chic, blue ink, aluminium ballpoint pen with metallic look finish, metal 
clip and anti slip grip. Meas. 13.85 x 1.04 cm. 18 g.

LASER ENGRAVING | TAMPO PRINT

2202 NUANCE
Blue ink, aluminium ballpoint pen in metallic look, with metal clip and 
trims. Meas. 14 x 1 cm. 18 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

1122 TOUCHTIP
Blue ink ballpoint pen in metallic finish, non-slip grip, push button and 
rubber top/pointer to operate touch screens (eg iPhone/iPad). 11 g.

TAMPO PRINT
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2569 EBONY MATTE
Blue or black ink, aluminium ballpoint pen with matte coloured, metallic look barrel and metal clip/push button. This pen is 
also known as the Electra Matte pen. Meas. 13.7 x 1 cm. 19 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

2669 EBONY SHINY
Blue ink, aluminium ballpoint pen with shiny, metallic look barrel and metal clip. This pen is also known as the Electra Shiny 
pen. Meas. 13.73 x 1 cm. 18 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

WRITING INSTRUMENTS
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5569 EBONY RUBBERISED
Blue ink ballpoint pen with black painted push button/clip and tip, chrome interlaces. The barrel is finished with a rubberised 
finish. This pen is also known as the Electra Rubberised pen. Meas. 13.73 x 1 cm. 19 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

2480 BRADY SOFT TOUCH
Blue ink, aluminium ballpoint pen with rubberised soft-touch finish, sturdy metal clip and plastic point and push button. Meas. 
Ø 1 x 13.5 cm. 18 g.

LASER ENGRAVING
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3445 EMPIRE
Blue ink metal ballpoint pen with glossy metallic look barrel, rubber 
grip, sturdy metal clip, push button and silver glossy accents. Meas. 14 
x 1.1 cm. 18 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

1499 DELGADO GLOSS
Elegant, blue ink, aluminium ballpoint pen with slim, glossy barrel, twist 
mechanism and a metal clip, tip, ring and top. Meas. 13 x 1 x 0.8 cm. 
6 g.

LASER ENGRAVING | TAMPO PRINT

4310 ZEPPELIN
Metal writing set: blue ink ballpoint pen and refillable pencil with 3 HB 
refills (0.7 mm). Both with glossy coated barrels. In a gift tin. Meas. 16 x 
5.5 x 1.8 cm. Each set in a box. 95 g.

TAMPO PRINT

3287 DELTA
Blue ink, metal ballpoint pen with triangular ergonomic design and 
rubber grip. Meas. 13.8 x 1.2 cm. 18 g.

TAMPO PRINT

WRITING INSTRUMENTS
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3854 CASSETTE ONE-PIECE
Sturdy plastic gift case which offers 
stylish packaging and protection for 
pens, touch screen pens and pencils. 
Suitable for 1 writing instrument. Meas. 
16 x 4 x 2 cm. 20 g.

3855 CASSETTE TWO-
PIECES
Sturdy plastic gift case which offers 
stylish packaging and protection for 
pens, touch screen pens and pencils. 
Suitable for 2 writing instruments. Meas. 
16 x 4 x 2 cm. 20 g.

1605 VELVETPOUCH
Velvet pouch which offers stylish 
packaging and protection for pens, 
touch screen pens and pencils. Suitable 
for 1 writing instrument. Meas. 15.2 x 2.8 
x 2 cm. 16 g.

1282 GIFT SLEEVE
Sturdy cardboard sleeve as a modern 
gift wrapping and protection for (eco) 
ballpoint pens, touchscreen pens and 
propelling pencils. Suitable for 1 writing 
instrument. Meas. 15.3 x 4 cm. 4 g.

3865 GIFTBOX
Gift box for pens, touch screen 
pens and pencils. Made from sturdy 
cardboard, with a velvet inlay. Suitable 
for 1 or 2 writing instruments. Meas. 17 x 
6 x 2.5 cm. 52 g.

3864 GIFTTUBE
Elegant, plastic gift box with matte finish 
and glossy accents. Includes protection 
foam. Stylish packaging and protection 
for pens, touch screen pens and pencils. 
Suitable for 1 writing instrument. Meas. Ø 
2.5 x 16 cm. 22 g.
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3858 CHICAGOBLACK
Blue ink, matte steel ballpoint pen with stylish grip. Meas. 13.5 x 1.1 cm. 
19 g.

TAMPO PRINT

5310 PRINCIPAL
Blue ink ballpoint pen made of stainless steel with an elegant 
combination of matte steel and glossy steel accents. With twist 
mechanism and solid grip. Meas. 14.05 x 0.9 cm. 30 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

6410 PRINCIPALDUO
Stainless steel writing set: ballpoint pen with twist mechanism and 
rollerpen with cap. With solid grip. The ballpoint pen and rollerpen are 
both available with blue or black ink. 61 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

5242 CHICAGOBLACKSET
Matte steel writing set: blue ink ballpoint pen and refillable pencil with 
3 HB refills (0.5 mm) 39 g.

TAMPO PRINT

WRITING INSTRUMENTS
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7333 GENTLETOUCHSET
Metal writing set: blue ink pen with twist-action mechanism and blue 
ink rollerpen. Both with stylish rubber feel finish, rubber top/pointer, clip 
and glossy accents. Meas. 17 x 6 x 2.5 cm. 114 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

7888 BLACKJACKSET
Metal writing set: blue ink pen and rollerpen. Both with stylish rubber 
feel finish, beautifully designed top with clip and glossy accents. 111 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

2421 NOSTALGIE WOOD
Chic, black ink ballpoint pen made of walnut wood. With gilded, metal clip and accents and sliding push system. Meas. 13.9 
x 1.3 cm. 15 g.

LASER ENGRAVING
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7441 MASTERCLASS
Rosewood writing set: blue ink ballpoint pen and refillable pencil with 3 HB refills. Both with matte steel clip, point and trim. 
In a case. Meas. 21 x 3.7 x 6.2 cm. Each set in a box. 220 g.

TAMPO PRINT

0867 CORK PEN SET
Blue ink, metal ballpoint pen with a polished, super-smooth chrome finish. The front piece has a strikingly beautiful cork 
finish. The pen has a turn-click system. Per set in a beautiful, matching cassette with cork accent. A distinctively luxurious 
set. Meas. 18 x 5.5 x 3.2 cm. 138 g.

LASER ENGRAVING | TAMPO PRINT

WRITING INSTRUMENTS
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5344 PRINCETON
Blue ink, glossy ballpoint pen with twist-action system and metal clip/top, point and barrel ring. In a case. Meas. 18 x 4.7 x 3.5 
cm. 157 g.

TAMPO PRINT

6425 PRINCETON DOUBLE
Writing set: blue ink ballpoint pen with twist-action tip and refillable 
pencil with 3 HB refills (0.9 mm). Both with metal trims. In a case. Meas. 
18 x 6.5 x 4 cm. 232 g.

TAMPO PRINT

4655 LUXOR
Blue ink ballpoint pen with metal trim and inlayed lattice pattern, turn-
click system and metal clip/top, point and barrel ring. In a case. Meas. 
18 x 4.7 x 3.5 cm. 139 g.

TAMPO PRINT
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WRITING INSTRUMENTS

Unique ballpoint pens 
from the brand Cross
An exquisite collection of classic and timeless models, 
sublimely finished.  Mit zeitlich unbegrenzter Cross 
Garantie. Each piece in a special Cross gift case. The 
ultimate business gift! 

4850 CROSS CALAIS
Only available in the Benelux. Blue ink or black ink, metal Cross 
ballpoint pen with polished, smooth chrome finish, front piece in pure 
chrome or with a coloured lacquer and twist-action mechanism. Each 
piece in a Cross gift case. Please state your preference when ordering. 
Meas. 13.5 x 1.25 cm. 174 g.

LASER ENGRAVING | TAMPO PRINT

0822 CROSS BAILEY
Only available in the Benelux. Black ink, metal Cross ballpoint pen. 
This model is available in chrome with gold coloured, metal clip and 
accents ór with a perfect polished, super smooth coloured laque finish 
with chrome metal clip and accents. With twist-action mechanism. A 
traditional design with an eye for details. Each piece in a Cross gift 
case.  Meas. 13 x 1.1 cm. 31 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

6420 CROSS NILE
Only available in the Benelux. Black ink Cross ballpoint pen made of 
high-quality metal. This design is available in polished chrome, matt 
chrome and matt black. With metal chrome accents, clip and a flexible 
turning system. A special and timeless design with striking details. Per 
unit in a Cross gift cassette. Meas. 17.1 x 6.6 x 6.4 cm. 128 g.

TAMPO PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING

WRITING INSTRUMENTS
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4506 CROSSCLICK
Only available in the Benelux. Super Slim metal Cross rollerball pen 
with black gel ink, satin chrome or satin black finish, satin black metal 
clip and elegant push button. Each piece in a Cross gift case. Meas. 
18.5 x 9 x 3 cm. 120 g.

TAMPO PRINT

4706 CROSS CLICK CLASSIC BLACK
Only available in the Benelux. Black ink, metal Cross ballpoint pen. 
This super slim model is available in chrome or with a coloured satin 
finish. Highly finished with a metal clip and stylish push button. Each 
piece in a Cross gift case. Meas. 18.6 x 9 x 3 cm. 120 g.

LASER ENGRAVING | TAMPO PRINT

6310 CROSS TECH2 STYLUS
Only available in the Benelux. Black ink, metal Cross ballpoint pen with 
satin or chrome finish, satin black metal clip, top quality rubber/pointer 
to operate touch screens (eg iPhone/iPad) and twist mechanism. In a 
Cross gift box. Meas. 18.5 x 9 x 3 cm. 148 g.

TAMPO PRINT | LASER ENGRAVING

6710 TECH 3+ MULTIFUNCTIONAL PEN
Only available in the Benelux. Multifunctional Cross 2 colour ballpoint 
pen and filler pencil: black ballpoint pen, red ballpoint pen, 3 HB pencil 
fillings and rubber. This solid metal pen features a chrome-plated 
mirror finish, classic line pattern and polished chrome accents. Each 
piece in Cross gift case. Meas. 18.6 x 9 x 3 cm. 120 g.

LASER ENGRAVING
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5480 CROSS CLASSIC CENTURY MEDALIST 
BALLPOINT
Only available in the Benelux. Black ink Cross ballpoint pen. Polished 
chrome and super slim barrel. With twist-action mechanism. Highy 
finished with 23 carat gold plated accents and clip, and classic line 
pattern in the barrel. Each piece in a Cross gift case. Meas. 18.6 x 9 x 
3 cm. 130 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

8011 CROSS CENTURY CLASSIC 10
Only available in the Benelux. Black ink Cross ballpoint pen finished 
in 10 carat rolled gold with chrome point and twist-action mechanism. 
Each piece in a Cross gift case. Meas. 18.5 x 9 x 3 cm. 155 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

6030 CROSS CENTURY CLASSIC BLACK
Only available in the Benelux. Black ink Cross ballpoint pen with black 
satin finish, 23 carat gold plated clip, top, point and barrel ring and 
twist-action mechanism. Each piece in a Cross gift case. Meas. 18.5 x 
9 x 3 cm. 159 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

5045 CROSS CLASSIC CENTURY LUSTROUS 
CHROME
Only available in the Benelux. Black ink Cross ballpoint pen. The 
chrome barrel is highly finished with a classic line pattern and chrome 
metal clip and accent. With twist-action mechanism.  Each piece comes 
in a special Cross gift case. Meas. 18.5 x 9 x 3 cm. 162 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

WRITING INSTRUMENTS
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5150 CROSS CENTURY II BLACK BALLPOINT
Only available in the Benelux. Black ink Cross ballpoint pen. The metal 
barrel is finished with a shiny, black lacquer finish, rhodium plated 
metal accents and smooth twist-action mechanism. Each piece in a 
luxurous Cross gift case. Meas. 18.6 x 9 x 3 cm. 130 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

7150 CROSS CENTURY II MEDALIST BALLPOINT
Only available in the Benelux. Black ink Cross ballpoint pen in a 
modern design. The chrome barrel is finished with a classic line 
pattern and 23 carat cold plated metal clip and accents. With smooth 
twist-action mechanism. Each piece in a luxurous Cross gift case. 
Meas. 18.6 x 9 x 3 cm. 130 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

4150 CROSS CENTURY II PREMIUM CHROME
Only available in the Benelux. Black ink Cross ballpoint pen. The 
chrome barrel is highly finished with a classic line pattern and chrome 
metal clip and accent. With smooth twist-action mechanism. Each piece 
in a luxurous Cross gift case. Meas. 18.6 x 9 x 3 cm. 130 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

8150 CROSS CENTURY II 10 CARAT FOUNTAIN 
PEN
Only available in the Benelux. Black ink Cross fountain pen in a 
modern design. 10 carat gold-plated appointments and subtle incised 
line pattern. Each piece in a luxurious Cross gift case. Meas. 18.6 x 9 x 
3 cm. 130 g.

LASER ENGRAVING
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WRITING INSTRUMENTS

Sheaffer writing instruments - A touch of 
nostalgia with a contemporary twist
Sheaffer stands for style and creativity. With respect for the past, this brand has an eye for the 
future. This is reflected in stylish designs and high quality. 

4458 SHEAFFER SWITCH
Only available in the Benelux. Black ink ballpoint pen from the brand 
Sheaffer with a high quality rubber/pointer to operate touch screens. 
The metal barrel has a matte finish, shiny chrome accents and stylish 
clip. Each piece in Sheaffer gift case. Meas. 13.7 x 1.4 x 1 cm. 185 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

4457 SHEAFFER SENTINEL
Only available in the Benelux. Black ink ballpoint pen from the brand 
Sheaffer. Classic and slim design, finished with a brushed chrome 
cap and shiny polished accents, clip and push button. Each piece in a 
Sheaffer case. Meas. 13.1 x 1.2 x 1 cm. 100 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

WRITING INSTRUMENTS
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WRITING INSTRUMENTS WRITING INSTRUMENTS

4456 SHEAFFER VFM
Only available in the Benelux. Black ink ballpoint pen from the brand Sheaffer. The metal barrel has a matte finish and 
chrome accents, clip and push button. Each piece in Sheaffer gift case. Meas. 13.8 x 1.4 x 1 cm. 104 g.

LASER ENGRAVING

4455 SHEAFFER 100
Only available in the Benelux. Black ink ballpoint pen from the brand Sheaffer. Finished with brushed chrome, with cap, high 
polished clip and accents. With twist-action mechanism. Each piece in a Sheaffer gift case. Meas. 13.6 x 1.6 x 1.2 cm. 185 g.

LASER ENGRAVING
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304 EU CERTIFIED

Printing techniques
Printed business gifts, promotional gifts & giveaways immediately make your brand stand out. You want to make a perfect 
impression. That’s why we pay a great deal of attention to the print of your logo, company details, personalisation and 
unique full-colour design. Every type of material requires a different printing technique:

PRINTING TECHNIQUES

TAMPO PRINT LASER ENGRAVING SUBLIMATION STICKER

SILKSCREEN PRINT CERAMIC PAD PRINT

DIGITAL PRINTCERAMIC TRANSFER PRINT CO² LASER ENGRAVING

FOIL PRINT

DIGITAL TRANSFERDOMINGEMBOSSING IMITATION 
ETCHING
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305

ISO
9001

EU CERTIFIED

Product safety has our continuous attention
When you give a gift, you want to be sure that it’s safe and of high quality. After all, you want to make a good impression 
and convey your brand with pride. We understand this. That’s why all products are tested by certified testing agencies, we 
maintain a strict quality policy and do everything we can to ensure safety, quality and functionality.

Laws and regulations
Additionally, our suppliers provide us with statements confirming that products meet our specifications. With this we show 
that our products comply with the applicable laws and regulations. Would you like to receive a certificate for one of our 
products? Feel free to contact us.

European certification - an ongoing process
We are always up to date with changes in the applicable laws and regulations, which ensures the safety of our products.

100% EU CERTIFIED!

Give gifts with confidence...

PRINTING TECHNIQUES
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INDEX INDEX

A
activity tracker 39
alarm clocks 16
aprons 103-104,121
avocado slicer 99
 
B
baby bib 119
Backpack Cover 176
backpacks 169-180
badges 225,229
bags 150,152,155-191
ballpoint pens 32,257-292,294-303
balls 199-200
bandana 119
barbecue sets 121
bathrobes 116
bath towels 114-116
beach products 114-115,162,180,199-201
beach towel 114-115
bicycle products 122,182
blankets 108
body care 110-112,115
bookmarker 231,233
bottle openers 99,214,217-218,223
bottle stopper 107
boules games 201
bowl 99
 
C
calculators 232
camera 43
camera blocker 45
camping light 132
candles and accessories 109
caps 117-118
carabiner hooks 224-225
carafes 62,88
card/pass holders 240-242
carpenter's pencils 125
car products 
23,33,50,52-56,66-68,74-75,122-124,157,241-
242
charger (wireless) 13,16-32
cheese plates 100
Christmas products 119
cleaning cloths 42
clipboards 243
clocks 16
clothing and textiles 103-104,114-119,124,153
coasters 217
COB light 122,131-132,224
coin holders/key rings 220
coloured pencils 254-255
compasses 150
computer accessories 
15,29,34-38,42,44-45,289
Contigo drinking bottles/cups 66-73
cooler bags 121,180-183
crayons 254-255

 
credit card holders 240-242
Cross pens 298-301
cup 86
cup and saucers 87
custom made products 219
cutlery 96
cutting board 100-102
 
D
desk sets 23
dice 204
document bags 165,186-189
document folders 244-251
drinking bottles 14,52,57-65,67,69-72,75-77
drinking cup 49-56,64,66-68,73,75,78,99
drinking glasses 88-93
drinking straws 95
driving licence holders 122
ducks 206
 
E
earphones 8-10
eco products 7,15,18-19,27-28,49,55,57,78,95-
97,104-106,110,113,123,133,140,143,158-163,166,171-
173,178,195-197,203-205,221,228,234-
235,245,273,275-282,295-296
espresso cup 51,86
 
F
fleece blankets 108
foldable bag 166-170
fragrance sets 109
frisbees 201
 
G
games 200-201,203-205
gift sets 31-32,56,109,129,135
glass 60,88-91
gloves 42
golf products 116,149
guest towels 114
 
H
hand towels 114-116,153
hats 119
headlight 132
headphones 7-8
heat pad 110
highlighters 253
hip bags 150-151
hobby knives 125
 
I
ice scrapers 123-124
id card holders 229,240-242
incense sets 109
iPad cover 249
 
 

 
J
juggling sets 201
 
K
Kambukka drinking bottles/cups 74-77
key cords 35,226-229
key rings 24,36,43,126,217-225
key rings/purses 241-242
kitchen set 100
kitchenware 99,102
knife (sets) 99-100,102
knife block 102
 
L
lanyards 35,226-229
laptop bags/trolleys 177-179,187,189
laser pointers 44
lighters 214-216
lip balms 111
luggage scale 150
lunch box 96-98
 
M
Mag-Lite torches 128-129
magnifying glasses 231
manicure sets 112
memo/photo clips 231
mirrors 111
money/key purses 242
mugs 50-52,78-87
multitool 134-135
multi tools 135
 
N
name card holders 229
non-slip mat 124
notebooks 234-239
notepads 234-239
 
O
oven gloves 103
 
P
packaging pens 293
paint sets 254
paper weights 231
parking disc 124
pedometers 150
pen cases 232
pencils 125,255-256
pens 32,257-292,294-303
pens with black ink 
258-260,263,267,275,278,280,286,290,294-
295,298-303
peppermints 212-213
photo/memo clips 231
picnic baskets 121
piggy banks 206
pillows 108,200

Index
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307INDEX INDEX

playing cards 204
pocket knives 129,133-138
pocket torches 26,29,128-132,135
ponchos 140
Popsockets 40-41
pottery 80-87,99
pouch 198
powerbank 13,19,21-32
purses 122,242
puzzles (games) 205
 
R
raincoat 140
reading lamps 45,132,231
refillable pencils 
256-257,281,292,294,296-297,299
RFID products 179,240-241
rollerballs 294-295,299
rulers 126,232,254,258
 
S
Sabatier products 102
safety clothing 124
safety products 45,122,124,132,151,174,203
salad shaker 99
scarves 119
self-adhesive memo sheets 233
selfie stick 42
serving board 100-101
shaker 64,73,99
Sheaffer pens 302-303
shopping bags 155-164,166-168,180
shoulder bags 155-165,168,180,187-189
skipping ropes 203
smartwatch 39
soft toys 207-211
Solaine bath textile 114-116
speaker 11-15,32
spirit levels 126
sports/travelling bags 152,184-185,190
sports products 151,153
steak set 100
Stilolinea pens 269-273
stress balls 202
stylus pen 
257-258,276,283-289,295,299,302
suitcases 190-191
sunglasses 193-198
sweets 212-213
 
T
tape measures 126-127
telephone accessories 8-38,40-43,122,240
thermo bottle 14,56-59,67,69,71
thermo cups 50-56,66-68,74-75
thermo mugs 50-56,66-68,74-75
timer 110
toiletry bags 112-113
tools 122,125-127,133-139
torches/lamps 

26,45,109,122,130,132,151,203,223-224,231
touch pen 
257-258,276,283-289,295,299,302
tracker 43
travelling/sports bags 152,184-185,190-191
travelling products 
75,96,98,111-113,132,139,150,152,191
trolley coins 124,220
trolleys/cases 190-191
 
U
umbrellas 140-149
usb's 32
 
V
Victorinox products 129,136-139
VR-glasses 43
 
W
waiters friends 105-106
wallets 241-242
water bottle 14,57-65,70-72,76-77
water flasks 52,65
wine boxes 106
wine coolers 107
wine gift sets 106
wristbands 151,203
writing cases 244-251
writing sets 281,292,294-297
 
Y
yoghurt cup 99
yo-yo's 203
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